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Four Celebrated Women Whose Song Compositions Rank
High Among Contemporary Composers
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short biographical sketches of well known
Each month a similar page brings to Etude readers port
will serve to give a better acquaintcomposers. These biographies and lists of compositions will serve to» giv^
____s whose beautiful songs are
ance with the distinguished contemporary composer
frequently used by teachers, concertt artists,
artists, and
an< church and nonprofessional singers in our foremost musical centers.

MRS. H. H. A. BEACH

LITTLE BROWN-EYED LADDIE
No. 18585

By Mrs. H. H. A. Beach

Price, 45 cents

MANA-ZUCCA

MANA-ZUCCA,
the talented
American woman composer, was
born in New York City. Her unusual
musical talent manifested itself at an
early age and she created a sensation
when at the age of eight she appeared
with the New York Symphony Society
in a Beethoven Concerto. At eleven she
toured the United States playing con¬
cert programs featuring the leading mas¬
ters. She studied in this country and
abroad and made a concert tour which
: -n
included Russia, France, Germany, Hol¬
land and England, arousing much enthusiasm wherever she
was heard.
Mana-Zucca is not only a pianist of note but a singer as
well, having appeared in several famous light open*. She
is now devoting herself to composition and l positionredials. She has composed over one hundred w orks for
piano, violin, cello and orchestra, and is rapidly gaining an
assured place among American composers, as is attested
by the fact that her compositions have found a place upon
the programs of some of the world’s leading artists.

has been that of Mrs. H. H. A. Beach.
This distinguished composer and concert
pianist was bom in the town of Henniker, N. H., and at the age of four, having
studied under her mother, she was play¬
ing the piano, and at seven was giving
concerts. A thorough general education
Mrs. H. H. A.
was given to her in connection with her
.
musical training which was continued
under leading American masters, and she
again appeared in concert work at the
age of sixteen. The following year she was soloist with the
Boston Symphony Orchestra and the Theodore Thomas
Orchestra. From that time on she has been well known as
concert pianist, both in this country and abroad.
As a composer her career is more phenomenal for she is
entirely self taught, with the exception of one year's in¬
struction in harmony, having devoted herself to the study
of counterpoint, composition and orchestration directly from
the great works of Musical Literature. Her compositions
include a Mass in E flat, several large choral and orchestra
works, a Symphony and many pianoforte compositions and
songs which have found places on the concert programs of
many American singers. Although displaying a great
technical skill in the larger works, Mrs. Beach is at her best
in the smaller forms (songs and pianoforte pieces) where her
delicate sense of melody find charming and sincere expression.

9420 Son* of the Child, The . .

22514 Jesus. My Saviour.'.'.'.'.::.'
18585 Little BrowrvEyed laddie .
18102 Message.
18586 MootvPath, The.
18584 When Mama Sings.

ANNA PRISCILLA
RISHER

APRIL IN KILLARNEY
No. 18103

By Agnes Clune Quinlan

AGNES CLUNE
QUINLAN
Her musical education was pursued
chiefly at the Royal Academy of Music,
London, where she studied piano and
voice with the leading teachers of the
day. Upon coming to America Miss
Quinlan became actively engaged in
teaching in and around Philadelphia.
She has given numerous piano recitals in
Aones Clune
various parts of the East and has played
Quinlan
the Greig Concerto with the Philadel¬
phia Symphony Orchestra.
Her activity in composition has been most successful in
the line of song, there being in print a dozen or more charm¬
ing little pieces from her pen. In her compositions are
reflected one of her most prominent characteristics both
personally and as an artist—a contagious exuberance of
spirit and a superabundant vitality.
SS

Cat. No.
18103 April in Killarney.
8037 Far Away From Ireland. .
14676 I Know a Lovely Island..
8036 In Absence.
9709 Irish Glen Song, An.
15927 Kinnegad.
15352 Legend of WicklowTA...
7814 Love in a Garden.
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AyflSS ANNA PRISCILLA RISHER,
J.VJ. eminent woman composer, teacher
and organist, began composing at the
V n
very early age of twelve years. The
A
major portion of her musical education ” v
was received at Pennsylvania College
’
for Women and the New England Conservatory of Music from which she
t
graduated in 1894, returning later for
two years of postgraduate work.
Following this she spent a number of
.
years as teacher and organist in Pitts’"‘r,
burgh, until 1918 when she went to
Caldorma to make her home in Hollywood.
one is now devoting most of her time to composition and
to the study of orchestrat.on. In both fields she has had
unusual success and probably the most tangible record of
her achievement in the field of composition is to be found
n the catalogs of the publishers who have produced more
,one hundred ^venty of her workj while not
, ? Phase °f composition, she has written a
umber ot delightful songs which have been used extensive¬
ly by concert and non-professional s
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Success in Music is easy—it
is merely the adding each
week, each month, a little
more knowledge, a little more
skill through properly direct¬
ed study and training. Thou¬
sands of good musicians are
standing still—are “in a rut”
—because they have gone as
far as their training in music
will permit.
Is this your case? If so, then
the solution is a simple and
easy one. More money, great¬
er recognition, higher posi¬
tions are ready and waiting
for you, just as soon as you
are ready for them.
LET US HELP YOU
For 25 years this great Musical
Organization has been helping am¬
bitious musicians help themselves.
Thousands of letters from enthusi¬
astic students and graduates testify
to the great value and profit of our
musical training.
In your spare time, right in your
own home, and at a trifling cost,
you can gain a musical training
that will be the best and most
profitable investment you have
ever made.

SEND FOR FULL DETAILS
AND SAMPLE LESSONS
-FREE
If you are really ambitious to suc¬
ceed in music; if you have faith in
yourself, by all means clip the cou¬
pon and send it back. We will send
you full details of our wonderful
Home-Study Method of musical
training, and also a number of
sample lessons from the course
checked. Send today.

University Extension Conservatory

THE ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE
“Music for Everybody

EASTERN

University Extension Conservatory

Department B-2
Langley Ave. & 41st Street

Chicago

Please send me free and without any
obligation full details of your remark¬
able Home Study Method, and also
sample lessons from the course I have
checked.

BECKERTpS^T
(Method combine* the ArtUtic end ScleotUe)
7
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Masterpieces Written to Order
Schubert’s astonishing fertility of in¬
vention has long been a topic of interest
to music and naturally has a place in Dun¬
can’s life of the composer.
Schubert himself, Duncan explains,, “re¬
fers to his settings of Goethe as coming
‘unsought and uncalled for. Suggested by
truth and actuality, they are grounded and
rooted therein.’ Speed, of itself, is of no
avail in art; yet, if a masterpiece result
and inspiration is discernible, one can
readily appreciate Vogl’s point of view.”
Vogl, a vocalist friend of Schubert’s, at¬
tributed his gift to clairvoyance.
“The setting of Matt, von Collin’s bal¬
lad, Der Zwerg, is a case in point; Schu¬
bert, pressed by his publisher for ‘a song
written off-hand,’ literally carried out the
suggestion. Without preparation, and con¬
versing the while with Randhartinger . . .
Schubert wrote down this long and highly
dramatic piece as if it had been child’s
play.Another well authenticated
story tells how the musician, when lying

T3he

CONVERSE COLLEGESSSS
SHENANDOAH COLLEGE

CHICAGO

Conducted by

A. S.

ill in the Vienna hospital, was yet able to
rise above bodily weakness and produce
several of the Mull erlie der and Der Einsame (dated 1825).
“Sudden inspiration bearing remarkable
fruits has already been instanced in the
composition of Hark! Hark! the Lark!
It was born in a Wahring beer-garden and
the solo and chorus for Fraulein Frohlich,
or the Italian Overture was written in a
, fit of bravado, after Schubert had returned
from the theater Here is an anecdote that
will please musicians. At the request of
a friend.Schubert employed the
melody of Die Forelle for the theme and
variations of the pianoforte quintet (Op.
114). The movement was done very hur¬
riedly and there was no time to write out
the score; so the string parts were set
straight down on paper, and the com¬
poser carried in his head the piano part
which was written out only after the per¬
formance.”
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BRAMBACH

Spanish Fandango

Those yielding to the modern craze for
Spanish music may be interested in Carl
Van Vechten’s notes on the fandango ap¬
pearing in his book, Spain and Music:
“The origin of the word (fandango) is
obscure, but the dance is obviously one of
the gayest and wildest of the Spanish
dances. Like the malaguena, it is in 3-8
time, but it is quite different in spirit from
the sensuous form of terpsichorean enjoy¬
ment. La Argentina informs me that ‘fan¬
dango’ in Spanish suggests very much what
‘bacchanal’ does in English or French. It
is a very old dance and may be a survival of
a Moorish dance, as Desrat suggests. Mr.
Philip Hale found the following account
of it:
“ ‘Like an electric shock, the notes of the
fandango animate all hearts. Men and
women, young and old, acknowledge the
power of this air over the ears and soul
of every Spaniard. The young men spring
to their places, rattling castanets or imitat-

ing their sound by snapping their fingers.
The girls are remarkable for the willowy
languor and lightness of their movements,
the voluptuousness of their attitudes—beat¬
ing the exact time with tapping heels.
Partners tease and entreat and pursue each
other by turns. Suddenly the music stops,
and each dancer shows his skill by remain¬
ing alsolutely motionless, hounding again
in the full life of the fandango as the or¬
chestra strikes up. The sound of the gui¬
tar, the violin, the rapid tic-tac of heels
(taconeos), the crack of fingers and casta¬
nets, the supple swaying of dancers, fill the
spectators with ecstacy.
“ ‘The music whirls along in rapid triple
time. Spangles glitter; the sharp clank of
ivory and ebony castanets beats out the
cadence of strange, throbbing, deafening
notes—assonances unknown to music, but
curiously characteristic, effective and in¬
toxicating.’”

Baby Grand
4 ft. 10 in. long

T

HE first touch of your fingers on the Brambach’s
gleaming keys tells you that here is an instru¬

ment designed for the music lover. With its pure
tone, rich resonance, ample volume, it possesses every
quality that makes the grand piano a symbol of
excellence. And with its rare woods, graceful lines
and lustrous finish it is truly an instrument of beauty,
especially in its many period models, lovely and
authentic. Visit the nearest Brambach dealer—see

“Qostumes by Worth”
The costumes of an opera singer are of
great importance, as may well be imagined.
There is some interest, therefore, in read¬
ing of the costumes made for Mme. Emma
Eames by Worth, of Paris. In “Some
Memories and Reflections” she tells us of
her experiences.
“When I had first gone to the great
Worth establishment I had asked, natu¬
rally, to see the original Worth, the famous
couturier to the Empress Eugenie and her
court, and he had turned me over to his
son, jean Philippe. I found Jean Philippe
to be the type that could have been a great
artist in any metier that he might have
chosen. He had a perfect sense of bal¬
ance, color and line. Prior to the Count¬
ess costumes (for Mozart’s ‘Marriage of
Figaro’) he had made only one simple but
very beautiful evening dress for me; but
in the ‘Marriage of Figaro’ his art had full
play, and the result was epoch-making.

When I first appeared in his costumes it
was said that I looked as though I had
just stepped out of a Vandyck painting.
“He also designed my Marguerite cos¬
tumes.” (Mme. Eames is, of course, re¬
ferring to “Faust.”) “Before we decided
upon the style of the latter we made a pro¬
found study of a book containing repro¬
ductions of Albrecht Durer’s engravings—
a very nearly complete collection—and
chose the ones we considered best suited
to me. Sargent rewarded this labor by de¬
claring Wdrth’s Marguerite costumes to be
the only perfect ones he had ever seen
worn by Gounod’s heroine. And inciden¬
tally M. Worth never ceased to declare
■ himself grateful to me for having per¬
mitted him to dress Marguerite, in the
church scene, in black and white instead
of the usual violet cashmere robe of tra¬
dition.”

and hear the Brambach today. A grand piano in
every note, in every line, yet scaled to fit modern
interiors, it is the perfect instrument for teacher, for
studio, for home.
You can arrange liberal terms for the
convenient and easy purchase of your
Brambach.

1675

and up, f. o. 1. N. Y.
Period and Art Models
$700 to $1600

BRAMBACH PIANO COMPANY, 6ij West 51st Street, New York City
Gentlemen: Please send me the paper pattern showing exact size of Brambach Baby
Grand.
Name_
Address__
City_State._I
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1759—Wolfgang Mozart,
at the age of three, play¬
ing the harpsichord.

Qm You 'Bell?

-

1. What three great Germania classic composers were born in
Austria?
2. What is the difference between a Trio and a Terzetto?
3. When was the term “opera house” first used in America?
4. How old was Handel when he died ?
5. What are two Italian words indicating “decreasing in
power” ?
6. What is a Motet?
7. What two great composers, excelled in very short com¬
positions? .
8. From what Suite is the popular “Ase’s Death?”
, 9. How many semiquavers equal a dotted minim?
10. What is a Berceuse; and by what other names is this musi¬
cal form known ?
.
TURN TO PAGE 720 AND CHECK UP YOUR ANSWERS.

MUSIC TEACHERS AND ACTIVE MUSIC WORKERS
*
THE BEST POSSIBLE SERVICE

uestions and answers as they appear in each issue of The Etude Music Magazine m<
von aril I haw fine entertainment material when you are host to a group of music lo
:rap book of themfor the benefit of early pupils or others who sit by
friends. Teachers

teaching (Correct Pedaling
By Stella Whitson-Holmes
In analyzing pedaling one may first
mention that the muscular order of performance is “hand, foot—hand, foot—hand,
foot.” The psychology involved is that
such a statement spoken and repeated
twice, in the exact order given, immediately impresses itself upon the brain in
such a way that it will never be erased,
and that it puts the pupil automatically at
a position to accept further explanations
in their true meaning. To start the pupil .
to pedal in a piece at the very first is a
thing that few teachers would be likely
to attempt. For it is a fact that, with the
attention directed toward the various kinds
of muscular actions, the mind cannot also
meet the problem of reading music.
However, the scale of C major is now
such a sub-conscious performance that it
is a wise selection. We further simplify
the proposition by letting the pupil “visualize” the process rather than by limit-

Art Unequalled Corps of Music Clerks and Expert Music
Selectionists Awaits Your Command to Pick Out of This
Stock Any Particular Publication Requested, or to Select
From It for You to Examine Numbers That Will Satisfy
Whatever Special Musical Needs You Outline.
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Every teacher and every active music worker may freely seek the advice and heln of the
j
experts maintained by the Theodore Presser Co. The members of this staff indude
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By Joseph George Jacobson
The figure seven seems to be of great
importance in our musical notation:
1. We have seven notes : C, D, E, F, G,
A, B, or Do, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, Si.
2. Seven values of notes:

,,nj"

e teacher’s needs.

Generous Charge Account PriSlegSd^S^ ’ ?>?Mine Music Convent*

Helpful Graded and Classified Catalogs and Folders Ubon Anv PI

(

lsc°Unts Given Teachers.

THEODORE PRESSER rn

1712-1714
4 CHESTNUT STREET

#

PHILADELPHIA

If the work seems unusually hard to
the pupil, let him take only the first three
notes of the scale and repeat them. Thus
he is not concerned with putting under the
thumb. When three notes have been
managed, let him try the first five notes
in five-finger position. It is wise to stress
especially the fact that practice must be
kept down to a very slow tempo for at
least a week with frequent practice. In
many cases the time will need to be increased, for, as is obvious, a little loss
here means all loss and no gain.

Seven

THE DIRECT MAIL SERVICE TO MUSIC BUYERS
EVERYWHERE ORIGINATED AND PERFECTED BY TOe
THEODORE PRESSER CO., STANDS UNSURPASSED

Write for Details of the Liberal “On Sale” Plan Originated bv tbi« H

ing him'to the more difficult method of
listening. A carefully made chart is most
valuable for this. The pupil follows it
while playing the scale very slowly,
^
nfWD E<M7
F(W0
^ -p/
|3V
[7\
\
\
y
\
,
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PA.

s,j,UU j
3. Seven values or rests:

4. Seven metrical time divisions: 4/4
or C. 2/4 or 4/8, 3/4, 6/4 or 3/2, 6/8,
9/8,12/8.
. 5* Seven degrees of rhythmical move¬
ments: Largo, Andante, Moderato, Alle¬
gro, Presto, Prestissimo.

yrew up with

MUSIC
He watched and listened almost
breathlessly when his sister played.
Once, when but three years old, he
reached up to the harpsichord and
with his baby fingers picked out
note by note a portion of her fa¬
vorite tune. Before he was nine,
this boy, Wolfgang Mozart, as¬
tounded Paris, Munich and the
royal courts of Austria and Eng¬
land with his playing and composi¬
tions. Critics have called him the
most accomplished pianist of his
day and the most versatile com¬
poser who ever lived.
Music and childhood are almost
inseparable. Your child may have
within him a talent like Mozart’s.
Only by giving him an early op¬
portunity to play upon a perfect
instrument, can you discover the
probable extent of his musical
ability. Is there a modern piano
in your home?
"Our beautifully illus¬
trated free brochure
“Childhood and Music”
gives you the facts of
child growth through
music—proves that mu¬
sical ability is not neces¬
sarily inherited and that
in the lives of musicians

"No matter what instrument the child may choose to study later, a
background of some piano work is of inestimable value. The child who is
equipped to read music besides that for his own special instrument is much
more at ease in the various forms of ensemble work, and he can better
appreciate any musical advantages that may come to him later. If he ap¬
proaches the study of some orchestral instrument with the advantage of
previous piano lessons, he is free to devote a large part of his attention to
the particular technic demanded—bowing, breathing, fingering—instead of
struggling at the same time with the elements of notation and rhythm.’’
—Christian Science Monitor.

Use coupon be-

oMusic is your child’s birthright...

6. Seven degrees of dynamical expres¬
sion: ppp, pp, p, mp (or mf) f, ff, fff.
7. Seven shades of tone coloring: le¬
gato, tie, finger staccato, wrist stac¬
cato, portamento, tenuto, martellato.

early musical training upon the
piano is overwhelmingly predom¬
inant. May we send this brochure
to you ?
The Wurlitzer Small Grand
gives you a new conception of mu¬
sic. The clarity, the richness of its
wonderful tonal qualities are a con¬
stant invitation to play—to scale
the heights of musical elation.
Wurlitzer has built this grand
especially for apartments, bun¬
galows and for rooms of lesser
dimensions. It actually takes up
but little more room than an up¬
right, yet within its beautiful handfinished case is duplicated the won¬
derful musical instrument to be
found only in the internationally
famous Wurlitzer Grands of far
higher price.
This Small Grand was de¬
signed in the Wurlitzer ateliers
and its every essential part built
by Wurlitzer crafts¬
men.
Prices are ex¬
tremely low, through
a wide range of beau¬
tiful hand-carved mod¬
els. Convenient terms
can always be arranged.

1 ^

^

...no obligation

|\WuRLllZER

DEALERS AND BRANCHES EVERYWHERE
'Upright Piano /Factory
NORTH TONAWANDA.N. Y
Wurlitzer, DeKalb, Ill.
Please send me your free booklet “Childhood & Music” and brochure of
Wurlitzer Small Grand Pianos.
Name.
Address........ i..........
City.State...
D.K. E-3
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A brilliant number by a very popular
British writer. Grade 3|.

Allegro con brio

--

floria

VALSE DE SALON

RADIO

Must good electric radio be expensive?
Emphatically—NO!
Owners of the new 1929 Atwater Kent electrie sets will tell you they often hear their
guests say:
"Why, that is the finest radio I ever heard!
And you have no trouble at all? You must have
paid a great deal for it. Wha-a-a-at? And to
think we paid.” Sometimes the sum men¬
tioned is a very large one.

But really, there is nothing surprising in the
price of Atwater Kent electric sets. When the
public buys so many that factories covering
16M acres can be devoted solely to radio—
when the ever-increasing demand enables the
manufacturer to equip those factories with
every conceivable means of bettering his product—the price can be kept down.
This always happens when a thing is so good
that a great many people want it. It is precisely
what has happened here.
1

tainty of the Full-vision Dial. You have com¬
pactness. You have smartness of appearance.
You have reliability—freedom from annoy¬
ance and expense.
You have long evenings of companionship,
summoned at will from here, there, every¬
where.
And you have money in your purse that you
might have spent unnecessarily.

So you have, in the self-contained Atwater
Kent electric set for 1929 everything radio can
give you—and nothing it shouldn’t give you.
You have the wonderful convenience and
traction-of-a-cent-an-hour economy of battery
less operation. You have clear tone, selectivity
volume, range. You have the thrilling cer’

ATWATER KENT MFC. COMPANY
A. Atwater Kent, President
4719 Wiasahickon Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
On the air—every Sunday night—
Atwater Kent Hour-listen in!
Prices slightly higher
West of the Rockies
Write for illustrated booklet
of Atwater Kent Radio
MODEL 44. Extra-powerful, extra-sensitive, extraselective. Uses seven A.C. tubes and one rectifying tube,
with automatic line voltage control. Without tubes, $106.

"RADIO’S TRUEST VOICE”
Atwater Kent Radio Speakers. Models E E 2 f i
same quality, different in size, each’$20
’
““ "n"" TIE

»'»
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With the real flavor of the
stately old dance. Grade 3.

Allegretto giocoso

M. M.

4 QUAINT MINUET

WILHELM ALETTER
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THE MOUNTAIN BROOK

J=na

Copyright 1927 by Theodore Presser Co.
International Copyright secured

British Copyright secured
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(p ^OHNSON-Bori-Easton-singers of international
fame who have thrilled audiences of the Metro¬
politan Opera, find that only the Baldwin possesses the
range of tone and color to provide the inspiration and
instrumental support so essential to their success.
<| How could you better select a piano for studio or home
than to accept the choice of these and other world-famous
artists? <J Any Baldwin dealer will gladly demonstrate the
qualities which justify this unanimous selection. Baldwin
Grands are priced from $1450 up. They are made in all
woods and in modern and period designs.
THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY
Cincinnati, Ohio

Florence Easton
glorifies song with a
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Are You in the "KNOW”?
!Musical Education
IN the

THE

Home

Conducted by
Margaret Wheeler Ross

ered in The Etudb unless accompanied by the fa# n?m,c
r. Only initials, or pseudonym given, will be published.

modern school and social life offer are
clamoring for her time.
Now, every day, she gives her daughter
the choice of ‘Washing the dishes while
mother plays the piano, or of serious prac¬
tice while mother washes the dishes and
listens. No jazz or so-called popular music
is permitted at this time.
Mother is a woman of determination,
and, after the choice is made, she does
not hurry in the accomplishment of her
task, but dawdles leisurely along with the
pots and pans, extending the practice
period as far as she dares. In this instance
Mother “watches the clock!”
Furthermore, there is no compromise,
no matter how attractive or insistent the
demand may be for daughter to cut short,
or “play hookey” in her share of the barga“Ask Me Another!” Who washes the
most dishes in this family?

!Music in Babyhood
An

-By-

JOHN THOMPSON
Price, One Dollar

A Novel Idea
Perhabs the perplexed band of Etude
mothers will profit by an original idea
passed on to this department by a bright,
active, little woman whom we met at a
recent music conference held in connection
with a meeting of the State Congress of
Parents and Teachers.
This mother had always wanted to play
the piano and had studied some in her
youth, but because of an early marriage,
the coming of children and restricted fi¬
nances, she had never been able to arrange
for any spare time in which to satisfy her
musical cravings. Like most mothers she
hopes to see her “suppressed desires
flower out in her daughter. Hence she
started the girl in music, giving her a
good instrument and the very best instruc¬
tion that the community affords. Again,
like most mothers, she has had to resort
to constant prodding to keep up the prac¬
tice of the daughter, a popular Miss, while
the many interesting outside activities that

TO THE PIANO

THIS BOOK WILL HOLD ANY CHILES ATTENTION THROUGH ITS STYLE,
WORDS, PICTURES AND GENERAL ATTRACTIVENESS

Unusual Father

THE FOLLOWING letter is especially

welcome for three distinct reasons:
It proves the point for persistence and pa¬
tience with the child of seeming lack of
talent; it justifies the modest, conscientious,
painstaking teacher, too often neglected in
our present-day passion for publicity and
go-getting tendencies, and it discloses tne
personality of an unusual father!
“Your invitation in the March number
of The Etude for parents of children who
have proven something along musical lines
seems to have been written to me personaHy.
“My boy is now past twenty-two and has
proven the use of continuing to give a
child music lessons when he seems to have

trying to have him become anything more
than he is in this line?’
“His father said, ‘I never had a chance
for music lessons. Let us keep on as long
as he doesn’t absolutely rebel.’ So we
kept on.
“I have forgotten just what was the
piece or the experience which woke him
up_but not long afterward he suddenly
began to pick up things of his own accord,
playing them (because the muscles had
been trained and were ready to use with¬
out delay for preliminaries of learning)
with feeling and expression and a certain
nicety of taste which had seemed to arrive
over night. When in High School he took
up the clarinet and played in the orchestra.
Before two years at this were completed
he was given the class of beginners in the

th^Paric^Band.

He also took vocal les-

Though the composer does not say so, this excellent book is a perfect and
complete method from the very easiest to the end of the first grade. All of
elementary notation is carefully explained and fixed by charts and examples,
rhythm and melody-playing are started; and imagination is stimulated by pic¬
tures and suggestive annotations. Add to these virtues the undeniable clevernes
and freshness of Mr. Thompson’s idea, and you have a mmd-picture of the book.

Other Interesting Elementary Books
_as

LET’S PLAY, by Vida Roper.85
Rhythmic First Piano Solos With Illustrated Titles.

BROKEN TOYS, by Harder.65
A Set of First Solos With Words.

KEYBOARD FROLICS, Books I and II, each,
By John Thompson

.65

First Studies in Velocity.

FIFTY SELECTED STUDIES

.

.

.

.1.00

Compiled and Edited by John Thompson
A Bo'ok Containing the Works of the Master Etude Writers and only such material as
is adaptable to Modern Iriano leacmng.
If Your Dealer Cannot Supply You, Send to Us Direct

SCHROEDER & GUNTHER, Inc.
17 East 45th Street

New York, N. Y.

ON APPROVAL

E.S.1928

Schroeder & Gunther, Inc.
17 East 45tb St., N, Y. C.
Gentlemen—Kindly send on approval for Sixty days, publications men¬
tioned above.
Name .

Reference .
f said to his father, What is the use of

Please mention

addressing
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Why Willis Serves the Music Teacher
so promptly, so efficiently
The WILLIS

WILLIS publishes the most modern
educational music.

PROGRESSIVE

“ON

SALE PLAN’’ offers music teachers

WILLIS carries the most complete
stock of everything in music.

an unusual opportunity to have on

WILLIS’ mail order department is
within one day’s ride of over
sixty million people.

liberal quantity of books and music

WILLIS’ location saves delay and
also considerable cost in trans¬
portation charges.

This plan will prove an “ever-ready”

hand during the teaching season

including all the

new publications.

needed.

All music sent under this

your teaching season.

Mail Order ServiceIt
will interest every Music Lover \
A copy will be
sent FREE to
you or any
of your
friends

Ill
FlWIN/lMtWWG

i

THE WILLIS
MUSIC CO.
137 West Fourth Street

sgrjr

Cadenza of Mozart Coneei

Continue __
.
.
I am twenty-three, married and have
small children. I studied piano for a
r, then had to give it up. But I have since
u to practice again and have advanced
bird and fourth year work. Should I
give it up or keep on studying t Could you
indicate some books suitable Jor a ‘‘self-help’’
i

r/tells all about “Willis^

zTand

Credit for Mnsie-Study i»y Colleges.
Q. Will you please give a list of the Stand¬
ard Colleges in America which give full credit
for study of musie, and name any colleges that
make inusic a major subject t—Director of
Conservatory.
A. The answer required would, occupy too
much space. Consult the “American Sup¬
plement” of “Grove’s Dictionary of Music,”
published by Theodore Presser Company, Phil¬
adelphia, under heading of “Colleges, Music

plan may be kept until the close of

This book

Handsomely illustrated.

ireful examine.™., — — - “doctor” and “patient” read “teacher
pupil.” If you wish to study singing,
lit a competent teacher—the best
" ’ -and carry -of
totoj'"*’”"

pupils the proper piece when it is

WILLIS’ prices are always as low as
any other firm.

current popular bopks
tended to serve two specific 1
purposes. By short, simple 1
finger-drills the pupil de'
keyboard freedom, acci
strength and control. Sec¬
ondly. problems of hand-con¬
trol and phrasing briefly

...... double
>ur income

a

means of supplying for each of your

WILLIS’ prompt service cannot be
equalled by anyone.

ns NEW BOOKS
For the New Season

More Pupils
for You With
Melody Way

CINCINNATI, OHIO

NEW PIECES =n
For the New Pupils
IN THE FOOTHILLS
By Marie Seuel-Holst
Rarely, ii ever, haa any
piece met with such enthusiasm as the Sonata Mignonne
I In the Northland," hence,
•he appearance of this sequel
•ill be welcomed by many
rachers and pupils. Each
f the four movements is a
_em in itself. The warm
romantic Imagination of the
composer simply carries you
away with the Music Fairy
through the westward travel
in the Fairy Air-boat.
Price. 60 cents

IN THE FOOTHILL/ I

ifetlpt
inai
IllJgj
e0”ata^ Price, 60 cent*
THAT'S WHAT HAPPENS '

, Edited

Q. 1. Please tell me how the trill is played
in the last eleven measures of the cadenza
for the Mozart ‘‘Concerto,” by Carl Reinecket
2. Which cadenza is considered best for this
Concertot—A. B., Brooklyn, New York.
A. 1. Play as marked:
Pitt tranquillo M.M. J=6

With Melody Way you can give
piano instruction to a whole class
at once. Hundreds of teachers
throughout America have doubled
their incomes in this way. You
can, too. Melody Way fascinates
children. Little rhythmic songs
are played and sung from the
start. The first lesson arouses
enthusiasm.
Makes beginners
feel like real musicians. Every
lesson is a pleasure. No scales,
exercises, and drills at the begin¬
ning.
These come later when
interest is at a high pitch and
finger technic has been developed
naturally.
Let us show you just how to or¬
ganize classes and teach by this
profitable and delightful new
method. Mail the coupon for
full information.

TEE ETUDE
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Making Music Interesting to Pupils
ATTRACTIVE MATERIAL AND COLLATERAL WORKS THAR J0Y IN MUSIC BUT THE
WAYS AND MEANS OF GIVING PUPILS N0T
fvfry mUSIC STUDENT IS ENTITLED
MORE COMPLETE MUSICAL EDUCATION TO WHICH EVERY MUSIC

An Incredible Mental Achievement
F

OR many years The Etude Music Magazine has
been stressing the great advantages of music study

Juveniles get a genuine delight out of music
study when given this book.
YOUNG FOLKS’ PICTURE
HISTORY OF MUSIC

CTARTING out with the earliest
S mugsTcfatrhyistabooka?elU ^

THE SCHUBERT CENTENNIAL
Everywhere leading music teachers,
musical organizations and professional
artists are giving special attention
during 1928 to Franz Schubert and his
BEAUTIFUL MUSIC AS A FITTING COMMEMOR-

ie teacher wishing to arrange a Schubert Cen-

At

w prograt
pupils’
with all of the great Masters. Everything is told in
easily understood language and in story-like form and
the youthful student finds pleasure in the cut-out pic¬
tures which are to be pasted in the blank spaces pro¬
vided in the book. This is one of the features that
helps ^to impress the facts upon ^the mind
^e pupil
aid in making the knowledge gained a permanent pos¬
session. Thousands o.f these books are used annually

A text book giving a strong foundation for
future musicians hi I’.
HARMONY BOOK FOR BEGINNERS
By Preston Ware Orem
Price, $1.25

^T'HIS
is not a book that is recommended
for the young piano beginner, but rather

for students of a fair reasoning age who
have been well grounded in notation and the
rudiments of music. This book is written in
~~ such a thoroughly colloquial manner and so
clear and simple that no teacher need hesi¬
tate about giving pupils the study of harmony it affords,
particularly when it will add so much to the student’s
true appreciation of music. In a comparatively few
years, this Harmony Book for Beginners has achieved
popularity never before enjoyed by any harmony book,
simply because it had such merits as to make harmony
study an interesting insight
bewildering maze of rules mi
amplified so frequently as to confuse. After
t^ have completed
this beginners’ book, it is the
take up further study in the £
and Composition of Music.”
STORIES OF STANDARD TEACHING
PIECES
By Edward Baxter Perry
Price, $2.00
'T'HIS book makes it possible to give the piano pupil
x information about pieces to be studied that will make
those pieces more fascinating than if just handed to
him without anv information as to, romance or anecdote
sers. While this book
■ favorite
> the
, by s
,nd others
provide somethir
what similar* lim
Masters”’which
Piano Works.”

tupils

n their lessons.

A Selected List of Schubert Material
Piano Solos
Cat. No.
Title
Grade I
11190 Premiere Valse (Simp, by Sartorio). 2 $
2456 Rosamunde Air . 2
12942 Marche Militatre, Op. 51A (Sartorio). 2'/2
13965 Hark, Hark, the Lurk: (Harthan)... 2'/2
319 First Waltzes, Op. 9, Nos. 1, 2 & :i. 3
2670 Scherzo in B Flat. 3
22716 Andante from Symphony in C.3
18890 Melody (The Wanderer). 3
18427 Serenade (Orem) . 3
17742 Ballet Mi * *
>1, No. 1.... . 3i/a
1 Symphony”.
18428 F
23208 M
4565 M
11266 M
3149 In
22750 Fir

to Ways for Convenience
lass Use
-Price, 40 Cents Each
r Playtii ies—Price, 25 Cents Each
A little book providing novel, instruct::
entertaining material for youthful music cln:
pupils' recital programs.
MUSICAL PLAYLETS FOR 1 ^"
YOUNG FOLKS
WgltF W
By James Francis Cooke
Price, 60 cents

||d|Bv4
II

O ■ ’■ :
the hope that every school student,
l ~~~C.J
even up to the junior school age,
'—” might have an opportunity to partici- 1pate in or witness the little playlets in this hook. sin.
they make for a better
..i .,i,,..„
their living represent! ion of incidents in tlic 1
omposers. The possible i
these playlets, calling nto action the natural his
talents, will be appri :iated by teachers once i

min., Op. 42.. 5

7355 Moment Musical, Op.
Nc 2 (F min:) .. 4
11263 Impromptu, Op. 90, 'Jo. 1.6
7354 Impromptu, Op. 90, ! b. 4 (A flat). 7.

Piano Four Hands

[, No. a

.40

SCHUBERT—CHILD’S OWN BOOK
OF GREAT MUSICIANS
By Thomas Tapper
Price, 20 cents
THIS is a book to delight the njL
hopes°Utof play “chubert’TTeauth
ful music. It is a simply, but i«;erestingljr told story of Schube
Cut-ou
needle ai silk
with c
for bindii
iook and blai
nights gi

irT.f)e*;

STANDARD HISTORY OF MUSIC
By James Francis Cooke
Price, $1.00
EXCEPTING the very young student, music students
■*-* of practically every age will find this a fascinating
text book^for^the study oi musical history. Its chapters

Any mention of attractive material for pupils
would be incomplete without this irresistible very
first piano book.
•
MUSIC PLAY FOR EVERY DAY
“The Gateway to Piano Playing"
would take pages to point out all of the fine teach¬
ing features of this book, as discovered by those
teachers who already tave_ had --J- -..
■- --beginners
five and ten, but we have had
between the at
pupils of ages beyond
teachers tell us mh>*-o—/-• what might
be considered juvenile ask to be started
because of the very fascinating way m which it carries
the beginner on through to an ability to play the cleverly simplified arrangements of classical me!
found in the last pages of the book. Music 1 lay ;
peals to the child from beginning to cml with its
wealth of captivating illustrations, cut out Pictures,
game-like study procedures and enjoyable little
dies and exercises. This book has been pronuumH
the greatest aid for teaching success produced in
It is so wholly different from other hr.t instni,
that no teacher should miss becoming thoroughly a,

Those desiring songs, choral numbers, school
:horuses, anthems, violin numbers, organ num¬
bers or other arrangements of Schubert’s music
may secure actual copies for examination accord¬
ing to our “On Sale” plan.
SCHUBERT ALBUM FOR PIANO
Price, $1.00
An album that belongs in the library of every

A book to engender m steal appreciation on the
part of young people i i the private studio, in
school or in the home.
GEMS OF
MELODY
AND
RHYTHM
FOR THE PIANO¬
FORTE
Compiled by
Blanche Fox
Steenman
Price, $1.00
THIS book is
because it provides
a method of awaknatural

rhythmic

represent'some6 of "fh^wJrld’s T*1* Sflec,'ons presenx- i
pSte S “orCatheb?eaP^?dorbLt?e

THE

PIANIST’S DAIL
DOZEN
By Charles Macklin
Price, 50 cents
THIS book does give added pie:
x ure to the earnest piano studei

The Theodore Presser Co., stands ready to help ,
teacher confronted with problems as to how to m
music study as interesting as possible. Just write tell
those ^problems, and ask that material covering them
mmation. This covers any particular te
■ical phase,
ppcal to b

P,V”‘T Ti,rc
some ^activity1”"
giving interpretative Hnt«b'd' The, ,n!lt'x of the book,
possible. Piano e«her„ .upoJi e*ch f'ece. makes this
obligation to inculcate to thrir ‘I’?"!0"- ,shouM fccl
procedure, pSo”" '
» the teaching
character stressed by SStaJfc "^e for work of the
BEGINNING wITH THE PEDALS OF THE
PIANO
By Helen L. Cramm

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
DIRECT MAIL SERVICE ON EVERYTHING IN MUSIC PUBLICATION
1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

as a mind trainer.' We have contended with the late
President Eliot of Harvard that “Music properly taught is
the best mind trainer on the list.” What does this superla¬
tive statement mean? It implies that the individual who is
taught music thoroughly has the advantage of a mental drill
so extraordinary that the average intellectual attainments of
the average person must suffer by comparison.
Let us take the extreme case of the accomplishments of a
great virtuoso.

We asked Mr. Josef Hofmann for a repre¬

sentative program with a view to having the mental opera¬
tions analyzed and audited.
lowing:
Bach-Liszt,

Mr. Hofmann sent us the fol¬

aesthetic demands of an artistic masterpiece.

106.
Chopin,

Still more,

this is only one program among scores which the virtuoso
pianist is expected to retain from memory in his repertoire.
His mental achievements, therefore, make those of the average
professional man and the average business man appear like
mere pygmies.
This giant intellectual work is reserved for the specialist,
the virtuoso.

However, all music study has a proportionate

effect in quickening the mental machinery, sharpening the
wits, improving the memory, and establishing better mind
and muscle co-ordination.

Time and again in The Etude

we have published lists of men and women who have had a
fine musical training in youth,
and have willingly stated that

Fantasia

and

their life success in other

Fugue in G Minor.
Beethoven, Sonata, Opus
Ballade

in

callings has been helped by
the mental discipline afforded
by music.

F

We know of one

man, in fact, whose name is

Minor.
Chopin, Prelude, Opus 28,

well known to Etude read¬
ers, who was in the profes¬

No. 1.
Chopin, Prelude, Opus 28,

sional musical field until he

No. 8.
Debussy, Soirees dans

went into business and soon

was

over fifty.

He then

occupied onfc of the finest

Granada.
Bokafrepf, Marche in F

and most lucrative manage¬
rial positions in the country.

Minor.
Strauss-Godowsky, Heder-

Another case is that of one

mains.
This program was placed

posers

of our .best American com¬
have

phony Orchestras. This gen¬
tleman

conducts

a

highly

successful mercantile business

The work of counting the

said to gross over $2,000,000

operations (notes and finger¬
ing, accidentals, interpreta¬

a year.

These facts have

been stressed in The Etude

tion, rests, pauses, phrasing,
metre,

works

itan and by our great Sym¬

our staff with a view to esti¬
mating accurately all of the
mental operations involved.

pedaling,

whose

been done at the Metropol¬

in the hands of a member of

to convince practical parents

rhythm,

of the enormous mind sharp¬

and other details) took this

JOSEF HOFMANN

musical expert nearly a week

ening value of music study.

Eminent Pianist and Pedagogue

to audit and collate, and this

Music study will not turn a
fool into a wise man, but it

with the assistance of an add¬
ing machine. The result was that 319,418 operations were

will in almost every case enormously help all who have

required in a program which Mr. Hofmann presents in not

the opportunity to engage in it.

more than ninety minutes of playing time.

This indicates

curious census of Mr. Hofmann’s achievements (which is

that Mr. Hofmann’s mind travels consciously and sub-con-

similar to that of all great virtuoso pianists) because it will

We have made this

sciously at an average rate during this period of about 4,00.0

assist many unthinking people to gain a new respect for the

operations a minute.

brain capacity of musicians.

In no other life calling is a greater

No wonder that Ralph Mod-

demand made upon the human brain muscles and nervous
system. The musician’s brain flies ahead at an aeroplane

jeski became a master of mathematical detail, that made him
the world’s greatest bridge builder. His training and prac¬

speed which makes that of the average man appear like

tice of music imposed intellectual feats even greater. Ex¬
amine the score of Parsifal and you will find a piece of

the old-fashioned stage coach.

More than this, every note

must be delivered with the extreme split second accuracy
of a chronometer.

Every note must have the right accent.

TRuf ,Price' 75 cems
1 eonLbea“Ly in Pian» P^ying
of thP n.jWi
ih,c intelligent use
younc
a"d r«ther than let
£ l“bi^ ‘h^'iwelknt Pboaok
m appreciation of the
of the pedals.

touch, length and must bear its proper relation to the lofty
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15he

artistic engineering beside which the average plan for a huge
structure pales into insignificance.
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THE JOY OF MUSIC MAKING

M

ILLIONS of people have a thrillingly good time watching pro
fessional baseball every year.

Fresh air, healthy excitement, tonic

sun rays, change of view, all contribute to make this amusement wort
far more than the fortunes in time and money spent for it.
But—no one who knows will ever claim that those who go to a professional baseball game ever have half as much fun as the boys on the nine
in the back lots.

NOTE THE EGG-SHAPED CONSTRUCTION

It is the difference between seeing and doing.

Music in the Qity of Flowers

It is a wonderful experience to hear great singers, great players, great
orchestral and choral groups.

Because it is possible to hear them with

Third in a Series

far more frequency by means of the priceless radio and the marvelous

or

sound reproducing instruments, teachers everywhere advocate their im¬
portance.

Musical ambitions, taste and culture in America have ad¬

vanced more in twenty years than during the two previous centuries.
On the other hand the experience of actually singing or playing or par¬
ticipating in choral or orchestral groups affords a marvelous and different
kind of brain discipline resulting in intellectual, musical and cultural ex¬
periences which must always be of incomparable importance.

A few

terms of lessons on the piano, for instance, open the understanding to the
art, making all musical contacts thereafter vastly more enjoyable in this
age of tonal miracles.

All music thereafter becomes far more intriguing.

The value of hearing great music is inestimable.

It is virtually revolu¬

tionizing our civilization and is repopulating homes deserted for outside
diversions.

We know from past experience that this is merely a har¬

binger of a huge desire upon the part of intelligent and well informed
people to provide the incalculable advantages of the study of an instru¬
ment, or the study of the voice for their children—not merely to make
more professional musicians, but to produce better drilled brains, finer
sharper minds, and loftier souls, such as only a well regulated and persist¬
ent musical training can bring about.

Educators and psychologists the

world over are united upon this vital point in our civilization. Study Music!
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Musical Travelogues—Memorable Visits to European Musical Shrines
1By James Francis Cooke

M

Enter the majestic spirit of Dante,
greatest of Latin poets. Even such a
genius was compelled to leave the city in
exile, while warring factions among the
Guelphs contended.
Fires, plagues and
floods devastated the city, hut the art
spirit was not to be annihilated. The city
grew in wealth and power. Artists flocked
to receive benefits from the rich patrons.
The Medici family with Lorenzo the Mag¬
nificent at its flood tide, introduced
another era of artistic advance. Savona¬
rola, reformer and fanatic, came and paid
for his heresies at the stake. Michelangelo,
Giotto, Fra Angelico, Fra Filippo Lippi,
Botticelli, Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, del
Sarto, Donatello, the della Robbias, Ver¬
rocchio, Benvenuto Cellini, Orcagna and
other great painters, sculptors and archi¬
tects poured their genius into this glorious
city; so that to-day there is nowhere in
the world anything that can equal its art
galleries. The Pitti Gallery and the Uffizi Gallery, connected by a long corridor
surmounting the Ponte Vecchio (Old
Bridge) over the Arno, demand months of
study even to comprehend their greatness.

any YEARS AGO I saw for the
first time a mandarin duck. For
a long time I had been admiring
it-, prototype in Chinese prints, screens and
porcelains, but never in the wildest fig¬
ments and pigments of imagination could
I conceive that such an odd and pyrotcchnically colorful bird existed. In much
‘he same manner I had seen on the hats of
my lady friends many queer and beautiful
artificial blossoms I had never known and
never supposed existed. On the street
corners of Florence these lovely botanical
oddities are everywhere to be seen. One
docs not find them in the profusion that
floods one’s sense of beauty at Nice or
Cannes; but in the wonderful Florentine
setting, smothered with age, one readily
understands hew this came to be known
as Florence—the city of flowers.
The atmosphere of Florence is that of
aesthetic loveliness. In no other place in
the world are the evidences of culture so
indelibly impressed upon the people. The
soulful beauty of their countenances, the
gentleness of their manners, the dulcet
sweetness of their voices, challenge for¬
ever any suspicion that art surroundings
may not make an impress upon society.
Historical Background
FLORENCE, as a city, is very old. It
" dates from 187 B. C.; but in addition
to this there is an atmosphere of age
which has been retained in the city, which
gives the impression that it is one of the
oldest of the Italian municipalities. Tradi¬
tion says that the city was reduced to
ruins in the time of the Goths and the
Huns. Charlemagne is believed by some
to have resided for a time in the city.
The Guelphs and the Ghibellines made
Florence their chief arena of battle for
years. Finally the Guelph family tri¬
umphed and there was an era of com¬
parative mediaeval peace, during which
various guilds of art workers were suf¬
fered to flourish. Glorious days! The
art of the world has ever felt the im¬
pulse of this mighty hour.

Florence and Music

THE NATURAL inquiry of the musi¬

THE CORSI PALACE
On this spot the first operas were given in 1594 (1597?).
tablet on the left records the event.

The white

cian is, “What influence had all this
art achievement upon music? Then one
is immediately confronted with the great
modernity of practically all great musical
undertakings. Let us make a comparison.
Giotto died in 1337, Angelico died in 1455,
Lippi in 1469, Botticelli in 1510, Da Vinci
in 1519, Raphael in 1520, Michelangelo in
1564. All this amazing art civilization
was accomplished over one hundred years
before the birth of Bach in 1685. Yet it
must not be supposed that there was not
music in abundance in Florence in its
halcyon days. The great paintings of the
master painters often portray musicians.
Let us regard for a moment the first
momentous musical undertakings of Flor¬
ence. Toward the end of the sixteenth
century we find a group of eager amateurs
and semi-professionals gathering in the
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house of one Giovanni Bardi, Conte di
Vemio.
Inspired by the Renaissance
movement, they endeavored to give rebirth
to the musical declamation of the Greek
Tragedy. Perhaps they never discovered
that there is no existing tonal bridge
whereby the modes of the ancient Greeks
can be effectively translated into modern
intelligible notation. However, the goal
was a glorious one. It was this group
of chauvinists who paved the way to the
development of opera, and it was in Flor¬
ence that what we may regard as the first
operas were given. The group included
Vincenzo Galilei, father of the immortal
scientist and astronomer (E po’ si move),
Jacopo Peri and Giulio Caccini. Bardi
was called to Rome in 1592, to become the
Maestro di camera for Pope Clement Villi
The group then found quarters in the Cor^tp
Palace where was produced Peri’s “Dafne”
(1597, according to many lexicographers)
accredited by many as the first opera.
True there had been a commedia arn.onica
called “L’amfi parnasso” by Vecchi, done
in Modena in 1594; but this was more like
a cantata than an opera.
The First Opera
TRACE of the manuscript of
“Dafne” has ever been found. The
masters thought that they had really ef¬
fected a revival of an ancient form. In
fact, they had created a newer and greater
form. From his experience in writing
“Dafne,” Peri was enabled to ascend to
loftier heights, although he was by no
means one of the ablest contrapuntists of
his time. “Dafne” was so well liked that
when Maria di Medici made up her im¬
petuous mind to take Henri IV of France
as her husband, Peri was commissioned
to write an opera or lyric drama. He
chose for his plot “Euridice” and created
a Dramma per la Musica which was given
in 1600. A copy of this work is now in
the British Museum. The original copy
is in the Newberry Library of Chicago.
Naturally the musical pilgrim is anxious
to turn to the spot where such a momen¬
tous event occurred. The Palazzo Corsi
is on the Via Tornabuoni. The original
architect was none other than Michael
Angelo himself, although it has been
largely rebuilt according to plans of other
architects.
Ask any street urchin in
Florence where one may find the “David”
of Michelangelo, and he will tell you—
adding that the copy in front of the
Palazzo Vecchio must not be taken for
the original. Ask him where Cellini’s
“Perseus” is, and he will take a great
pride in showing it to you. Finding the
birthplace of opera was another matter.
Two of the intelligent Italian police had
never heard of it, although they stood
under the shadow of the building. Even
the bookseller in a prosperous shop on
the other side of the street had nq idea
that opera was started on its mad way, in
Florence. The janitor, or porter, thought
that I was inquiring for a recently de¬
ceased tenant and, could not be persuaded
to desist looking in his book for the last
address of Jacopo Peri. Finally after
doing a little sleuthing on a back street,
I found this tablet on the building.

NO

Jacopo Corsi, Patrizio Fiorentini
nella sup viene case, gia tempo,
demolite, accolse nella secunda
meta del secolo XVI il fiore dei
litterati - musici e poeti fa delle
lore discipline datto cullore E
favoreggiatore generoso E ivi face
representare nel MDLXXXIV.
Con musica sua di Jacopo Peri,
La Dafne, Dramma di attavio
rimirccini prima frutto de sapiente studi della camerata del
Conte Bardi e prima opera del
rinnovata melodramma.
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The date given, 1594, does not cor¬
respond with that found in many books
of reference, (1597). It seems hardly
likely that the Italian historians would
have had this cut in stone on a tablet
without investigation.
German Opera in Italy

NOW LET US LEAP over three cen¬

turies and a quarter—a trifling
miracle in these days of radio, aeroplane,
phonographs, vitaphone and television. We
find ourselves again on the banks of the
Arno. Not far distant is the Politeama.
Politeama is, apparently, the name for any
kind of a large theater in Italy. Some¬
times the auditorium is used for vaudeville,
sometimes for a circus, sometimes for
concert, and sometimes for grand opera.
The Politeama in Florence is unforget¬
table. It is located on a residential street
far from the center of the business sec¬
tion. Passing the building one would find
it difficult to imagine that it was a theater
were it not for the innocent looking little
announcements of future programs on the
front. Inside, it resembles a colosseum—
the structure being more oval in form than
American theaters, the one gallery mount¬
ing gradually to the lofty ceiling in the
rear. To-night, there is opera. It is a
gala night. The first performance of
“I Maestri Cantori di- Norimberga” di
Riccardo Wagner is to occur in the “city
of Flowers.” Here is a real surprise.
“Die Meistersinger” in Italian! The pro¬
duction naturally brought out a very large
and representative audience of the cul¬
tured music-lovers of Florence.
When they arrived at the Politeama
they discovered, on entering, a curtain
upon which was plastered the advertise¬
ments of dentifrices, watches, autos and
other merchandise. Shades of the immor¬
tal Richard—surely this is not the mystic
screen which concealed the Mastersingers
of Nuremburgl But we are in Italy, and
it seems quite a marvel that we are listen¬
ing to Wagner at all, when we realize the
hostility which greeted his earlier works
in this land of “melodic” opera. The
Italians are a nation of individualists.
Their outlook upon life is far more likely
to be subject to traditions, and even to
superstitions, than to laws. That is what
makes the accomplishments of Mussolini
so amazing. Here we find, on entering
the Politeama, the sign “fi Vietato Fumare.” Later, in the great auditorium,
one sees two huge signs on each side of
the wall, “fi Vietato Fumare.” Translated
into English, this means “Smoking is For¬
bidden.” Translated back into Italian it
means “Smoke as Much as you like.”
In other words the opera goers, in the
balcony at least, looked like constellations
of fire flies, and the prohibitions had no
meaning whatever.

ference was that the Germans at Bayreuth
did not profane the temple with food
But what of the performance itselL
How does “I Maestri Canton’ differ from
“Die Meistersinger”? We are glad to con
fess that it proved one of the most beauti¬
ful experiences we have ever known,
had heard the opera in German, scores o
times. In Italian it took on an entirety
new complexion. Of course it ought to be
German to fit into the picture of the
Medieval Frankish town; but, after all,
German, even when sung at its best by
the greatest artists, is a vigorous north
tongue entirely lacking in the dulcet and
orotund character of Italian. When we
got accustomed to the alien tongue we be¬
gan to enjoy the great master’s music as
we never had before. If you have never
heard “Die Meistersinger” in Italian, you
have missed a great musical delight. The
scenic presentation was excellent, although
lacking in the modernity with which some
of the operas are mounted at the Metro¬
politan in New. York.
The orchestra, which included many
is splendid and was ably directed

Improve

chorus were also remarkably fine. The
Hans Sachs of Luigi Rossi-Morelli was
one of the very finest we have ever heard
Here is a singer America should know
There was a fine spontaneity about the
performance and we felt honored to be
present on the occasion of its first presen¬
tation in Florence.
What impressed most of all, however
was the exultant manner in which the
audience enjoyed every morsel of the per¬
formance. Like all other peoples, the
Italians are composed of all classes. En¬
joyment is a necessary part of their exis¬
tence. They receive it with the same de¬
light in which they absorb cliianti and
orrieto. They do not challenge it. As a
matter of fact they resent restrictions and
inhibitions as much as residents of the
north enjoy enforcing and observing them.
At Perugia I went to visit a moving pic¬
ture theater at which was given the per¬
formance of a very popular Italian film,
“Napoli e una Canzone,” ("Naples is a
Song”).
(To he concluded in The Etude for
October)

Tour Stretch

By Alice M. Steede
Ease in arpeggio and chord playing is using the thumb is one secret of develop¬
much more quickly attained if the hand ing this stretch.
This exercise should be carried up and
has a good stretch. Some fortunate people
possess this naturally. But with others it down the keyboard and may be varied by
alternating the middle notes, thus:
must be the result of daily practice.
The following exercises
Ex.i

Still another exercise that has !>ecn found
useful, though perhaps more as a test, is
the following (A) :
Ex. 4

<By

In the left hand (B) the corresponding
stretch will be found on the E octave.
These exercises should all he used with
due regard, after each effort, to relaxation
of wrist, hand and fingers. If the pupil
has already formed the habit of lifting the
hand from the keys by raising the wrist
and allowing the fingers to dangle, all will
Ex. 2
be well. Otherwise, if the inevitable strain
of stretching is not relieved, fatigue may
result. The pupil finds these effective and,
like the modern medicine capsules, “easy
to take.” Also the beneficial results show
and hold down the notes thereof without immediately.

By E. Constance Ward
ist is the possession of keyboard facil
and agility. These qualities naturally ex
in varying degrees, from the virtue
downwards, and a high standard can
acquired by every hard-working stude
facility may be described as the ea
finding of one’s way about the keyboai
the being able to find any note, group
notes or chords without hesitation on a
part of the keyboard. Agility is the pow
to put into operation the foregoing whi
controlled by the essentials of timef rhytl
and variety of touch.
y
Our standard of attainment in agility
readily proved when we attempt the pe
formance of untried music; we ma,P
splendid sight readers, so far as the^r
ualization goes, but do our fingers l
hands respond as promptly -as we w
mto? Naturally the more training th

receive the better should be their response.
Constant repetition of passages will in
time produce subconscious action of the
fingers, which some call finger memory.
This does us very good service up to a
certain point. But it is not always to be
relied on.
For acquiring agility, a few practical
hints may lie acceptable. Take a passage
containing about eight equal notes of mel¬
ody within an octave, right hand. Play
these once through at a slow tempo, one
note to a beat, in the center of the key¬
board. Then repeat in the octave next
above, allowing the time of one note only
to elapse while changing the position of
the hand. Then move to octave below
the original one, then up again to octave
above the second, and so on until the
whole compass of the pianoforte has been
Played on.

Leslie Fairchild

T

fingers well without straining violently and
First: Start the exercise byaltemately
HERE ARE many pianists who are
ra»mg_jmd Jowermg the wnst,j|Uing
handicapped in playing simply be¬ using caution not to over-fatigue the hands. great
strength on the tips and keeping the
cause their hands are too small to
„
,,
r
„
wrist
Knuckle line straight
wllOL in a perfectly
, ; flexible
r * condition.
e a 1
span the wide stretches that occur in many
Second: Hold down firmly 5, 4, 3, 2 and
of the compositions. They spend hours
White knuckles always
thumb ^ following rhythms:
working on pure finger and wrist exercises
Wrist low
thinking that their technic will develop Points to observe....
Wrist flexible
eventually to enable them to execute diffi¬
tv knuckles
cult passages with ease.
It is a fallacy to think that finger or
Use great strength in tips
wrist work will take the place of wellchosen exercises in extension, the judi¬
Third: Work second finger same as
cious use of which will make the hand
the above.
more supple and will enable the student to
play with precision passage work, scales,
chords, arpeggios, octaves and trills.
Exercises in extension should be made
LEFT HAND POSITION
part of the daily practice and common
sense should be used in employing them. If
the hands are rather small or have become
contracted for lack of technical work, spe¬
cial caution should be taken to avoid too
strenuous extensions. By using at first only
those that are mild in their action the stu¬
dent can increase by degrees to exercises
requiring a greater span of the fingers. Of
course, there must be a slight pull or strain
to mate the effect telling.
Extensions are also excellent for putting
the hands in playing condition after prac¬
tice has been neglected for any length of
time. Ten or fifteen minutes a day given
over to extensions will reduce greatly the After obtaining proper position start this exercise as directed —
amount of time devoted to finger work.
SECOND POSITION

p,ay

jtj J nf J
JTJj J JTJ1 J

Surplus S\in Between the Fingers
ERHAPS ONE of the quickest ways
to size up the condition of one’s hands
is to notice the amount of skin or web be¬
tween the fingers. Lazy hands have an
abundance of this loose flesh, which is en¬
tirely absent in hands of a great pianist.
An excellent way to reduce this web is to
rinse the hands in warm water and then
massage between the fingers with cold
cream.
There are a great variety of exercises for
extension, some of real value, others in¬
jurious and conducive to disastrous results.
It was Schumann, you will remember, who
rendered his hand useless for piano play¬
ing because he attempted to widen artifi¬
cially its stretch by means altogether too
strenuous. It is advisable for the student
to use his own judgment by selecting and
practicing only those exercises that are well
within his physical capabilities.
The following has been accredited to
Leschetizky and cannot be recommended
too highly. In order to receive the great¬
est benefit from its use, the student must
follow minutely the instructions given. He
will notice that the second point to observe
in practicing is .“white knuckles always.”
This means that the hand must be so arched
and the knuckles raised so high that the
blood is drawn away from the surface. A
soft linen or silk handkerchief should be
used as a wedge, the construction of which
is shown in this illustration:

P

will be found very useful for easing the
octave stretch, and also for strengthening
and freeing the fourth and fifth fingers.
Chord playing demands elasticity not only
between the first and fifth fingers but also
between any two fingers. Handfuls of
notes are familiar difficulties requiring as
they do a wide stretch between the second
and fifth fingers. To play the chord of
C, thus:

Keyboard Facility and Agility
To the “'Wee Hours”
^~\NE CONDITION of the performance
^ staggered us. Imagine “Die Meister¬
singer” commencing at nine P. M. and
ending at two-fifteen A. M. But that
was not all—the audience, almost wholly
Italian, stayed until the last and then ap¬
plauded vociferously. In fact, while the
Italian audiences had to have their occa¬
sional outbursts of enthusiasm during the
acts restrained by hisses of the cog¬
noscenti, they burst forth at the end of
each act with an enthusiasm that was dis¬
tinctly Latin. Perhaps it was a wise pro¬
vision that the ushers passed down the
aisles during the acts, selling ice cream
and chocolate milk shakes to cool the
throats of the heated patrons. Human
nature is much alike. Years before the
war we saw German audiences traipse out
of the Weifestspielthcatre at Bayreuth to
munch sausages and beer. The only dif¬

How to Sxtend Your Hand Without Injury

All of these exercises should be played
slowly, legato, loud, emphasizing the in¬
tervals with special clearness, lifting the

The third finger moves up one note to E
and the wedge goes between the second and
the third fingers. The fourth finger is
worked on C as the first and second are
used in the preceding position.

Raise and lower the
first position.

C

D

E

F

First: Start the exercise by alternately
raising and lowering the wrist, throwing
great strength on the tips and keeping the
wrist in a perfectly flexible condition.
Second: Hold down 5, 4, 3, 2 and play
thumb with following rhythms:

r

fn

j jtj j
JTJ] J JTJ] J

Third: Work second finger same as the
above.

irthms j

An exercise recommended by Josef Hof¬
mann to widen the natural stretch of the
hand is: before playing, soak the hands
in rather hot water for several minutes.
While in the water stretch the fingers of
one hand with the other. By doing this
daily the student will gain in strength, pro¬
vided he refrains from forcing the fingers,
and provided also that he is young and his
hands are flexible.
Another excellent exercise in extension
is to play the trill at an interval of a third
(the first fingering is suitable for very
small hands) :

G

irk same rhythm with
ch finger and with all
«ble force.,////.

Still another simple but-effective stretch¬
ing exercise will be found in playing the
arpeggios on the triads in the following
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T3 he Fol\ Element in Music
13he Study of T'fationdlity in VYCusic

<By A. EaGLEFIBLD Hull (London)
Biographical Note
Dr. Eaglefield Hull, one of the best-known English organists,
was born in the Leicestershire town of Market Harborough, of
hunting fame. After having been trained in London, under Dr.
Charles Pearce and Prof. Tobias Matthay, he made extensive
study-tours in Europe. As an editor of organ music he has been
very busy, having edited the complete works of Bach, Rheinberger,
Mendelssohn and Guilmant. Dr. Hidl has composed much music
for the organ and written largely about the instrumentHis
manual, “Organ Playing: Its Technique and Expressionis a
standard work. At the early age of seventeen he took the Royal

F

OLK-MUSIC stands at the base of
al! music, and it is to the folkelement in music that we owe all
those qualities which constitute what we
call racial characteristics and nationality
in music. It is quite true that music is the
most universal of all the arts, and that
its appeal is wide, strong and deep; but
all music must have had its beginning
with the voice and the reed-pipe of primi¬
tive man; and even in the earliest musical
stages, racial differences counted for a
good deal.
Mrs. Kennedy Fraser of Edinburgh re¬
gards it as significant that the Hebridean
folk-music bears a striking resemblance
to the ancient tunes of the Japanese. There
is even a legend in the islands that it was
a little bird from Japan that brought the
music to the Hebrides. This may have
been so in the far distant past; but nation¬
ality, though but a subdivision of race, has
still left a very strong impress on the
folk-music, which adds no little to its
value, quality and interest.
What is Fol\'Musicl

LET

US broadly define folk-music as
natural, spontaneous melody. Natural
and spontaneous it is indeed; but we must
remember that only the best has come
down to us. This preservation of the
best has been wrought by some wonderful
natural force, working unseen, bringing
it about that only those tunes which pos¬
sess the greatest beauty or the strongest
character and vitality have been preserved
—by reason of their universal and appar¬
ently ageless appeal.
Take the so-called Londonderry Air,
for instance. It fulfills all the canons
which we apply to the greatest musical
works of art. Let us call folk-music, un¬
conscious, untutored melody and art-mUsic
conscious, tutored workmanship. Art-music
brings into play all the devices of variety
of harmony, vigor of rhythmical resources,
logic of development, arrangement, con¬
struction, part-writing, surprises of tonecolor, touch, phrasing, and so on. Indeed
I am not sure that “art-lessness” and “art¬
fullness” would not express most readily
the distinction necessary for the considera¬
tion of our fascinating subject.
Varied Views

THERE ARE two views regarding the
Beethoven Listening to the Muses
Reproduced Expressly for The Etude, from the Etching of Ludovic Alleaume

use of actual folk-music, which are
strongly opposed to one another. Many
people hold that the best thing to do with
a folk-song is to leave it alone, to let it be
heard unadorned, either without accom¬
paniment of any kind, or at most with but
a few simple chords which most readily as¬
sociate themselves with it. Indeed there
are many folk-tunes, such as the Welsh
song The Ash-grove, which stubbornly
resist anything other than the simplest and

College of Organists (London) Diploma of Associateship and in
' the following year obtained the Fellowsjiip. He matriculated for
Mus Bac. at Queen’s College, Oxford, and he secured the degree
of Mus.Doc. at the early age of twenty-eight. He has frequently
acted as Examiner at the Royal College of Organists. His recitals
have been successful all over Europe, at Bergen, Frankfort, Paris
in Switzerland, Italy, and in Austria, as well as in leading British
centers "High Flies the Crane,” the famous Hungarian folksong
mentioned by Dr. Hull, appears in this issue of The Etude m a
piano arrangement by Kleinmichael.

it and folk-music was both wide and deep.
But as we follow the story of music
through the ages, we cannot help noticing
that whenever art-music seemed in danger
of becoming too artificial, too professional,
we always find some composer or other
turning its course for refreshment and re¬
vivification back to the basic principles of
the folk-music. With the Tudor com¬
posers in England, it was Giles Farnaby
who clothed the English folk-tunes with
fresh harmony and with graceful little
garlands of notes; and it was William
Byrd who made “variations” and “doubles”
No 'Hew Craze
TT IS CERTAINLY true in Italy and on the street-songs.
We find among the pieces of FrescoA in England that, at the birth of Euro¬
pean music as an art, the gulf between baldi, the most famous Italian organist in

barest harmony although they might be
easily developed to any extent along a
purely melodic line. The partisans of the
other side hold that a folk-tune which has
survived the ages can, by the very virtue
of its ageless merits, readily adapt itself
to the characteristic idiom of one genera¬
tion after another. Cyril Scott has treated
some of the oldest folk-songs in the world
—Sumer is icumen in, Ar hyd y nos (All
Through the Night), and others—to the
most modern harmonies.

the seventeenth century, a Bergamask,
which was obviously founded on a popular
tune. “He who plays this,” he facetiously
writes over the copy, “will learn not a
little.” Thousands flocked to hear his
organ recitals in St. Peter’s Cathedral at
Rome. The well-known Pastoral Sym¬
phony in Handel’s Messiah was founded
on a tune played by the shepherds and vil¬
lage musicians from the Italian country¬
side, who came piping into the towns on
feast-days. Handel had copied this down,
and probably many more, when in Italy,
just as he did, later on, in England, when¬
ever the opportunity presented itself.
Folksongs Made From Chorales

THE CHORALES and carols stand in

the same relation to the more elabo¬
rate Church music as did the folk-tunes to
the more polite, secular pieces of the
music-rooms and the presence-chambers
of the wealthy Italian Renaissance princes.
The connection between chorales and folk¬
songs is a very close one. The well-known
chorale in Bach’s St. Matthew Passion
was originally a popular love-song—Mein
G’miit ist mir verwirret—composed by Leo
Hassler. Twelve years later the tune was
set to Knowll’s funeral hymn, Hcrzlich
thut mich verlangen, with which it is still
used, as well as with Gerhardt’s Passion
hymn 0 Haupt voll Blut and Wunden.
The chorale 0 Welt, ich muss dich lassen
formerly belonged to the folk-song Insbruck ich muss dich lassen; and the wellknown Was mein Gott was adapted from a
French love-song II me suffit de tous mes
Luther actually had to discard an adap¬
tation from the folk-tune Aus fremden
Landen komm’ ich her, as it still retained
too much of its popularity in taverns and
on dancing greens. Schweitzer tells us
that Luther was compelled to let the devil
have the tune back again and replace it
with another, probably by Luther himself.
This fine tune has always been associated
with Luther’s Christmas hymn Vom Himmel hoch da komm’ ich her.
A hymn and song book, published at
Frankfort in 1571, bears on the title-page:
"Street songs. Cavalier songs and
Mountain songs, transformed into
Christian and moral songs, for the
abolishing in course of time of the bad
and vexatious practice of singing idle
and shameful songs in the streets, in
the fields and at home, by substituting
for them good, sacred, honest words.”
Dr. Wilson (from whose interesting book
on the “Chorales” I have quoted) says
that this use of secular tunes for educa¬
tional ^purposes was not an entirely new
idea at the Reformation, but that examples
are found of similar adaptations of folk¬
songs in the previous century; and indeed
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The Part of Rationality
A Test of Sincerity
ux H0WEVER important a,
this borrowing from primitive sources con- but there
) mistaking the following
tinues right up to the present day. One
e for' anything but Hungarian:
T T IS ALL very well to accuse p P
J) interestjng national traits and idin^
of the most popular of Hungarian folk¬
•*of using folk-songs. for tack f
ar6i nationality in art can never bemn?
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creative gift, but there is much mo
a part Gf the whole. Though it ?
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yet we mllst never forget that a genij
0r a strong individuality, will
’
S region.!, no,io,ml, or £l3 &

was obviously adapted from the old church
5L.OlL.xl Oliap,
« «•.
plain-song :
? j. onj„
.
music, for instance, was a great facto
or the three-bar phrase in the Russian son§sjor * pl'
’7
round-songs, or the five-four bar of the of Edinburgh. On the other hand, only
the spread of his music;
r
Ex. 2
Grieg could have converted the Norwegian
.,
° ■ JL-i his genius and individuality which ran-;J
Basque Zortsika.
folk-music into an art wit a univ_ ys musjc t0 the far corners of the earth
Ex. 5
appeal. A national role, even one s own,
cannot be consciously adopted in art, as
Universal Mum -,iJ I™
American Idioms
the British Carnegie Music Trust advisors
*
lanmge
'-pHE QUESTION of what i
have found to their complete discomfiture. T T MAY '' ELL be that, since the marks
n enlarging effect on
After ten years’ imposition of a conscious
of nationality lie most deeply engraven
The Gipsy in Europe
any consideration of the folk-idiom in art.
TTOWEVER we must alwavs distin- national idiom on all who would seek their on the various scale systems, these differAmerica is a collection of entities, and it
H gui sh * care fully bwen the
al prizes, they have withdrawn from the ences will m time be worn level, and the
s reasonable for a Southern State
gmsh carefully between the e
_ ,, ...
prQof &t M ^ their pIan universal music of the future will then ab¬
composer to look to the Negro tunes as Hungarian folk-songs and the later Gipsy field with
sorb all that is best in the folk-idioms of
■ ■ -- •
—!— which
*-*-• Liszt,
’ ' - T"
’
—1 others
right.
l Northerner
to study the Red
versions
Korbay
and
all the nations. Whether the universal
Modal Boredom
Indian music. It Would be a great pity to readily adopted as synonymous. The
language of the future will he something
accept the usual comment, which rises so Gipsy only adapts; he never creates. In
AN THE CONTRARY, this gazing after the style of Scrial in, of Schoenberg
easily to the tongue, that these sources are Hungary, he has done with the Magyar
back
at
too
old
a
tradition
merely
leads
of
Stravinsky, or of !; rtbk, time only
very shallow things upon which to found folk-music just what he has done in Spain
an art; for the Indian music (as Frances with the Spanish. He has altered, orna- to an old medieval mode than which nothing can prove,
Denmore has well shown in her two mented and elaborated it, often almost is more impersonal, and nothing more
Smithsonian books) is as rich, as varied beyond all recognition. It has taken a circumscribed. Vaughan Williams and
spinning
not a"d "imwt ^ve the
and as fruitful as any other fund of na- twentieth century Bela Bartok to sort out Holst in England now go <
w«u !explosive
.*t humor
nit,no,
,
.
unld
h /, makes us rock
tional folk-music in the whole world. Her these tangled skeins. Let the pianist com- lonely meditations
solitary heaths, anj shat;c u,ilfl
(/ nn tfl( 0/^
studies of Mandan and Hidatsa music, and pare jtheSe^jtwo Magyar originals, which which
.
another as two hand, it has treasures of
' which will forwith the
her musical researches amongst the Chip- Mr. Bela Bartok gave t
peas. Beethoven did
progress thus; ever remain the envy oj literature. It is
pewas and the Sioux, may be worthily themes used by Liszt i his 13th Rhap- nor does Schoenberg.
wit carried into the ■
of abstract
compared with the great labors of Boro- sody.
sound, purified from all
rsrness and undin, Rimsky-Korsakof and especially of
g
Racial Traits
kindness and made lot ' as the laughter
Eugenie Linef in Russia.
^THEN WE TALK of nationality in of « child.”-Alzx asm Brent-Smith,
think so much of
Delius dnd MacDowell
political or national boundaries, as of that
AF COURSE the urban composer must
impress on a composer’s work, which is
be more cosmopolitan in style than ^
Qross cRJiythm
brought about almost unconsciously by
the countrv-dweller: but there is no avoid- -fi-ff-rFif |»r IN F
ing the fact that most of the great music ff TlnU 1 □ I
By Lawton Partington
his racial inheritance, his environment, and
of the past was either written in the coun¬
the national traditions of his country. NaSplitting up the m . r , in fractions
try, or at least inspired by it. The British
tionality, in the political or geographical small enough to cov. r
rhythms incomposer, Frederick Delius, tells us that
of the word, a man may easily shed, volved seems to be the g( neral method
his own peculiar style is due to the deep
By residing the statutary period in a >n treating c
-rhythms, thus keeping a
impression made upon him in his early
;peak, on the
foreign country he may change his pass- single-minded grasp, s
years by the luxuriant, tropical scenery of
port. But in the deeper meaning of the c^or* required,
Florida; and I may be wrong but it
term—his mental and spiritual outlook—he
Ex
always seems to me that the music of
I| 1 I III 1*111 III I
may never rid himself of his nationality,
MacDowell breathes the perfume of the
pine forests of the German highlands
I I I I
rather than the country round his summer
SSS’Zt'S becamJ
*** " * P°W" that guides and con'
| \
home at Peterboro, New Hampshire; for an art in itself hardeni
down at ,ast ‘™1» * Progress, the genius of the race;
f
,f
where a raan sPen/s hls impression- into a definite scale> knowsn as the Gipsy just as with social insects such as bees,
able years that counts for so much
Scale:
there is, what (for lack of a more scienti- ljy cutting the measure
tistic creation and the formation of his
fic name) we call the genius of the hive. l'lc triple comes
,
Ex. 7
style.
We see it in architecture and in painting, doublc 011 ,1 and 4as in music. And in all art-work
*n tbe case °f three against four, this
Instruments Influence Composition
is
sincere,
this
national
spirit
is
ever
metllod
'"comes
a
trifle
more
involved,
T T WOULD MAKE a fascinating study
snt.
In this case it is necessary to divide the
to trace the influence of the national
measure into twelve sections so that the
musical instruments on the folk-music of
three will come on
S and 9, and the
the various nations—the balalaika in
four on 1, 4, 7 and 10, : follows:
Russia, the cimbalon in Hungary, the bag¬
pipe in Scotland, the vina in India, the
guitar in Spain, the harp in Ireland, the
hardanger fiddle in Norway, and so on.
It is the popular instrument of the country¬
side and of the plains, which puts so deep
a national impress on music. The tuning
of the hardanger fiddle, showing in Grieg’s
harmony, is as remarkable as the guitar
This method is wrong from its inception
“fourths” that are felt in; the music of the
as cross-rhythm playing is essentially a
Spanish composers.
dual-minded” performance.
,
It is best to develop dual-mindcdness
Rhythmic Traits
from the very beginning by memorizing
tile effect of the various combinations.
HP HE PARTICULAR favor shown to
certain kinds of rhythm is also an¬
This can be done in the following roanner. Three notes are to be played against
other important fact. Indeed, where the
four. If the three are played over often
instruments are constructed along ordinary
diatonic lines, it is to the rhythms that we
enough to get the sound thoroughly in
must turn for the chief national character¬
me mind, then the four may be played,
istics. There is nothing in particular, for
a strenuous effort being made meanwhile
instance, to mark the melody of Dvorak’s
to keep in mind the sound of the three
Largo in the “New World Symphony”
Just finished by continuing to count them
either as Bohemian or American :
DINER (to conductor of orchestra): DO YOU ever play
while playing the four.
REQUEST?
R PLAY ANYTHING BY
A little perseverance along this line wm
Jx. 3
very quickly make the playing of even the
CONDUCTOR: WITH PLEASURE, SIR
most abstruse cross-rhythms quite easy.
DINER: WOULD YOU MIND PLAYING DOMINOES WHILST T „
Possibly the best method is to use two
DINNER?
Ajta.0. a • ST.
HAVE MY
metronomes set at the different times, run~^e Australian MuslC.
mng them alternately and then together.
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in These Delightful “Make-Believe

Rhythmic Orchestras

How to Prepare a Rythmic Symphony Score editorial Xpte
This is really a very simple task which any teacher may ac¬
complish with ease and pleasure. Secure two copies of the piece
which you desire to turn into a rhythmic study. Next cut out the
first line of music and mount it at the bottom of a piece of plain
paper of sheet music size. Now above this draw horizontal lines
about three-quarters of an inch apart. Then draw perpendicular
lines extending upward through the bar lines of the piano part.
Next write at the left side of each line the name of the rhythmic
instrument to be played by each child.
In this issue our readers will find an excellent rhythmic or¬
chestra piece “Drum, Fife and Trumpet” by Frederica Franklin.
Selection of instruments is dependent upon' the size of the
group you are leading, your taste as to the needs of the composi¬
tion and the mental and musical capacity of the performers. In
the case of instruments having definite pitch, choose only those
which give the tonic (first note of the scale) or the dominant {fifth
note of the scale) of the movement which is to be played. 1 he
number of instruments used is by no means arbitrary.

The

Rythmic Orchestra

By J. Lilian Vandevere
H, YES 1” you say, “The Toy .
Symphony! That’s where all the
pupils have whistles and rattles
and drums, and they bang and tootle away,
everyone playing at once.” Or you re¬
spond dubiously, “Toy Symphony? I saw
some scores. The parts are expensive and
difficult, and the print is too fine to be
read easily.”
But, all such prejudices aside, let us
consider the Toy Symphony as a definite
part of the piano pupil’s education.
With piano pupils there is too much
mechanical counting and all too little real
feeling for rhythm. Modern educators
have shown us that the best way for a
child to develop a sense of rhythm is to
give bodily expression to music. Work
with percussion instruments and simple
scores affords this opportunity. It also
gives valuable training in muscular re¬
sponse to visual symbols, the basic prob¬
lem in reading music. In rhythmic work,
such training is given without the distrac¬
tion of attending to pitch.
The rhythmic orchestra work is a
splendid feature of the class lesson and a
stimulus to every pupil. If it is associated
with kindergarten work in the minds of
some teachers, they have only to try out
the rhythmic orchestra with high school
pupils, in a definite and dignified way, and
see how eagerly and intently these indi¬
viduals follow it. They even look for¬
ward to it as a sort of dessert and feel
cheated when it is not a part of the class
work at each lesson.
Some teachers are afraid that hilarity
may run high if the pupils are allowed to
have anything so enjoyable as the wor
with the various instruments. There are
two points to bear in mind, which obviate
any such difficulty. When you first pre¬
sent the work, explain that it is part of
the regular class work, and make a rule
that anyone who touches his instrument
before the order is given will lose his
chance to play. This rule, clearly made
and strictly enforced, is all that is neces¬
sary. The pupils are too interested in
playing to lose any chance to share the
pleasure.

Where the Scout Drummer Comes in
OYS ENJOY the rhythmic orchestra,
and, if you are lucky enough to have
a Boy Scout drummer, he will be the
nucleus for a splendid group of players.
The mischievous scamps and the indiffer¬
ent or sullen ones all brighten up when
the instruments are given out.
The
troublesome boy is the one whom you
should ask to collect and put away your
instruments. He will thrive under the
responsibility.
If the pieces you select for piano accom¬
paniments are essentially rhythmical and
obvious in structure, even young beginners
can be included in the orchestra.
As soon as the pupils know how to play

B

We have used this delightful little composition as an example,
largely because it may be procured also m a wonderful r^c°rd^af e
by the Philadelphia Orchestra (Victor 1312) and m a record by
the Russian National Symphony Orchestra {Columbia 113 M)
and other similar records made by other recording companies.
{There is also a Tov Symphony record—20215 Victor.)
It is a very simple matter to adjust the speed regulator of the
record so that the pitch will conform, when so desired, with the
pitch of the piano. A fine record like this, with a good piano and
the rhythmic instruments, is likely to produce an effect which the
children will describe as “just grand!” Seriously, the educational
value for the child is very great.
You -anil find on page 713 of
this Etude, “Drum, Fife and Trumpet,” by F. A. Franklin.
In addition to the articles in this issue, “A New Toy Sym¬
phony Every Month” by Isabele Taliaferro Sfiller appeared last
month. In the October issue we will present “Fun With the
Rhythmic Orchestra,” by J. Lilian Vandevere.
the different instruments, they should make
their own scores. There is no better form
of written work, for it has a project back
of it, and this gives a reason for the puz¬
zling, often hazy, note and rest values.
This preparing of scores is the finest sort
of ear training. Not only is the rhythm
clearly impressed but also a sense of
musical form is developed. The pupils
will find that the part for a certain in¬
strument ii usually of a definite length
(most often two measures or a multiple of
four). When a theme recurs it is time
for that instrument to play again, and,
viewed in this practical way, the “lay-out
of music seems more real than it does
after a lecture on phrases, sections, and
periods.

In choosing the parts where the various
instruments play, the pupil exercises his
musical judgment. This implies that he
has listened attentively and thoughtfully.
He will carry over the benefit of this ex¬
perience into his piano work, for he will
gradually begin to hear phrases stand out
distinctly and to play them intelligently.
The pupil Who has made a triangle tinkle
crisply on a certain staccato passage will
play similar passages in his piano music
with more understanding and accuracy.
The only new symbol for writing of
scores is the orchestral rest. This is
simply a long bar with the number of
measures to rest indicated above it:
3
|-1. The first work in score
writing, especially for the young pupils,
should be something simple and quite short.
Some very rhythmic piece of which one
of the pupils can play the accompaniment
will be received most enthusiastically by
that pupil and by all the others.
Securing Musical Effects in Recital
N A RECITAL program, one of the
rhythmic orchestra numbers is very
effective. Including a large group of chil¬
dren, it gives an ensemble not possible with
the piano alone. If a duet is played at the
piano, together with an ensemble of fifteen
or twenty of the percussion instruments, a
really musical and worthwhile effect is
produced. If there are two more ad¬
vanced pupils who can play a brilliant
duet, even simple instrumentation against
it will sound well.
To the children who are rhythmically
slow, this training is very helpful. In the
effort to keep up with the group, they grow
more alert, and gradually their rhythmic
sense awakens. Their piano work im¬
proves and their whole musical feeling
responds with encouragiftg growth.
The excitable children who loathe met¬
ronomes and squabble over duets are the
most enthusiastic members of the orches¬
tra. Where admonition fails and enforced
counting irritates, the merry throb of the
rhythmic tunes is a delight. The laggards
stretch every nerve to keep up, and the
fly'aways count voluntarily lest they rush,
ahead and spoil the joyful chorus of
sound.
The music teacher who knows the needs
of young pupils realizes that the vigorous
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use of hands and arms is a welcome part
of musical training. This activity of the
large muscles is a correct balance for the
great amount of work required of the
e*™n
rsmall muscles -r.
of .U.
the 1-1
hand and, fingers.
Muscular co-ordination is an essential in
piano playing, and it is well to further the
process in nature’s own way by beginning
with the larger motions before requiring
too much of the finer adjustments of
curved fingers descending with some re¬
quired touch.
If this use of the larger muscles is made
to the accompaniment of inspiring music,
-..
..RLJ
it is doubly valuable, and
the impression 1
it
makes, both physically and musically, is
twice as deep and lasting.

-vs

three, four/ to themselves
sure?" Then ask the ones who played
first to repeat what they did, and finally
let the entire group play together.
.
6
V y J
©
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As the next step, these exercises may be
written on the board as follows:
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seiecjivc
.
h instrutnents
should continue ““ “
the „lan and
^ave ^eir J 0 .e ^ «
tiie suggested
the teacher has jotted down tne sug0cbicu
instrumentation on her own piano music.
i
_1
xU-MI
Then comes the grand thrill of trv
trying the
effect with the full orchestra.
Lead the children to discover that some
instruments are good for accenting, such
s the drum, and others for melodic passag<7*such""a's the triangle and bells.
may also be led to feel how certain 1
struments such as triangle and bells, tar.,
bourines __
and castanets, rhythm sticks and
drums “go together.” From this they will
see tbat tw0 or more instruments
They will soon
same ti
play a,i the
uic aauic
come t0 feei that there are places where
a]1 tbe instruments may come in together,
f r rUhmic
or to mark the
cal„cef

^itptTTTzLnihake'of
=Rap
Tambourine
The child soon learns to follow his
let,.er across the score- ln SivinS the ex'
erases, either as dictation or from the
before
. . - , s well to count- a- measure
-Experience—the Indispensable Teacher ^fnn,n^’ to establish the tempo. It will
P ,,AV . ■„
. ,
,
helP toward developing in the child the
E MAY drill on quick and-accurate needful habit of feeling both a definite
recognition of the symbols which tempo and a beat before he dashes madly
represent rhythm; we may insist on audible into performance. This again will be reand metronomic counting; but, if we would fleeted in that becoming poise and pause
■.
-vaii
Ma\ing Short Memories Long
really develop the small pupil’s sense of before piano playing
which
rhythm, we must bring him face to face too few small pupils,
’JT'HE FACT that the wee ones play
with rhythm as an experience into which
without scores makes their work i
his physical being has whole-heartedly en_
splendid form of memory training. And
tered. Only in this way will we awaken
Getting a Chance to Listen
here be it said, with all joyfulness, that
that inner beating which is to direct his 'T'HIS PRELIMINARY work
e lesson Tt will
the growing sense of Phrase" balance, and
fingers by its resistless pulsation.
A done ii
fr
•
., ...
.
or fo,.r ISSr'L. 1 .
wilt take three form that seeps into the small players
If you would like to keep your piano
Ies?or s to let the children try the musica, subconsciousness appears again in
teachmg on a sound psychologic and peda7fw
vafnous,group better phrasing and memorizing of his
gogic basis visit the first grade of a good
;Pr/s‘ n
leSS°nS P^o work.
primary school. See how very simple and WItn tne-e exercises, use a piano accom_
c
,
, .
„
elemental are the singing games they are Panimellt- Of course the tiny people will , ,Thef J°y Symphony work is well to
use at the end of a class lesson. It may
taught to play and the gymnastic exer- ”ot make their own scores. They will first , V3.,
be held out as a reward for good theory
cises they perform. All of these bring llsten to the music carefully, and the nr~ e e 0
work and home work well prepared. When
into play the large muscles and have a teacher wiH see to it that this music
rhythmic scheme so simple that it is easily decidedly rhythmic. It must also be of used in this way, as a culmination, the
learned and memorized. Why not profit very obvious form, and, above all, quite 'children seem to put into it all the storedup
by the example of skilled educators and sb°rt- Folk tunes are good material.
' energy and enthusiasm of their antici¬
pation.
give the youngsters in your car$ the musiWhen the children have heard the mu...
Participation in the toy orchestra work
cal food on which they will thrive ?
through once, for a general impression,
The smaller folk may have a Toy Sym- they listen again to get a more definite is the best sort of training
- in accuracy
. of
.

J_I,

W

phony. They may use the same instruments as the older group and a few in
addition. In this Tby Symphony may be
included
Bells
Wood Block
Jingle Sticks
Triangles
Tambourines
Xylophone
Castanets
Bird Whistles
Cymbals
Rhythm Sticks
The first work with young children is
to let them hear the instruments, learn
their names and find by actual handling
how they are played. In showing how to
hold the instruments you may again en¬
force (in simple terms) your rule of “firm¬
ness with relaxation.” The instruments
are all to be held firmly and played with
vigorous muscular movement, but without
any undue tension.

idea of the rhythm and to decide where
the various instruments should play. The
children playing
~ a certain instrument
mauunicill
should take turns in showing how fhey
would bring in this instrument. Then the
entire class should decide on the best of
these ideas. The child who has this sort
of opportunity to exercise musical judgment will begin to see the reason for the
expression marks ii piano music and will

I. Philipp

This article is the third of a series of momentous discussions of the subject, by this world renowned pedagog composer and pianist,
which will abbear exclusively in “The Etude Music Magazine.”

Every ensuing issue, containing these articles, will be of immense value

Ex.l

TWO

which the
puts down the
leases the note
In the next

pupil plays on count one
pedal on count two and reon count three.
exercise

Kt 2

they play on count one, put down the
pedal and release the note on count two,
play and release the pedal mi count three
and put down the pedal and release the
„ote
count four
When they have mastered these types
of exercises they may ,d;n the melodyt_
, ■
'
,
, .. 1
from such pieces as Home. Sweet Home,
rising only one finger and keeping the
melody smooth and clear with the damper
Pcdab
The result of this kind of drill has
been an added interest in their music and
a more finished style of playing.

lie <Did It
By

Rena

I.

Carver

Wiluard was in the habit of starting his
piece, playing a few measures, stopping,
_..
_
then beginning
over again. The- teacher
had tried to impress upon him the necessity for thinking before playing, being
r.eady ])efore beginning and working dcliberately and painstakingly toward his
,
.
. . .
„ He ?ould not see the bcnefit of domg
these things until he heard the young win¬
ner in an oratorical contest. Williard was
much impressed by the boy's deliberation,
poise and beauty of delivery. Talking to
him he learned that he had stammered and
had overcome it completely by speaking
very, very slowly.
Upon thinking it over Williard said, “He
did it, all right! And that is the way I
must overcome my faults in playing!”

(Continued from page 619)

their e.ffeCt Thcy wil1 S've not only
he hand a wider span, but also the fingers
greater independence, thus putting the lianas
m Playing condition in a remarkably short
ime. Fifteen minutes a day devoted to
lem w‘d bring surprising results.

Sf^F'TEST QUESTIONS ON
MR. FAIRCHILD’S ARTICLE
fi’‘9e

,s 0 ^a‘r *es* for

al,d active

■f What is the danger of artificial de, f°r improving technic?
■ ; Na,”e the six points to be observed
m these exercises.
tvedger'hat ” tl,C

A-R-T-H

<By

Gladys M. Stein

the minor key. Then start on C-sharp an'd
continue chromatically through all the keys.
. These exercises will be immediately tell-

ORPHEUS TUNES IN OiTSWlM"

T5he Evolution of Piano-Playing and Uirtuosity

Teaching young pupils the use of the
damper pedal may be begun by givi
exercises similar to the following;

How to Extend Tour Hand

The Immediate Release
g ELLS, triangle striker or drum sticks
are to be grasped in a business-like
w-ay. But in their use there comes another
pianistic principle—immediate relaxation
after muscular impulse. Once the blow is
struck, the muscles should at once become
flexible and free. The shaking of the bells,
the use of drum sticks, in fact, all of the
work with the instruments, is direct train¬
ing in freedom and relaxation of the
wrists.
Preliminary playing should consist of
dictated exercises, such as “We’ll count
four in a measure. The tambourines may
play four measures, with ‘rap, shake, rap,
shake,’ in each measure. Now the tri¬
angles may play four measures, but only
on one and three, resting on two and
four. Their part will say, ‘one, rest, three,
rest.’ Now the drums and wood block
may try four measures, but they may
play only on onel Can they count ‘two,

By

Page 665

etude

Pedal

,

3tt . 311(1 ,release- A tardy drum beat, a
agglng cbirae from the triangle, stand
°Ut 7
tbat the small r-—j
player, i
«•
, obvlously
.
hls chagrin, bends every effort to prevent a
rePftltu3n of the mistake. All this drill,
besides being interesting, is invaluable in
develoPing ideals of clean-cut precise work
along ad musical lines.
(To he Concluded in The Etude for
October!
uctober)
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Teaching the Use of the

the handkerchief

5. Describe Josef Hofmann’s exercise
for widening the hand stretch.

keyboard, while the song, played alter¬
nately by left hand and right, was placed
in that register of the piano which has the
most vocal quality. Thus he obtained new
pianistic effects of a distinction never be¬
fore produced.
A dozen etudes of Thalbe'rg’s and the
Preface to “The Art of Singing on the
Piano,” remain to us. Here is a word of
advice from the Preface: “In general
people play too fast. They think they
have accomplished a great deal if they
have displayed very agile fingers. But to
play too fast is a capital crime. To play
a simple fugue of three or four voices in
a moderate tempo, to interpret it accu¬
rately and in the fitting style, requires
more talent and shows more genius than
the performance of the most brilliant, most
rapid, most complicated of pieces. It is far
more difficult than people in general rea¬
lize, to refrain from hurrying, from play~
ing fast."

A Renaissance

COMPOSERS now arose, who
checked for some time the decline of
pianistic art. These were Weber (17861826) and Franz Schubert (1797-1828).
No composer showed more individuality
in his works than did Weber and these
are the proof of his great virtuosity. His
success everywhere as a pianist exceeded
hls hopes. He wrote to his sister : “If I
were to report to you all that the greatest
masters have said to me, the very paper
would have to blush.” His Sonata, Op. 37,
the Concertstucli and the Invitation to the
Dance are imperishable masterpieces. He
had an undeniable influence on Mendels¬
sohn, Schumann, Henselt, Liszt and
Heller.
Schubert may not have been considered
a virtuoso, but his compositions prove that
he had a great technic, and a varied one.
His Fantasia, the mere accompaniment of
the “Erl King,” as well as certain im¬
promptus and sonatas, demand great skill
and much pianistic knowledge. He fol¬
lowed wholly the path blazed by Bee¬
thoven, avoiding absolutely the Viennese
virtuosity school.
Virtuosity Finds Favor
TT WAS ABOUT the year 1830 that the
*■ public began to turn toward the music
that was easy to understand, toward the
virtuosi, the showy, brilliant type of play¬
ing. No more concerts with orchestra, no
more chamber music!. The pianist reigned
supreme. This attitude had its advantages.
In order to hold the attention of the public
throughout a concert of piano music only,
the players had to search constantly for
new programmes or new effects. The
ingenuity necessary to hold audiences who
were insatiable in their demands for new
effects, led the pianist to discover a new
world of technic. Virtuosity is indispen¬
sable, and has always helped to develop art.
But when it becomes mere amusement or
mere stimulus for new sensations, it is
abominable.
At this period there was a general
change in playing—in the movement of the
hands, of the wrists, from the quiet pos¬
ture at the piano. The arms stiffened to
produce more force, the head was thrown
back, the hair tossed about, to produce an
effect of inspiration. There appeared the
king of the left hand, Alexander Dreyschock (1818-1869) who made triumphal
tours throughout Europe. Almost noth¬
ing remains of his compositions. Heine
detested his very impetuous playing. “He
plays like three score pianists,” said he.
■
Rudolf Willmers (1821-1878), the king
of the trill, also enraptured the multitudes
by his extraordinary talent. His tours in
Sweden and Norway made him celebrated.
Of his works remain a Toccata, Op. 38
(Heugel)
and Trill erketten, Op. 27
(Heugel).
Iguatz Tedesco (1817-1882), the Han¬
nibal of the octaves, was, like Dreyschock,
a pupil of Tomaschek. He made three
highly successful concert tours.
His
transcriptions, of which none are now in
use, were very popular in his day.
Mortier de Fontaine (1816-1897) was a
remarkable Polish pianist who first
brought to a hearing in Paris the Fantasia
with Orchestra and Chorus of Beethoven
and the Concerto in G Minor of Mendels-

Two Pianistic Giants

sohn. He was the first to play in public
the last sonatas of Beethoven. Thanks to
his understanding of all styles, he was able
to make many works familiar to the publie and he rendered a great service to the
musical art.
Leopold de Meyer (1816-1886) was a
pupil of Czerny. Charles Halle (18191895) was a pianist much beloved for his
purity of style and the elegance of his
execution. He was one of the group of
virtuosi who revolved about Liszt and
Chopin, in Paris.
A Kalkbrenner Exponent

.
.
.
purity of style m rendering classic music.
He wrote twelve etudes which may still
be used with profit Henri Litolff (1818-1891) had the execution of a Liszt, without the talent of his
model. His five concertos contain very
interesting pages; and the fifth deserves to
be revived. The interpreter preferred by
him was Henri Ketter, a brilliant virtuoso
who died at the age of thirty-five.
A Sensational Tone
'T'HALBERG (1812-1871) was brought
I up under the direction of Hummel,
“'alW Wm“th'c

virtuoso and renowned professor, the most He occupies a striking position in the
<*
Z
*53 “
" 2*TW w i„thwe two names are conspicuous: Saint- tified by the prestige of his dazzling perSaen’s and Gottschalk.
His interesting formance. The remarkable beauty of his
work “Le Rhythme des Doigts,” is still tone made a sensation. He achieved it by
use(j ’
a combination of touches which were, at
Gottschalk (1829-1869) was a celebrated this time, peculiar to himself—the attack
pianist who made numerous concert tours, of the forearm combined with attack of
among them a triumphant virtuoso-tour of the fingers, for all cantilena passages;
America. He was an artist of a strange substitution of fingers, ,n fingering and a
nature, of poetic, dreamy and melancholy most refined style of pedaling. He had
imagination.
.
the idea (like _ Pallini before him) of
Karl Taubert (1811-1891) had no rival giving a very important role to the arin absolutely correct execution, or in peggio, thoughout the whole extent of the
,a,horiia,i,e

m*—** f

IN RECALLING the success of Thalberg, it is impossible not to evoke, in¬
stantly, the image of his redoubtable rival,
the originality, the fire, the imagination
overflowing with life, of Franz Liszt
(1811-1886). Here was an artist above
the ordinary, by reason of his genius and
the tremendous influence which he exerted
oil music in general and pianistic art in •
particular.
“This influence was greater than that of
Paganini in the realm of the violin,” wrote
Saint-Saens, “for Paganini’s influence was
confined to the inaccessible regions where
he alone could dwell, whereas Liszt, start¬
ing at the same heights, deigned to descend
to the practicable paths where he could be
followed by anyone who would take the
trouble to work seriously. But to repro¬
duce his playing would be impossible, and
the memory of having heard him consoles
me for being no longer young. As apostle
anfj as profess0r he was equally prolific,
There SQUght him> and attached themselves
to him, a large group of young artists who,
jn their turn, became teachers: Billow,
Tausig, Raff, Jadassohn, Sauer, Jaell,
Theodore Ritter, Rosenthal, Friedheim,
d’Albert, Sophie Menter, Sgambati, Siloti,
Sherwood, Brassin, Buonamici, Alexander
Lambert, Stavenhagen, Klindworth, and
hundreds of less famous men and women,
In Liszt’s compositions the new technical inventions are innumerable—glissando scales, skips, double notes octaves,
chords, wide extensions of chords-a^U are
3 »"ttcV"'*,, atained by Lis.t, in
D

j

„j Puritani»

.1 A. «***. it
Beethoven ot the ntelodie, o( Sehobert, in
the Hungarian Rhapsodies, Spanish Rhapsodies, in his original compositions, Etudes
£e Difficulty Transcendante, Sonata in C
Minor, Annecs de Pelerinage and his ConcertQS since Ws day there has been little
advancej eitber ;n ingenuity of combinations or efTects of rapidity or power.
^
q{ Liszt persists until tQ_
Chopin are the two great
J
q{ ;
iration for piano music.
{Continued on page 695)
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tee etude

T3he VYCost Amazing Achievement in the History
of YJYiusic Study

iMaster themes the World Loves Ldest

T3he <Rgmdr\able Story of a Student who has been ‘Blind and ‘Deaf from ‘Babyhood, yet Plays the Piano Fluently.
<By

Andante espressivo

Schumann’s ‘Tjrdumerei”

I

T IS most often the case that the simpler, more unassuming
compositions of a great composer are the very ones that . .
most enduringly win the hearts of the world of music
lovers. Schubert’s Ave Maria, brief and certainly not at
all complex in structure or otherwise, is an outstanding
example of this truth. Another is the lovely Traumerei
'

I

*'

Andante

O

F ALL the songs which extol the simple, but unequalled
delights of home life, none, surely, has attained to any
such universal renown as Home, Sweet Home. The words
are the work of the American author, John Howard Payne
who was born in New York in 1792 and died in Tunis as
United States Consul there in 1852. Payne, ever an en¬
thusiastic traveller, spent some time in England, and it was
there in October, 1822, that he wrote the poem of Home
Sweet Home. The song first appeared in Sir Henry Bishop’s
opera, Clan, the Maid of Milan,” which had its premiere
at the famous Covent Garden Opera House in London on

Alice Kling

{Editorial: The facts in this article seemed so incredible that we
refused to publish them until they could be investigated and verified
by a professional musician. Therefore we as\ed Dr. Karol Liszniewsfii
of the artist faculty of the Cincinnati Conservatory to visit Miss Mar'

tricity and novelty. Now. that public began to appreciate the
genius of Schumann and thronged to his support.
It has somewhere been said that this piece is the repro¬
duction of a dream, in the poetic sense of a mind awake but
tranquil and inclined to pensive revery. It is a waking
dream, in other words.
Moreover—and this you will
realize more and more as you study Traumerei—it is not the
dream of a child at all. Rather it is the dream of a child¬
hood left behind, and as such its poignant beauty is colored
with the multitude of joys and transient sorrows that make
up the mystical, marvelous round of a child's existence.

To The Etude :
This morning I went to see Miss Helen
May Martin, the blind and deaf girl of
whom you wrote in your letter of May 14th,
and I do not hesitate to say that she is
quite remarkable.
When I called I found her sitting at
her typewriter, writing letters to different
persons to thank them for the interest they
took in her appearance at a musicale at
the Alms Hotel here. I read some of these
letters. They were written in choice Eng¬
lish and there was not one mistake in them.
Mrs. Martin whom I interviewed about her
daughter said that she had used a type¬
writer since she was six years old.
uyOUR DAUGHTER is deaf and
blind, but plays the piano? It’s
she who is playing now?” I asked
the friendly, gray-haired woman from the
second floor south apartment.
“Yes, Helen has been deaf and blind
since she was a baby. The Moonlight
Sonata that she is playing now is one of
her favorites,” she told me, smiling proudly.
"Won’t you come up for a few minutes,
now that the mail’s come?, She’s been
wishing she could get acquainted with the
neighbors, so I’m sure she’d be glad to
see you.”
Inside, at the piano, sat a slim, delicate
faced girl in a pink checked house dress.
With one hand she was trying out a meas¬
ure of music on the keyboard and with
the other tracing out the notes from a
perforated page—music for the blind. She
was unaware of our entrance.
“I’m telling her she has company,” the
mother explained as she took Helen’s hand.
“See, I spell out the words with my fingers
into the palm of her hand.”
Instantly the girl’s serious, little face
was all eager, and she found her way to
where I stood. Then Helen May Martin
shook hands silently. Shyly she touched
my hair, my shoulders, the collar of my
dress, the pin that fastened it at the neck
—her way of seeing a stranger.
Mrs. Martin, sitting close beside her
daughter so that she could speak into her
hand, acted as interpreter and informant.
Helen, she explained, had lost her sight
when she was just a baby, and, very shortly
afterward, her hearing. As she grew up
she learned to articulate in the high mono¬
tone I heard her using to her mother.
Though the sounds she made were indis¬
tinguishable to me, I saw that Mrs. Martin
readily understood their meaning.
She wants to know all about you at
once,” Mrs. Martin told me. “She’s asking
*f y°u like music, if you are interested in
reading and she apologizes for not being
m a dressed-up dress. She has just finished
dusting and straightening the dresser and
was practicing till lunch time, when she is
going to make a salad. You see she keeps
herself busy.”

X

According to the mother the girl was
blind and deaf about one week after she
was bom—the result of a septic ihfeption
which affected both her eyes and ears.
She became interested in piano playing
quite early when she used to sit next the
piano on which her little cousins practiced. ’
She seems to get some definite musical
impressions and emotions through the
vibrations of the tones produced on the
piano. She even recognized the; little A ;
major Prelude of Chopin when I played it
for her: I distinctly heard her say Remem¬
brance (the name she has given it). .She
“listens” by putting her hand on the piano,
and the expression of her face shows

tin and report to us. Please read his unusual letter. This probably
represents the most notable triumph over giant obstacles in the history
of musical art. We have had blind musicians; we have had deaf
musicians; but none before with neither of these senses.}
clearly signs of emotion and pleasure. If
she does not like the music she withdraws
her hand from the piano.
She played for me MacDowell’s To a
Wild Rose, Chopin’s Preludes in C minor
and D flat major, and the first movement
of Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata—all with
astonishing sense of rhythm and hardly any
mistakes. Of course one cannot expect
tone-quality and technic in a case like
this. But what she does is quite extra¬
ordinary, and—here is the main point for
me—apparently gives her great pleasure!
Among the pieces which she can play are
the following: MacDowell To a Wild
Rose, Indian Lodge, To a Wandering Ice-

berg, Chopin’s Preludes, C minor, D flat
major and A major, Beethoven’s Menuet
and Moonlight Sonata, Handel’s Largo,
Paderewski’s Menuet and three Vaises
by Schubert.
Her mother converses with her in a
very ingenious spelling language—by touch¬
ing different fingers and other parts of her
hand. The girl then answers in that wailing
tone of voice so peculiar to deaf people.
I could understand most of what she said.
The visit made a great impression on me.
What a divine thing is music, if it can
make even deaf people happy!
Karol Liszniewski.

course one might play, after a fashion;
When Art Triumphs over the Senses played March-Militaire by Schubert_
' i.
Tausig, Grieg’s Anitra’s Dance, a Hun- might drum away mechanically. But there
was nothing of the amateur musician about
this girl’s masterful playing. There was
showed her pleasure, and she felt her way My s Barcaro e.
a
o
everything of the artist about her playing
back to the piano. Then Helen Martin should have sworn that a deaf and blind Chopin’s Valse in A Minor so reverently. .
who could neither hear nor see a not? person could never be a musician. Of To each measure she gave beauty of tone
and perfect technic—to the whole, fineness
of feeling and interpretation of mood.
“How can she play like that, even play
at all?” I asked.
“It’s simple. Notice how she keeps her
left foot pressed against the front board
of the piano. In this way she gets the
vibrations which give her an idea of tone
quality. That' enables her to put expression
into the music. A wrong note causes a
discord in the vibrations and she quickly
corrects it. You see, she hears and enjoys
music not through her ears, as you do,
but through touch—that is, by means of
the vibrations she receives through her
foot. She listens to others play by placing
her hands on the instrument.”
Helen’s desire to do whatever was done
by her sister and by the two cousins who
once lived at her home was her first
incentive to learn the piano. Whatever, they
did Helen regarded as a game to be played
along with them. When they colored
geography maps for homework, Helen
must color geography maps; when they
modeled in clay, Helen must model in clay.
When the cousins began to study music,
the year Helen was seven, the latter, in
her usual fashion, looked upon music les¬
sons as a new kind of game and insisted
on having a daily practice hour just as had
the cousins.

ws slz

vn? vtSTi

Time Values Taught

HELEN MAY MARTIN

TXT HEN Mrs. Martin saw that the
* ’ new game was proving more inter¬
esting to Helen than to the cousins and
that it had even become something more
serious than a game, she began to teach
her to play little tunes. Realizing that
if Helen were to have any real under¬
standing of what her fingers were .do¬
ing on the keyboard, she must be capable
of understanding the mechanics of music,
she undertook to explain this aspect of
music to her by the use of various objects.
For instance, she taught her the time value
of notes with navy beans from the sack
on the pantry shelf. Four beans on an
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with her mother to continue her music.
At present she is living in Cincinnati where
she studies and plays occasionally in public.
She spends several hours every day at the
piano, learning new music and polishing
old. In all she can play about a hundred
numbers from memory, all classical. Some
of her time she puts to making additions to
her musical library. This library, which she
made herself by copying New York point
music from libraries in Albany, New York,
Cincinnati and the Congressional at Wash¬
ington, D. C„ is worth about $2,000.
On other visits to Helen May Martin I
learned that she is not only a musician but
also a housekeeper, a typist, a student and
a lover of books.
She is chief cook at her house. Once I
found her in the kitchen mixing mustard,
vinegar and olive oil for a salad dressing,
another time beating an egg white and
measuring baking powder for a cake. While
she was attending the school for the deaf
at Olathe she was awarded first prize in
the annual bread-making contest.
On
cleaning days she takes pride in dusting
and putting books and papers in order.
One day she showed me a United States
flag she had tatted, the stars and stripes
made without an imperfect stitch. She is
also something of an expert at raffia work.
When Helen is not busy at the piano or
in the kitchen it is likely that she is reading
her books or magazines. Once I found
her reading the Bible, another time chuck¬
ling over something in one of Willa
Cather’s stories. She subscribes to seven
magazines and one weekly publication for
the blind. These keep her informed on
world events.
“I have sent for two new magazines that
were started this year,” she wrote to me
once. “One is published in Los Angeles
and the other in Paris. I wish I had a
cottage with an attic for all my magazines,
because I hate to throw them away.”
All of her letters she answers herself on
her typewriter.
She has been able to
The Dehut
operate a typewriter since she was about
L^IVE YEARS ago Helen made her first ten years old.
A public appearance in a church in Olathe.
But it is at the piano that I found her
It happened that the music critic of the most often, playing softly, just the shade
Kansas City Star had heard about the of a smile on her serious, small face,
recital to be given by a deaf and blind
enjoying her music more than anything
pianist and had made the trip to Olathe to else in the world.
hear her. The next day Kansas read the
story of Helen from the first page of the
“Star.” This was the real beginning of SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON MISS
Helen’s public life.
From clubs and
KLING’S ARTICLE
churches throughout the state came requests
1. To what senses does music appeal?
for recitals. After Sunday matinee at
2.
What
is the means of ",listening”
Consistory Temple at Witchita she was
offered a scholarship at the local con¬ adopted by Miss Martin?
3. How' may time-sense be taught,
servatory of music. For the next half
year she was a student there where all divorced from sound?
others had normal sight and hearing.
4. Hozv may discord be detected by the
Three years ago Helen moved to Chicago deaf?
improvised scale represented a whole note,
two a half note, and one a quarter note.
She found that Helen quickly grasped
each idea.
After a while the deaf and blind girl
could play her first piece, Silver Threads
among the Gold.
But a new interest came into Helen’s
life that somewhat interrupted her piano
practicing. That was school. At Olathe.
Kansas, is the state school for the deaf.
When Helen applied for admittance there
was hesitancy about accepting her, for a
student both deaf and blind had never been
registered there. But, after an examination
had shown her mentally alert and Vvelladvanced in spite of her double handicap,
they took her in. The special teacher
assigned to her could spare her only one
hour a day of instruction, but the time
outside that Helen used for studying, and in
five years finished the regular course for
deaf students, a special course for the blind,
and additional history courses. Her aver¬
age grade was about 97. Of great import¬
ance to her was the fact that she had
learned to read point, the blind “print.”
Her education was now equal to that of a
student in the junior year of high school.
Through with school, Helen returned
to her music. The first bit of encourage¬
ment to make a serious study of it came
from a blind piano tuner and musician
who made a stop in Olathe. At the music
store, half of which was occupied by Mrs.
Martin’s millinery shop, he heard Helen
play. So enthusiastic was he that he gave
her four lessons. Mrs. Martin had long
believed Helen was unusually talented;
now urged by the piano tuner and friends
who shared that opinion, she decided to
provide training for her daughter. Though
the recently widowed milliner could not
afford to send the girl to a city conserva¬
tory, she did arrange for her study under
Mrs. Abbie Jones of Olathe.

DEPARTMENT
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A

ttention is called to the set of
twelve discs made by the English
Singers, a group of six vocalists,
who sing Elizabethian songs, madrigals
and carols unaccompanied, in the manner
of the time in which they were written.
Critical praise has been generously be¬
stowed upon this talented group wherever
they have appeared; so, too, should it be
bestowed upon their records which are
perfect examples of their ar.t the beauty of
which has a mo.st enduring quality.
When we listen to the various selections
which they have recorded, we are espe¬
cially impressed by two things: first, the
perfection of melodic and harmonic con¬
cept which seems as though it might have
been written in modern times; second, the
finished performances of the singers and
the knowledge that they have dedicated
themselves to the revival of this music
culled from the “Golden Age of English
Song.”
These discs were recorded by the El¬
bert Hubbard Roycrofters, and presented
to the public by Wm. A. Wise and Com¬
pany. They are electrically recorded and
are very commendable for their faithful
reflection of the artists and their silent
needle surface.
It would not be possible to enumerate
here all the twenty-four selections, so we
shall name only a few of them and speak
of their especial qualities. (For further
information write the manufacturer who
will send a circular regarding the selec¬
tions and the history of the singers and
their art.)
One of the most “beautiful expressions
of human emotion” is to be found in Or¬
lando Gibbons’ madrigal, The Silver Swan
(written in 1612), and there is an ingen¬
ious humor in Purcell’s Three Fairies
which will delight both old and young
“hke; Percy Grainger’s arrangement of
the folk song, Brigg Fair, will prove more
lovely upon each hearing, and the har¬
monic opulence of John Bennet’s madrigal
All . Creatures Now Are Merry Minded
(written in 1601), as well'as Peter Wararrangement of the old Christmas
Carol, Corpus Christi, will always" remain
ineffably beautiful. Then there are the
Infect arrangements made by Vaughan
Williams of the carol, We’ve Been Awhile
Interval fading
A-Wandering, and the folk-song, Ca the
Yowes, which will present fresh delight
By Hazel Hawkins-Davidson
with each replaying. One could single
If the interval is even, that
;- need not be reckoned with, ;
™aniy more from their many songs
ond, fourth, sixth or octave, one note will
but it would be better to allow those who
be on a space while the other, is on a line.
procure these discs to do this for them¬
No line occurs between notes forming an
selves. After all, the English Singers’ art
interval of a second. Between notes mak¬
wdl present, like all great music, personal
ing’ a fourth is one line, a sixth, two lines,
preierences m ltS varying degrees of
an octave, three lines. In intervals of odd
For playing intervals, shaping the hand aesthetic satisfaction.
numbers, thirds, fifths, sevenths, and sc away from the keyboard should be prac¬
forth, both notes will be either on lines or ticed, different finger combinations- being
Brahms and Moy Mell
on spaces. There is one line or one used for each interval. When the dis¬
space between notes making a third. Be¬ tance for the desired interval has been
We, W’sh
t0 present
tw°
tween notes forming a fifth there are two estimated it should be tested at the key- PAmoSrIN(f
niore of 2N*
the works
issued
by the Na¬
lines; a seventh, three lines. The spaces board.
tional Gramophonic Society of London
whom we introduced to our readers’ attend

If we begin by saying that the Brahms’
work is an intellectual one, it is not our
intention to imply that it is lacking in
either lyrical charm or sensuous beauty
Brahms knew indeed how to combine all
things. It is in truth a great work, one
which presents the very heart of the com¬
poser and one which will yield its rich
harvest of beauties only after many audi¬
tions. Intellectuality is stamped upon it
because, as an English reviewer remarked!
three of its four movements are in the
sonata form. But, to the musician and
the music-lover alike, such music can only
prove of an enduring appeal since it com¬
bines a beauty of emotion and thought
which is organized into a perfect unity
that neither loses the vitality of the first
nor the depth of the latter. One listens to
it as music for music’s sake, says the
Englishman further, because it suggests
no “program.” And one also listens and
admires the genius of the perfect Brahms.
A final word in praise of the artists should
be said. Theirs is a performance excel¬
lently unified in a truly appreciative con¬
cept.
Moy Mell, or “Pleasant Plain,” is one of
the three ideas connected with the ancient
Irish concept of the “Happy Underworld"
or Pagan Paradise. The composer has
praised the interpretation of this record¬
ing; so it only remains to say that his
music is essentially Gaelic in character and
can best be described by one’s pointing out
its close relationship to the literature of
Yeats and Synge.
Fruit of Schubert s Centennial
'"THE SCHUBERT Centennial has
•*- brought forth the issue of his superb
“C Major Symphony” played by the Halle
Orchestra of England. Columbia released
it on seven discs (Masterwork Set No. 88).
The conductor, Sir Hamilton Harty, who
is a composer himself, approaches the task
of interpreting this work with the thor¬
ough insight of a musician.

OF

N CHORAL and orchestral conducting
we have all been striving for tonetone of uniform quality, but tone also
alive and sensitive to great variety in
expression. To realize such an ideal, there
must be singers or players trained to give
a response that is alert, elastic and re¬
fined. How do great conductors achieve
this response?
Beautiful choral tone is greatly depend¬
ent on intelligent use of diction. There
are too few choral organizations that really
sing the king’s English. Words are of
vital importance to both audience and
chorus, for the words will always give the
cue to proper interpretation. We can
all learn from masters like Louis- Graveure or Roland Hayes. Such artists ap¬
preciate, for example, the colorful reso¬
nance of the consonants n and m. They
do not swallow the tongue in singing final
r’s, and they sense the subtleties and ex¬
pressive power inherent in correct vowel
and consonant combinations. The chorus
should have the same ideals as the soloist.
A successful conductor must have imag¬
ination. Albert Coates who is to be one
of the conductors of the new combined
New York Symphony next season was
conducting in this country a few years
ago. He had just left his post as con¬
ductor of the London Symphony. Before
that time he was at the head of the Czar’s
Imperial Opera under the old regime,
when Pavlowa, Mordkin and Chaliapin
were in his company. We were rehearsing
the Brahm’s No. 4, the allegro giocoso.
He suddenly said, “Gentlemen 1 Gentle¬
men ! this is Brahms 1 Brahms with his great
long beard—respect him.” Then to the horns,
“this passage is like the opening of a fur¬
nace door—blazing heat.” Or to the trum¬
pets in a martial theme, “Now let the
flags fly," or again to the horns playing
the noble theme, in the Cesar Franck “D
Minor Symphony.” “This is the soul of
chivalry,” and again, “This is the cold,
gray cathedral at dawn. The snow is

(Conducted 'Monthly ‘By

Victor J. Grabel
FAMOUS BAND TRAINER AND CONDUCTOR

Some Important Lessons to be Learned
from Great (Conductors
Part
<By

I.

David Mattern

SUPERVISOR OF MUSIC, GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. READ AT THE NATIONAL
SUPERVISORS’ CONFERENCE, CHICAGO, 1928
Just these few words kindled the imag¬
ination of the orchestra and made it playas never before. Of course everyone has
a right to his or her own imaginative
reaction to music; but how few of us have
this poetic fire! We need to be told how
to listen to great music in order to do it
justice in rendition. I do not mean that
I advocate making a story or a program
to fit a Beethoven “Symphony” (that is a
thing presumptuous and offensive to the
real musician) but we should not be con¬
tent merely to play or sing notes and let
it go at that.
The Dash of Salt
T NTERPRETATION in conducting deA mands a variation of the beat, as in the
first movement of Mendelssohn’s “Italian
_ Symphony,” sometimes with staccato pulsa’ tions, again with undulating legato move¬
ments, large, then small as one responds to
the fantasy inherent in the music. We all
may learn much by watching the great
conductors like Stock and Coates obtain
rhythmic precision through the scherzo
effect, using a relaxed arm, but with; a
wrist that kicks incisively—free, but with

It is conversely true that if you know the
right tempo the singers or players will be
more likely to grasp the correct idea of
phrasing and expression.
“Have your ideal of tone quality. Make
your points by distinction in playing and
interpretation rather than by bizarre ef¬
fects and tremendous climaxes. Avoid
mannerisms. Do not break the rhythm
except for very unusual effects.”
We should remember also that the high¬
est note in an ascending^ passage is not
always the loudest. We often forget that
a phrase when repeated should be either
louder or softer for the sake of variety.
To give the poor composer something ap¬
proaching his just due we must also teach
our singers and players not merely to read
notes but to “read between the lines.”

The Hate Motive
propelling, alert force. Such a beat never
N A REHEARSAL of Tschaikowsky’s
wearies the orchestra nor audience as
“Romeo and Juliet,” Mengelberg ex¬
does a stiff-armed, labored effort. It puts claimed, “Music expresses love and hate,
sparkle and enthusiasm into the perform- joy and pain, the great extremes. Here
is the hate motive. Play it as if you
In dramatic climaxes Mengelberg often wanted to kill the conductor.” And we
thrusts both fists into the air, one farther did, for he had been whipping us with
than the other. This gesture reaches the his relentless stick for three and a half
heights of inspiration. However, it is hours. But he is a great master and we
perilous to attempt to copy this or any realized that his discipline was good for us.
Mengelberg sings out whole themes in
other indication of intensity unless one can
do it convincingly and with freedom and his rich baritone voice. To me this is a
significant thing. He feels the urge to
abandon.
The psychology of conducting is bound¬ express himself vocally in order to inspire
less in its application. The master needs his men. He thinks in vocal terms. He
but to glance at a solo flute or lift an insists on solo tone as distinguished from
accompanying tone. If he does not get
eye-brow to the basses or raise his little
the fullness of solo tone he desires he
finger, so subtle is the flow of understand¬
ing between him and his chorus or or¬ will boom out, “Give me one-hundred per
cent! That is only fifty.” The cellos, will
chestra. The master inspires courage. He
gently persuades or imperiously demands bear on with added energy. “Stop,” he
shouts, “I said one hundred, not oneat will.
hundred ten! And sing it out.” Albert
Wagner says, “Always make your in¬
Coates frequently urged his conducting
struments sing; find the melody in every
class to hum to themselves while conduct¬
measure; know your composition; feel
ing, and he often does the same thing him¬
the tempo before you start. If you have
self in rehearsal. Frederick Stock and
the correct idea of phrasing the expres¬
(Continued on page 699)
sion, the tempo will take care of itself.

I

(Continued on page 701)

Th£ ^‘-review
“The qualities which make a musician worthy of the name and a music
teacher an inspiration to his pupils cannot be measured by college degrees
nor are they likely to be developed by college training. The knowledge which
forms the basis of true culture can be obtained outside of a regular college
course and, therefore, the student of art can dispense with a four-year
course of study, at least half of which is time needlessly lost from more
important musical training."—Dr. Frank Damrosch.

Piano Quartet in C Minor, Brahms
Opus 6°; played by Spencer Dyke Trio
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Albert Fratellini
The Sensational Musical Clown
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Ths band recently was awarded

THE JOLIET (ILLINOIS) HIGH SCHOOL BAND: INSERT, A. M. MCALLISTER, DIRECTOR
time the first place in the National High School Bqnd Contest, and for this unusual achievement it won the One
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Public school music suffers from mal¬
administration. We are subjecting musi¬
cal idiots and musical geniuses to the same
kind of musical material and procedure
and expecting them to make the same
amount of progress in the same amount
of time. Such a condition is tragically in¬
explicable.

OW THAT the spring term is over
let us pause to consider what has
been one of the most serious im¬
pediments to progress during the past
school year. Have you found in your vari¬
ous grade-rooms children who have failed
to advance in thejr musical knowledge
and skill ? Have you found children who
have retrogressed in spite of the fact that
they have been subjected to another year
of musical training? Have you done
everything possible to advance every child
to the extent permitted by his musical heri¬
tage and native intelligence? Have you
recognized the fact that children differ in
respect to the quality and quantity of work
that each is capable of doing? Furthermore, have you made allowances for
tions, in the length of time needed for the
learning of music by different children?
In other words, have you been cognizant
of the magnitude of individual differences ?
Assuming that you have not been slow
in observing that differences exist and
that 'they are of considerable magnitude,
what have you done to adapt your teaching
to the nature and needs of the children
whose musical education you are directing?
Have you measured your children for .
talent and achievement? Have you classi¬
fied them and administered to the differ¬
ent homogeneous groups different courses
of study, or have you ignored the existence
of variation in talent and accomplish-

s examine a sixth grade class, for
If
example, we find that the trained pupils
have average scores which entitle them to
eighth grade standing, whereas the untrained are entitled to high fourth grade
standing only. If you try to keep the
trained interested you must necessarily be
teaching “over the heads” of the untrained,
i the contrary, you are teaching to
the level of the untrained you a
lining a most unpardonable sin of wasting talent, of failing to utilize talent posseSsed by the superior children, thus retard.
ing their progress.
What if
e of the sixth grade if
of every other grade. Are you proceeding
....
u.uor
j° °UtSld!
11'ng' Have ,you
your groups to discover how

There
c
...
.
-.
f thls mat‘fr 0 ^nation. No two children are alike (musically); and, likewise,

’ havrno^Vttemrned
^ Witbin each grade (between the scores of we shall be making a commendable be. h ,
attempted to adapt your the best and the poorest pupil) represent ginning. If there are two or more music
trammg to the needs of the individuals H; grades. Little wonder that our pro- feachers in a building then the task of
within the grade are you not committing a „res,
oublir- school music is
,, .
,
.
10 ,g’ ‘
,
1 *
,

t

Are We Justified in Toeach
ing Public School Music
on the Grade Basis?
By

Jacob Kwalwasser,

Ph.D.

PROFESSOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION, SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

"e *“i-t **"“ —*

into two divisions. In the sixth grade,
for example, we find that the boys’ score
entitles them to fifth grade standing,
whereas the girls are entitled to seventh
grade standing. What is true of the sixth
grade is true, also, of every other grade,
How many grades separate your boys
aiuj girls?. It is most probable that you
have been treating the two sexes as equal
in respect to their musical achievement,
If not, how have you organized your materips‘so as to take advantage of the children’s varied characteristics? Have you
grouped sixth grade boys and fourth grade
girls,
■ ” i r have you separated the sexes entirdly for musical training?
nvery graae is made up ot a number
of dlfferent grade8 of musical accomplishment; the average maximum variation

What Can Be Done?
JHAT CAN we do about it? The
answer is simple although it in¬
volves a little work for the intelligent
supervisor. We must group our children
homogeneously as to talent and achieve¬
ment. We must examine our children and
separate them into different groups beginning with the superior and ending with
the inferior.
We must encourage all
groups to achieve all that they by nature
are capable of achieving. \\ c must adapt
the training and the materials to the nature and needs of the children. We must
recognize the fact that the grade basis
of teaching is a convenience for the teacher. But we must be fully aware that we
are sacrificing tile child for the comfort
of the teacher.
We must make our teaching more meaningful by encouraging the different groups
to achieve in proportion to their talents.
If we can do nothing more than divide
every so-called grade into two-the better
.and the poorer halves—and give each half
the type of work best suited to its needs

WH,

tars l— s*s

grade ehi'dr™
*1 eighth ‘£»de"a'nd Diferent Procedure, /or Bo„ end Girl,
TpSt 'ota*tag””lled'
’***? °'
eighth-grade ehiidre, in .he *-* J-f
.actor tha, regait. careS
are- musically
aratlp music
mncih tA
......
....
_
,
....
,
,
,
musically aaad- x
^ ful
ful r.nnsinpratinn
consideration anH
and tnanaffpmpnt
management ie
is grade
to the fifth grade, and so
on to"the" child
Instead of allowing the
vanced and retarded children in retarded that of sex. It was found that the differ- down the line.
h Id'
superior children to learn to “loaf" and
and advanced grades.
give
let i
knowledge subjects)
element of sex alone splits every grade feated the purpose of music teaching, tion to their endowments.
treat all 'children; alike? Are we not pro¬
ceeding on a diabolical misconception when
we make no allowance for variation and
present but' one course of study to every
The (Jentemry of the Braille System-Music in Braille
grade irrespective of what constitutes a
grade? We must realize that the Creator
By P. B. Prior
made children different in their musical
potentialities and that it is not the business
of the school teacher to “correct” by ar¬
Ha\ing as one of its aims the considera- blind in establishing contact with the world
But there is still another problem. It
tificial means the peculiarities of nature.
tion of establishing a foundation for a around them by means of Braille the
national institute for training music teach- raised letters they feel with their fingers is not possible in embossed Braille script
to arrange the notes in the same way as
ers from among the blind, a congress has Those characters can be translated ;Z
Test,of Musical Achievement
.
,
- in normal script. The space taken up byl
lAKE THE matter of outside training Cente^arv^tbe fiS °g ^ f** °f
'TSic’„aS wdl as into words,
a
s, and
to-day this dotting system is so considerable that
alone, and
and *.vnn
have a
a factor
faetnr of
of Ce"‘enary °f the Braille System
‘hey allow a blind man too rea
read a
A alone,
' you have
a
Piece jt js necessary t0 adopt an elaborate plan.
One of the first conquests_ achieved by of music as we would read a book'
tremendous significance. Last year the the~blmd is that of music. This is partly
The copyist first of all engraves two, four,
. 5fet, Braille notation i
writer’s Tradme teachers gave the Kwal- due to the fact that nature tends
T‘.c lvvva‘‘ due to the fact that nature tends to dis- great difficulty in aTV’ !?Ced
a SIX or eight bars of the right hand, and
ana
wasser-Ruch Test of .Musical Achievement tribute evenly all unused forces, the loss ordinary i^usfca Iscriot/° T"
afterwards the corresponding
o their Classes in an at empt to ascertain of one of the five senses leading always there 47^ fiftv notes k"
bar bars of the
hand. Then it is that the
the various.factors that go to make up to tbe sharpening of the other four, sharps flats and naturals’ bf‘at mg Wlth blind musician must perform the colossal
these grades. It was discovered that 3.2 (When we wish to listen to a very slight tiens^nd other 2 AH * “'T' task of mentally playing together the two

£ 2££

fratfd SeTha /ff
T
r trem0r in ,he air’ d0 we not in^inctively
trained.^ This difference may be greater shut our eyes?) That is why so many of
_r smaller n.u other
„—MR——
•-me
Dima quite naturally devote themschools, but it
is very the blind
likely that a great divergence m accom- selVes to a musical career and become or-

acters, already so clnltld
pressed in Braille in a stih l;
Way
way. In a normal
normal” score “T*
represented by a sLl
"°fte i;

^
be f.ound °Tithe baS‘S-°!
utside training alone.
Thus musical
training received in private studios splits
up every grade into two levels of attaini j!
..
,
Let us consider this problem concretely,

blind musician this
^i.5
a group of three four five
aced hy
raised dots. As the staff
^
embossed musical script each
“
bear with it its octave mark ^t™USt
other marks.
’ "d SOmetImes

WI

ganists- Pianist8 Pr piano-tuners.
But, if blindness is not an irremediable
handicap in music, why should it be so in
teaching? Bold as the idea may seem, it
does not appear impossible to those who
know what feats can be achieved by the
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fragmCnts he has noted separately. Such
afeat ^passes ordinary imagination,
esPecially when we think of the intricacy
_
and richness
of modem musical compositl0n' Yet this task which so many blind
musicians can achieve raises hopes of
8Teater results still, and the foundation of
a" insti‘«‘e for bringing together this
Prodigious sum of human effort is destined
to offer still more chances of success to
the blind conquerors of fate.

A Stiff Wrist
nil' causes me no end of trouble,
'veil though it becomes tired I coninue practicing, because it becomes
o after piaying^oniy two o
annot stop
This wrist seems
>ose enough,
’
o be fr

i*«!
a; xsr s struss
that the wrist was sprained by overWOo!! bo you recommend DGring’s ex¬
ercises and studies for octave play3.' Would it be well to follow Duvernoy's School of Mechanism by
dementi s Preludes anil Exercises,
or should it be Czerny?—E. K.

Your practice of beginning with the out occasionally also in the works of still
hands separately is an excellent one. The later composers, especially Brahms, who is
real problem, however, is to induce the sometimes styled a classical composer,
pupil to read each combination of notes
After the Romanticists, whose influence
in a certain fixed order. I suggest that you was felt through the remainder of the ninestress pieces of the hymn-tune order, such teenth century, and, indeed, up o
e
as the little Chorale by Schumann, Op. 68, present day, came the ,schoola
_ JT
No. 4. Before playing a chord as a unit, Realists—the Impressionists (Debussy),
let the pupil sound its component notes in the Expressionists (Schonberg), and a
seeking
order, from the lowest upward, holding host of modern writers who
each key down until all have been sounded originality at any cost,
According
to another definition classical
and then playing them together, thus •
Amusic consists of music that has stood the
test of a considerable time—say, at least
Schumann,Op. 68, No.4
fifty years. In this list would, therefore,
be placed the great Romanticists mentioned
above, together with later composers such
as Tchaikovsky, Cesar Franck and Dvorak
—or even Debussy. The former definition,
however, seems more specific and logical.

1. One of two things is certain: either
your wrist is not kept loose enough or you
have strained it in some way. Many
times, when we think that our wrist
After she is able to do this successfully,
muscles are perfectly relaxed there them she may press the keys down as before,
reality just enough activity left in
only silently, afterward sounding the chord
to, upset
the whole “kettle of fish.”
—whole; and finally she may omit the
Let your left hand
preliminary process wherever it is safe to
i free air. Now see if you
-1 relax k iLlst a little m0re’,S°v, tbfai
falls a quarter or even an eighth of an
inch further. If you can do this, it proves
that it was not entirely relaxed in the first
place.
Insist on such complete relaxation all the
time you are playing. Avoid, also, pulling
or jerking the hand back from the wrist,
even in staccato passages.
Certainly it is injurious to practice when
the wrist is tired, and I suspect that you
have added materially to your trouble by
doing so. So “go easy for a while,
avoiding heavy playing or stretchy progressions. Rest the hand whenever there is a
sense of fatigue, letting it hang down
loosely as I have described. Watch continually for signs of stiffness in the wrist
With such precautions your trouble should
decrease
and even disappear
in time.
_ __
_..
2, 3. All the studies which you mention
are of generally recognized worth. I suggest following the Duvernoy studies, first,
by Czerny, then by Cramer, and finally by
Clementi’s Gradus ad Parnassum.

Aims of the Piano Teacher
Miss L. J. A. asks for advice as to
whether she should continue teach¬
ing, since she feels the need for more
intensive training in order to give
proper instruction beyond the first
three grades—training which she
finds it difficult to obtain, for finan¬
cial and physical reasons.

“This process should teach her to read
combinatjons of tones aiways from the
grams of recitals by her pupils.
rd ^ tQ associate this
^ ^ ^ her ]eft hand_ The same
It seems to
procedure of course holds good when there the ability and enthusiasm of
P
tg
bom teacher, and that, since there are
altogether too few of such teachers,
oro it
..
would be a great pity for you to abandon
WTlflt Is Classical MUSIC.
y0ur music work. The competent training
^
which you have aiready received may be
ersPle0a£seclassical music. I am In
extended hy self-study in piano practice
doubt ab°ut tlie^dividin^Hne^be^ in reading books on the subject. Thus,
e. l. B.’
with your practical experience in piano
sounding phrases, teaching, you should grow naturally into
Like many other high-sound g p
. ^ work q{ the more advanced grades.
the term ‘'classical music hperha
many
Anyway where expert teaching is most
meaning to most pe p
f
needed is in the foundation work for, if
8“bsc^|be,t0music’which is really a ‘he pupil has acquired the right habits in
nition that it is mu
„
,
his early years, he will probably not be
great deal
thrQwn on tne
^ iratu
^ pcmwncuuj,
_
-— better
--— than it sounds
* . I have tnrown
by
heard a radio announcer prociai a_p
& later teacher who ;s uneqUal to his task,
gram of ‘ classical ™us1^ ^
. One of the finest teachers I know devotes
pieces by C amma e,.
pViHpnt'lv on her entire attention to young children and
other present-day :musmians—evi^aen y
^ haye naught tQ do with any others. In
the assumption that everytni g
experience with advanced pupils I often
would come under ‘hat “ad.
bless the earlier teacher who, by painsIn its strict sense,
Masters of taking effort, has given the pupil so accuInverting the Parts
music is the product of those
rate and thorough a musical background
the eighteenth and early nineteenth
practically
. ...... ,..i eight-year-old pupil,
limit to his
little girl, who has developed a eb;
turies who emphasized the formal structure ^tui-e possibiliUes as a .pianist.
ucjw..v. _iy
acteristic entirelyj beyond
—’ preof music and wrote works which primarily ‘“‘ure possibilities
_ CM'~
She is a beginner,
vious experience.
studied
about
seven
having - “*
gratify our general ideas of beauty, tbat
can read and play the
i», music of symmetrical, unified expres¬
Answer With Interrogation
bass or treble notes correctly, if play¬
ing only one hand at a time. When
sion of exquisite melodic line, of normal
she plavs with both hands together,
Points
rhythms and harmonies.
Compositions
however, she inve— **n1“”the left hand
is to the sylof this type are immediately associated
ing^ treble n
__le
_■ on page 285
s, with
tl right.
lables of the minor scab
with Haydn, Mozart and the early Bee¬
. ..p.c
n having her practice
of the April number of° The Etude,
the parts separately, counting, and
thoven, together with their lesser contem¬
did not your typeseti r find the “T”
hnx in his sylthen play with both hands at on°vbox
instead
of
the
“8
poraries, all of whom exalted the great
I have her read each note aloua,
lable for the seventh _ne of the
scale? The seventh ton. of the pure
at the same time placing hrharmonic forms, especially that of the
minor scale is G. which is »». m
i the key, thus preparing i play
Sonata. Previous to these men we have
relative major; and Gif. which is the
before she' sounds the n„...
.
seventh tone of the scale in its har¬
She plays correctly when following
the early classical school, of which Han¬
monic form, would be sol sharp, or
out the above regime but holds her
del
and
Bach
are
the
leading
represensi instead of ti, as given in your il¬
arms and hands very tense, wnat
lustration. So the syllables are la,
would you suggest?—H. F. ij.
tatives.
ti, do, re, mi, fa, si, laThe first half of the nineteenth century
12) Another answer which seems
Several teachers have written me of late
to me to need a question mark after
was dominated by the Romanticists, in¬
it is found in the March issue, on
years, describing this particular kink in
cluding the later Beethoven, also Schubert,
page 323 (second question). You
the minds of one or more of their pupils.
have there followed the common
Schumann and Chopin.
definition of the double flat, saying
that it lowers the tone a whole step.
But does it necessarily? How often
are reversed.

inly a half(1) I am glad that this error has been
detected, since the sharped seventh of the
minor scale undoubtedly is indicated by
tbe syllable si, as shown in the sentence
immediately preceding my illustration, in
tbe April Etude.
(2) The writer should bear l mind a
rule 0f modern notation which prescribes
tha.t any accidental (4, b, t, bb, * ), when
piaced before a note, always nullifies the
signature that would otherwise affect it.
Thus, in the case of the signature of one
flat> a special flat may be placed before
any g tbat would regularly be flatted,
without affecting it at all, since such a
flat destroys the effect of the signature
upon the note.
“Corrective accidentals” are often in¬
serted on this principle, to prevent mis¬
takes on the part of the performer. Thus
in the following illustration

the second B would be flatted anyhow,
since it occurs after the measure bar; so
the spec;ai flat placed before it merely
clupiJ«sl«,,
empbasizes what M
is ___
already shown by the
s^a“ure7namely*'J thatThe”natural" 1
should be iowered a half-step.
According t0 the above rule, therefore,
& doub)e flat always lowers the tone a
whok stej)j $ince ;t is conCeived as effect¬
.
the naturaj note> whether or not such
a nQte would otherwise be effected by the
signature
j am always glad t0 rece!ve such Sugest;ons as the above which tend to increase the accuracy 0’f our Round Table
•
d.scuss.ons.

A Bac\slider
been studying the piano for seven
years. She loves music and wants
to make it her profession. Lately,
however, she has stopped playing,
since all her interest in the subject
seems to be gone. She cannot prac¬
tice, and all the work that she once
loved appeals to her no longer.
What can I do to bring her back
on her feet again?—-It G.
The scientists tell us that there are al¬
ways “plateaus” in a course of studyspots where the interest momentarily flags
before the student chances higher flights.
Evidently your pupil has struck one of
these dead levels, from whence she will
have to be dislodged.
Let us refer to two notable instances of
such apathetic periods, with the hope of
finding a remedy in the present instance.
At one time, Liszt, in the height of his
powers, suddenly seemed to lose his en¬
thusiasm for piano playing and retired
from the concert world. Reports came
to him, however, of the triumphs in Paris
of his formidable rival, Thalberg; and as
a result he rushed again into the arena,
(Continued on page 701)
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A ^Master Lesson Upon Lbhe Dainty
“"Nyutcrac\er Suite” of cBschai\owsl{y
‘By Victor Biart
«TVTUTCRACKER SUITE!” What
X\l a peculiar title for a musical
work! What conceivable connec¬
tion could there be between this hard, cold
piece of mechanism and the poetical art of
tones? It were, indeed, a boon to possess
some such crushing implement that might
reveal the kernel of significance that re¬
sides in some “hard nuts to crack,” such
as Strauss, to quote his own words, offers
to his hearers in his brilliant and witty
symphonic poem for orchestra, “Till Eulenspiegel.” Happily, however, in the case
of Tschaikowsky’s charming suite, the solu¬
tion of the mystery will be found in the
story that underlies the work. The sub¬
ject is a French version by Dumas the El¬
der, of a fairy tale by E. T. A. Hoff¬
mann, entitled “Nussnacker und Mausekonig” (Nutcracker and Mouse-King).
The scene represents a Christmas party
for children in the house of President Silberhaus. The children gather around the
illuminated Christmas-tree, eager for the
distribution of the presents. A friend of
the family, Councillor Drosselmeyer,
brings some dolls, which move like living
beings. To little Marie, the daughter of
the host and hostess, he gives a nutcracker
with which the little girl is delighted. Her
brother and the other boys covet this gift,
and in the struggle for its possession it
is broken. Little Marie is heart-broken
and tenderly puts it to bed.
After the end of the party the little girl,
in bed, is kept awake by the thought of
the disaster to this, her favorite present.
About midnight she slips out of bed and
betakes herself down to the parlor to look
solicitously at the nutcracker. Then, sud¬
denly, the room is invaded by mice; the
toys and sweets come to life, and a pitched
battle ensues between these and the mice,
which soon turns in favor of the latter.
Thereupon the nutcracker also comes to
life and leads the fin soldiers in a fresh
charge.
The leaders of both forces engage in a
. “hand-to-hand” conflict, in which victory
is apparently about to crown the leader of
the mice, when—unheard of in the annals
of feminine courage and heroism!—little
Marie throws her shoe at the general of
the mice, hitting him on the head and kill¬
ing him, whereupon his army is routed.
A miracle then occurs! The nutcracker
is suddenly transformed into a handsome
young prince, with whom little Marie
flies over snow-clad fields and forests to
the Kingdom of Sweets.
The Jam Mountain
f | 'HE SECOND act is the scene of the
jam mountain, in this kingdom, where
the young couple is cordially received by
the Sugarplum Queen, the Fairy Dragee,
with her court. A dance of the Sweet¬
meats is then given in honor of the heroic
little girl and her consort.
In 1891 Tschaikowsky was commissioned
to write a ballet on this subject for the
Imperial Opera House of St. Petersburg.
A ballet of this kind should not be con¬
fused with the solo dancing and evolutions
of a corps of dancers introduced into op¬
eras as diversions. The “ballet d’action”
is an independent dramatic performance
in which the action consists of pantomime
and dances, with little or no speaking or
singing.
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his later symphonies. This brilliancy of
orchestration is a water-mark of the Rus¬
sian school, a quality of French origin,
traceable to that brilliant master of this
art, Berlioz, who so impressed the Rus¬
sians on the occasion of his visit to their
country in 1847.

Peter Ilyitch Tschaikowsky

Although the subject did not at first fact, whether his American admirers <
appeal to Tschaikowsky, he soon warmed not overrate him as a conductor.
up to it and worked heart and soul on his
original and lovely music, completing the
first act of the ballet before his departure, The Sugarplum Fairy Ma\es her B<
in April, for America.
D UT, TO return—with him—to the b
An American tour had long been one
let, which he did on his return to Ri
of his dreams, and this, his only visit to sia. He completed the work in Febru;
this country, proved both profitable and or March, 1892. It was first perform
easy. He was honored and feted in a at the Imperial Opera House at St Pete
measure that soon surfeited him. While burg on December 18th, but met with oi
he appreciated our lavish and generous partial success, owing, in part, to the la
hospitality, and was greatly impressed with of good looks of the lady who took t
the achievements of the young country, he part of the Sugarplum Fairy. But at
suffered, as usual when away from home, concert at the Russian Musical Sock
with such extreme home-sickness as greatly of the northern capital, on March 19th
to mar the pleasure of his reception and the same year, the composer conducted
successes. To be sure he always dreaded suite composed of numbers selected fre
meeting strangers and having to carry on the ballet. In this form the music was i
formal or stilted conversations. He was, ccived with such enthusiasm that five
however, agreeably -surprised to find some the six numbers had to be repeated.
of his works better known in this country
-It is well known that as a compos
than in Moscow.
Tschaikowsky is greatest in the field
Among his successful appearances as symphonic music. His rich orchesti
conductor was that at the concert given in ' palette, which he employs with such sk
celebration of the inauguration of Carne¬ and mastery, provides a wealth of col
gie Hall in New York. He wondered, in just suited to the blazing emotionality

The Celesta
T N HIS “Nutcracker Suite” TschaikowA sky enriched his orchestra by the in¬
troduction of a new instrument, the sight
of which has puzzled many a patron of
orchestra concerts. This instrument is the
celesta, invented in 1886 by Auguste Mus¬
tek at Paris. It is a keyboard instrument,
somewhat resembling a cabinet organ, but
considerably smaller. The hammers oper¬
ated by a key system similar to but sim¬
pler than that of the piano, strike small
steel bars or plates, each one suspended
over a wooden resonating box tuned in
unison with it.
Like the piano, it is chromatic and can
lie employed in any key. It is also
equipped with a damper and a soft pedal.
On account of its high range its notation
is an octave lower than it sounds. In his
“Nutcracker Suite,” however, Tschaikow¬
sky writes the part in unison with the pitch,
so that, in its absence, the piano may be
substituted for it. It is in the dance of
Sugarplum Queen (the Fairy Dragee)
that he employs this instrument, on ac¬
count of its silvery, fairy-like tone.
It was in Paris that he discovered the
instrument, and, being so charmed with it
as to decide to introduce it into his ballet,
he wrote to his publisher, Jurgenson, en¬
joining him to secrecy as to his intention,
lest Rimsky-Korsakoff or Glazounow fore¬
stall him in its adoption.
The order of the dances in the suite is
different from that in the ballet. In the
latter the miniature march is played dur¬
ing the entrance of the children in the
first act, immediately after the illumina¬
tion of the Christmas-tree. The dance of
the Sugarplum Fairy, which follows it in
the suite, is the last before the Finale in
the ballet. The remainder of the Danses
charactcristiques which include the two
numbers just mentioned, and which follow
in the suite, are taken from a divertisse¬
ment (diversion) constituting No. 12 in the
ballet, which comprises the dances; Chocolat, Cafe (coffee), Thi (tea), Trepak, and
Danse des Mirlitons. In the suite Cafe
becomes Danse Arabc; The, Danse Chiuoisc. All the numbers here enumerated
are grouped into the second number of the
suite, the Overture furnishing the first
number; and the False des Fleurs (Waltz
of the Flowers) concludes the suite.
/. Ouvcrturc Miniature.
With a delicate touch the atmosphere of
bright, happy infantile petiteness incident
to the subject is created by the lightness
of the orchestral texture: only the upper
strings (violins and violas), wood wind
and, in a couple of loud and climactic
passages, the horns, are employed in this
number, which opens as follows:

(Continued on page 699)
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THE NORTHWIND
A showy exhibition number.
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Fiona, by Percy Elliott

Evervone will enjoy play-
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DOES VOl/P EAEGITEI
DAVE TALENT?

his £tude

Edgar Alden Barrell

Longing for Home, by Leon Jessel.
Though nothin Mr. Jessel’s customary ^man-

l theme, TiTc n
right hand.

Give H&r cl Kimtalt
\7

r

family of that
noteworthy m
composer of o

" is not unlikely that

A Ouaint Minuet, by Wilhelm Aletter.
Tn tlie fourth measure of this characteristic
minuet, the left hand part should be brought

a degree that you have

like giot
i defined
donsult some good musical dictionary. Tin
key-scheme of the composition is as follows
F-C-G-F. This is obviously an easy and logica
selection, no one of the keys being far distan

beTPhftrio

•s themselves are c
Wilhelm •
cially known

your little girl pos¬

sesses musical talent to

ty problems

of

never suspected.
Talent, and even genius, often remain in latent form
until the moment of inspiration comes.

elaxation,

touch

Many a child-life has learned the delight of rhythm and mel¬
ody from the inspiring tones of the Kimball piano. Its clear,
rippling notes in light, popular airs, and its stirring power and

The Mountain Brook, by Frederick A.
Williams.

volume in interpreting the more emotional measures have cre¬
ated and maintained an eager interest in many thousands of
students, and brightened the daily life of households in all

ch is printed in this

parts of this continent.
There is a Kimball exactly suited to every type of home—
beautiful instruments in several sizes. Do you prefer the small

the wise student win practice
If Each has its own difficul,e'solved separately.
, .
on to make 'out an analysis
ece, showing graphically the

grand, only 4 ft. 10I< in. long, or a larger size, 5 ft. 8 in. long,
be certain of the placing of the piano by sending for paper
P. I. Tschaikowsky

In the Swing, by Bruno Brenner.
The first tl
‘
' **‘1“

floor pattern.

Even a smaller grand, 4 fit. 5 in. long, may be

your choice, or larger pianos up to the concert grand.
Uprights have their own special appeal in the home or
studio, and vary in size from 4 ft. 6>2 in. in height and 4 ft.
2yi in. in height to the dainty little "Junior” upright, only
3 ft. 8 in. high, which is very much a favorite at present, and
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15he Late Start

A

'Bhe SINGER’S ETUDE
Edited for September by

T

HE ADVANCED PUPIL as here
indicated is the student who has
acquired a dependable vocal technic
and at least a fair degree of musical under¬
standing and proficiency; who has mas¬
tered a correct diction in English and
Italian and who, if aspiring to become a
singing artist, has at least begun the study
of the French and German languages and
is therefore ready to think seriously of
rounding out a repertory.
First of all, remember that no matter
how far “advanced,” the singer never
grows beyond the need of systematic daily
practice of his vocal “daily dozen.” The
same simple, fundamental vocal exercises
that first brought about vocal development
will also, if faithfully reiterated practically
every day, keep that development up to its
highest level and lead to further growth.
Many a promising singer has slipped down
hill through neglect of systematic practice
after he reached a point where he thought
it no longer necessary. The singer is,
first of all, a vocal athlete, and can no
more keep in condition without systematic
exercise than can the athlete in any other
branch of physical specialization.

880

Eminent Specialists

°’del

T IS THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS VOICE DEPARTMENT
“a VOCALIST’S MAGAZINE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF.”

hn. ^ L°rd’ f™m “■«*»-**

VS,. ‘hat Te,,e8t’

‘'Messiah

But the Lord***’ Mtadful^from1”^11^1^
—Mendelssohn.
pauj.,
Thou wilt Keep Him In Perfect u
from “Isaiah —Patten.
errect Peace,
For Tenor—
H°aE SerVant8’ fro“ “Prodigal

T5he Advanced ‘Pupil

C0SulliyvanCh‘1,IrCU’ fr°m “^al Son”Mendelssohn?
h*ttrt8’ fro« “Elijahs
Total Eclipse, from “Samson” u , ,
Behold and See, from “Mesainh” aiJ?eIIn, Native Worth, from
My Hope Is in the Ever?asti™H7dn'
daughter of Jairim"—Stainer.
f om
tows, from “Hymn

®y John C. Wilcox

0

who in Gloom dost Enfold Me from

Deh vfem- £®ust“med. lyric-dramatic).
Figaro”—Mozlrt (Iyrfc1)0111 “Marrla«e of

Slebel’s Romans
Flower Song, fron
posed key).

Lullaby, from “Jocelyn”—Godard (trans¬
0 Death, from “St.
posed key if too high).
Ah, so Pure, from “Martha”—Flotow
For Baritone—
(transposed key if too high.)
Che gelida manina, from “La Boheme”—
°MGen‘Iie„l,soh*„.M*rCy’ fr0m “»• Paul”Puccini (transposed key if too high).
^Mendelssohn. A^rahni11' from “EiUah"Hu8bandmaa' ftom
God* Mv°F‘atiierr<'frnm’"'r'> Mendelssohn.
-Dubois
ven Last Words”

Vision Pair, from “Herodiade”—-Massenet
Lahore**—|ias Joy Dlvine' from “King of
° ‘A?„0d BuMime Sweet Evening. Star, from
Tnnnhauser’—Wagner.
—Neg'Ser?0 t0 be’ fr°m “The Ttumpetei”
Di Provenza, from “La Traviata”—Verdi.
For Bass—

What to Study
E°“Mignon’Thotnas ‘ Sweet Land? fro“
' I 'HE SELECTION of study material
" piute"—Mozart**1 DweWn& from “Magic
-1 for the advanced pupil becomes not
ChGlu?k° S""Ztt Ellridioe- fr°m “Orpheo"—
In feliei, from “Ernani”_Verdi
only a matter of assigning songs as me¬
VeMen1i! donna’ from “Gioconda”—PonO “Tfinnhliiisan.
Thou Sublime Sweet
Evening
. .. -evening
diums for his individual vocal develop¬
(transposed
ment but also of rounding out his education For Contralto_.
ORATORIO:
by the use of songs and arias in various
IrdLForacorfrf>c^,‘‘^AC,in-a’'—Handelstyles, and of balancing his repertory. It
° mineah“-|T^Iifa^Jtnoam “Samson and
will be helpful in this period if the teacher
will assist the student in compiling one or
more recital programs. This will at the
f,aEve”-Cowenth0’1 Bear” from
John's
°, Harp Immorta” fronF^Sapho”—Sonnod.
same time introduce the important educa¬
tional phase of program making, and will
For Contralto—
reveal any lack of variety and contrast in
zetti (transposed key^f^oo^igh).D°ni'
the songs and arias that have already been
E0auiatU “0t H'en' fro“ “Holy City”studied.
There is here appended a list of easily
obtainable arias from standard operas
and oratorios. These are mostly of moder¬
ate difficulty, and from them may be
selected studies for almost any advanced
singing student whose vocal development
includes adequate range, good breath con¬
trol and a certain degree of dynamic tone
intensity.

Behold. Darkness shall (’over the Forth
from “Meminh”—Handel
"hy do the Nation’s so Furiously Race’
_ from ‘ Messiah"—Handel.
y KaW”
Ktion"—HaIidan,lnK B,lloW8' from "CreaHonor and Arms, from "Ramson"—Handel.
There is no pretense that the foregoing
list of arias ui any sense completely covers
the available material; but it offers enough
examples from which to select study ma¬
terial that is typical of various styles and
periods. The singer who requires a larger
selection than here given is in the artist
rather than the pupil class and will have
access to a more comprehensive literature
either through personal research or the
assistance of a repertory teacher.—from
vocal Guide for Song and Speech.”

What is a Song Qycle

By James MacCrate

T WHAT age to begin the serious
study of music, and, particularly, of
"singing, is a question often raised
days. For a number of years my
“°*n(j A_, delighted to boast of being a
’ He sang in churches the solo parts
Tcantatas and oratorios and was regarded
° a “singer” of high notes. In his youth
he joined an oratorio society, was accepted
a first tenor and apparently could reach
his high “A” with ease. His father was a
Sger (tenor, too, by the way) who
thought if he got along all right there was
no need in spending money on him.
But one day, in later years, my friend
attended a song recital given by a wellknown tenor who sang with such ease and
calm that A--was filled with curiosity
' to know how it was done. Then, at the
time in life when his hair was turning
gray and he wag becoming noticeably
rinkled—that is to say, at thirty-six years
0{ age—he thought of taking up voice
culture. To make it seem less like a ven¬
ture he sought the advice of Dr. Walter
Damrosch, who told him he didn’t think he
could make it a life’s calling at that late
stage but that he should by all means take
up a serious study of it.
He did take the step and consulted a
well-known professor of music who told
him of a man who had been teaching for
a number of years and had been very suc¬
cessful. The vocal teacher recommended
proved an instructor just about twice his
size and with a voice like thunder. That
first lesson was the stiffest gruelling Ahad e r had.
But this was the beginning of one of his
most interesting studies.
Shocks have
since come and shocks have gone, but he
is still “going strong.”

%

High and Low Thrills
rp HE first shock he received was the in*
I formation tendered him by the in¬
structor that he had baritone rather than
tenor qualities. This was a lump he is still
in the process of swallowing. On a num¬
ber of occasions he has threatened to give
up the attempt only to come back with re¬
newed energies.
During the five years since that first les¬
son he has spent hundreds of dollars in

tuition, magazines, and books. The miracle
of it all is that instead of being anxious to
reach high “A” he now has pleasure and
profit in touching on low “F.” In order
to gain greater knowledge in the subject he
has had the privilege of interviewing many
well-known voice teachers. He has also
become interested in playing the piano and
can accompany himself fairly well. His
greatest enemy is a tightening of muscles
in the neck, but this is little by little being
overcome.

Singing Translations
r| 'HE TITLES of all arias in this list
-*■ save those in Italian are given in
English. Nevertheless, the French and
German original texts should be used
whenever the pupil is sufficiently proficient
m those languages. There is no objection
to singing English translations when good
translations are available., In the judg¬
ment of the author, a “good” translation
need not hterally use the exact equivalent
of every word in the original, but it must
translate its essential thought and its poetic
mood
into
well-cdnstructed
English
phrases with due regard to the stress of
rhythmic pulse and accent and of logical
word emphasis. Few translations avail¬
able to-day have these qualities. Even
though the English translations used in
the French and German arias here listed are
mostly bad, they may at least be used so
that the student may become familiar with
these compositions.

„

Arias of Moderate Difficulty from
Operas and Oratorios
OPERA:

Amongst later song cycles should be
mentioned Sir Arthur Sullivan’s setting of
;.ennyson’s The Window, or the Loves of
7e w"ns. Sir Charles Stanford’s cycle
tor vocal quartet from The Princess, Sir
rthur Somervell’s settings of lyrics from
aud, Vaughan Williams’ treatment of
ossettis House of Life, and Liza Leh¬
mann s In a Persian Garden, the words of
which are taken from Fitzgerald’s trans¬
lation of the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam;
also the same lady’s setting of Tennyson’s
Jn Memoriam.
There are other song cycles, chief
amongst which is Sir Edward Elgar’s Sea
Pictures in which the poems are by differ¬
ent writers, a departure from the usual
method of procedure to be described only
as anomalous.

twlr^ °'mUSiC” The connection be¬ ” 1823. and .nbli.hed i,’SchlS1 f
tween the different songs, or the various
movements or divisions of the cycle is
maintained, poetically, by “unity of thought
in the various stanzas of the poem,” and,
musically by an avoidance of violent contrasts in the setting of the various songs,
although each of these must reflect the
true meaning of the stanza or stanzas it
daims to illustrate. In order to secure
this desirable and essential musical coher¬ The words „f ,b, “l"h'r
ence, some characteristic figure, motive, or
Wilheln, Muller HlhS as
,bj
Phrase of greater or lesser length and im¬
described by SchZ5. w ’ "T hl“ b“"
portance appears in more than one of the
songs or may be common to several, and sle von Hellborn, as “o^ oT^fV'6'8'
such a phrase or motive may appear in the
voice part, in the pianoforte accompani¬
ment or in both.
andU|
The German term for a song cycle is
and Swan Song) are iZ l
putney
Liekerkreis, Leidercyclus or Liederreihe. cycles, although they fulfil?1 descnbed as
, le first use of these terms occurs in Bee¬
,
d°y has gone by forever when
thoven’s Op. 98, a set of six songs com¬
3,50 he '9norant, unmusical singer, "parrot
posed in April, 1816, and published in wrote several song cycles - an A
these there is no break w
d m most of coached” in a limited repertoire, with no
December of that year by Steiner of
Vienna. The work was entitled An die «■» movements m ™ ):" ,b"b»m- knowledge of the great wealth of thought
and feeling which makes up the art life of
ferne Gehebte, Liederkreis, the poetry being
Preceding generations, can bamboozle the
written by Jeitteles (1794-1858), a German
American public into thinking him a sinphysician and musical amateur. A little
cere interpreter and a great artist.’’—
Harold L. Butler.
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SAN FRANCISCO

^Announces the following Cooperative Program to Private
Teachers, Schools of Music, Universities, Colleges, and Public
School Systems:
IV. Reference Library of especially
I. Visuola Equipment for private,
annotated, standard
teaching
group or class piano teaching.
material chosen from the cata. ,
logues of all leading publishers.
II. Normal Course m Visuola usage.
y A highly professional publicity
III. Diploma from the Aeolian Hall
and promotional service.
School for Music Research upon
yj A perpetual pedagogical service
the satisfactory completion of
embracing the findings of the
Normal Course, certifying the
Aeolian Hall School for Music
teacher as a certified Visuola
Research in elementary piano
exponent.
pedagogy.
If you have not already investigated the Visuola, we will, upon request,
be glad to send you, without obligation, complete literature on the Visuola
and also advise you as to the nearest place where you can receive an
authentic presentation.
BLANCHE DINGLEY MATHEWS says:
“No teacher who instructs children can afford to miss this opportunity
for receiving an intelligent presentation of one of the greatest modern
inventions to facilitate the study of piano.”

Baritone Changed into Tenor

i transposition t<

usic in the original fr

t’ their‘ixUlUr6lllancj^tha
ioted baritones who hpreviously
hey Vere assigned to bariton<
Vbout twenty years ago, and recently when I have
• ingrelatiye to this change, mgiy have
ions are wrong. I am not the originatoi
/ years have been endeavoring to write
pmctice. My new exercises a
there are no others like them,
tones to full brilliancy, and all

world. The first performance of the opera
occurred in Vienna, in the aforementioned
year, and since that time “Martha” has
never ceased to form a fixed part of the
operatic repertoire. It is a charming piece,
notable for graceful airs and interesting
incident. The use of The Last Rose of
Summer as a sort of motif for the opera
was a. master stroke on the part of the
composer and should guarantee its per¬
manence on the “boards” for centuries to
When Melba sings this song, the audi¬
ence listens in rapt attention, almost for¬
getting to breathe. Truly, this is one of
the greatest of songs.

Attention, Piano Teachers!
METRONOMES
An Invaluable Aid __
Training of the Piano
dent. Gives the C
Tempo and Teaches
preciation of Rhythm.
Our Metronomes

fufly 6“e8t

SPARE TIME WORK

By Sara Turner
The origin of this wondrously beautiful
and very ancient Irish melody is shrouded
in complete mystery. No one can say
when its lovely cadences first sounded, but
we do know that when Sir Thomas More
(1478-1535) wrote for it his fine poem, the
resulting product achieved great renown.
Sir Thomas’ poem is not as Irish as he
®ight well have made it—to suit the na¬
tionality of the music—but it is wondertu'ly phrased and speaks in such homely
terms as to be intelligible to all.
Many years later, in 1847, Count FriedeDoh von Flotow introduced the song into
his opera, “Martha;” and from this event
onward a love for the old melody became
endlessly rooted in the hearts of the

NEW YORK

Little by Little
HAS been impossible for him to grasp
T all the fine points imparted by the in¬
structor at one time, and many times only
a single thought has been gleaned at a
lesson.
But there has been a gradual
accumulation of these single thoughts
throughout this period until they have
eventually become matters of habit or sec¬
ond nature. Considerable valuable infor¬
mation has been acquired from articles ap¬
pearing in The Etude, many of which
have been treated as text material in con¬
junction with the instructions received.
The “Singer’s Etude” in each issue of
The Etude has been found very helpful
and encouraging.
This article is written for the benefit
of those who may have started the study
of singing and have felt it useless to con¬
tinue. It is also written for the benefit
of any who may consider themselves too
old even to think of taking up the subject
of singing seriously.
If for no other purpose, the study of the
voice is very beneficial in the matter of
health, for by it the lungs are brought into
constant play and fully exercised.
A
knowledge of now to bring the resonant
cavities into right functioning when sing¬
ing is of great value, for by resonance is
the tone intensified. Sometimes, however,
too much consciousness of the anatomy is
a deterrent in rendering song.
Also, the advantages of coming in con¬
tact with an instructor who is a real musi¬
cian cannot be overestimated. It has led
my friend not only to a true estimate of
his vocal capacities—that of being a bar¬
itone instead of a tenor—but also has given
him a more correct knowledge of what it
is to be able to sing.

T5he Last Pose of Summer

“rS? °r SefieS 0f comiected songs
relating to the same object and forming

AEOLIAN HALL
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‘By Dr. Orlando A. Mansfield, Mus. Doc.

As amplified by its name, a song cycle is

THE AEOLIAN HALL
SCHOOL FOR MUSIC RESEARCH

ridged, $2.50. Other books by the same author“Ear Training,” 15 cts. “Sight Singing ” 50 cts.
“Diaphragmatic Breathing,” 70 cts., etc., etc.
W. P. SCHILLING

Piano Tuning pays easily $2 to $4 an hour. Requires
about 90 minutes to tune average piano. Pay
ranges around $5 per tuning. Player work also
brings big pay. No capital needed. We train you
thoroughly at home at small cost. Two diplc~'*’D

HARMONY BY MAIL

Musical Guide for Mass Service

Small monthly payments.
>end for Prospectus and Rates. Mss. corrected.

Not knowing the service of high mass and re¬
quiem keeps many organists from accepting en¬
gagements. With this book any organist without

ALFRED WOOLER, Mus. Doc.
Suite A. 171 Cleveland Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Approved by hundreds of Priests, Bishops and
the Pope’s Music Committee. Price, $1.00.
UNION MUSIC CO., 131 W. 23rd St., New York

WHAT SHALL I GIVE MY PUPIL?
20 CENTS a COPY

•f >u=h ~AdSb“

"Before going out on the platform a singer must make sure that his toilet
is perfectly fitting to the occasion and must make a very neat appearance.
He must practice how to walk out on the stage just as he
a song. His dress, manner, walking, bowing, his way of thanking the public
ond speaking to the accompanist, must all be considered and rehearsed beUr, *«
7,
i. Will
When you write to our auverusers

ETUDE.
*•

Grande Polka d« Concert i
DeepnRiver.n9 Negro Spiritual (Trans.)
Robin's Return (Fisher)
Andantino (In the Cathedral) (Lemare)
fn C?ld vleniw?'ViemieseFolii Song* (Trans, by Kern)

mckinley music company.
a touch with the higher ideals
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0E ETUDE

‘She Organs Gift of Music

^he

By Lynne Roche

ORGANIST’S ETUDE
Edited for September by

O

N EVERY hand these days we hear
Eminent Specialists
complaints from organists, espe¬
cially from those who have played
for some time, about the dearth of new
IT IS THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS ORGAN DEPARTMENT
and interesting material for the instrument,
“an organist’s ETUDE, COMPLETE IN itself”
material which will be suitable for recital
use and also for the church prelude,
offertory and postlude. Such material is
not hard to find if you will but leave the
beaten track and search among the realms
of the seldom heard for new pieces.
Have you ever thought of using orches¬
trations? Every motion picture player
does it. Many of the standard orchestral
works come arranged for small orchestra,
which always includes a piano. In the
Alanson Weller
piano part of the score the melody- is
printed on
a stave above the accompaniaMAMUiMuii- of arrangements recalls the many fine
ss Rogers’ International Fantasie or Thurlow

Undoubtedly the need for care in tv
respect is urgent. How seldom at '
choral concert—and, indeed, often’ at
opera-can anyone in the auditorium knm!
the meaning of the work, as they
" !
make out the words that are vocalized
rather than sung. Speech in Song i, “
much to be desired attainment. One couU
also wish it were more striven for in the
church choir. Just as we might easily
dispense with libretti and books of words
if, on stage and concert platform, the
vocalists would enunciate their words bet
ter, so the hymn-book would be less inrequisition if only choirs would bear in
mind that the mating of sacred text to
music implies that singers should appeal
Lieurance’s American Indian Melodies? to the understanding as well as to the ears
mu
•
,
, ,, of their listeners.
? T u
g
"
va”ety _ the ProgramBut do not forget to keep your eyes
‘Reminiscences of Eugene
open for new compositions by our leading
writers. Mr. Nevin has just completed a
Gigout
new Sonata, and Charles O. Banks, whose
By William C. Carl j
Evangeline Suite
especially attractive,
is always busy. It more than foolish for
In the passing of Eugene Gigout, France
a player to let his recitals or church work lost one among her ablest sons. Covering
revolve in an endless circle of the same a period of nearly eighty-two years, his life
composers, when a little research will was a succession of important events, high
bring so many good things to hand.
ideals, and a career such as few are’priv-

Organ (Recital ]\[ovelties
By

STLSl*, !CW°f ‘heSe f’d KY pIayingr °b£a!nable °f works written originally for
the melody on one manual with the ac- oti:ler instruments. Grieg-. Brahms and
companiment in the left hand on another MacDowell are seldom thought of as or
manual and see how effective some of them S'311 composers, but there are some splenare. The orchestral instruments to be d>d arrangements of their works. Grieg's
used are also indicated in these scores. So “Lyric Suite” can be obtained in an exyou can fit your registration accordingly. Quisite rendition, as can portions of his
A narf
'W'/'omnnn.'mn.a_a._
“Ql'nr44*-,4 T„.-1
O ■ , It
A
part nf
of the accompaniment
“Sigurd Jorsalfar Suite.” Many of Macessarily be omitted, but some of it can be Dowell’s best compositions are to be found
distributed in the pedals with a soft neu¬ in organ arrangements. Occasionally a
tral work for the organ, only doing it on recital program is enlivened by a fantasia
a trifle awkward at first, but it will be or',medley. Have you tried H. J. Stew¬
really pleasurable when you get used to it. art’s Fantasia on Hawaiian National Airs,
Too unconventional ? I do not think so, since Hawke’s Southern Fantasie, James h!
you are really arranging a standard orches¬
tral work for the organ, only doing it on
the spur of the moment, so to speak,
rather than at your leisure, as the profes¬
sional arranger does.
This method opens up wonderful possi¬
bilities for increasing your repertoire.
Very few symphonies or symphonic poems
Dr. Annie Patterson
have been arranged for the organ. With
this method a number of these beautiful /CHORAL or concerted singing mav and “Counsel!™-” , f
r
,
, „
excerpts can be added to your repertoire. E be of various kinds, such as, for unto us a child is l 6 S s(p endld,^r
There is the second movement of Hadexample, what we expect from a Messiah ”
from
The
ley’s “Third Symphony,” known as the good society! of trained singers; what
“Angelus,” a most effective organ number n‘aY be heard in churches; and what may
Tone Color
introducing chimes, also the Adagio from be had from the average school-choir.
a NOTHER nrneh
i ,
Saint-Saen’s
Saint-Saen’s splendid
splendid “Symphony
“Symohonv in A There will be grades of efficiency in each AXnd'lingffigls what
mat‘er in
’ choral singing is what we might deMinor,’ and the Allegretto from Dvorak’s of these; but all are
nore or less liable to scribe as tone-color. This is somethin!,
“Fourth Symphony,” as well as several certain faults and mperfections. It is different, as all musicians knn
r S
standard works by Brahms, Beethoven, to these that we now would briefly direct loudness or softness of tone It is tZ
Tchaikovsky and Schumann, all very ef¬ attention.
.
.
ineffable tinting of tone which gives such
The main defect ,—. choral
fective on the organ and useful either as
per- beauty-even to weak voices.
recital numbers or for church use.
formances is in what one might t
1 v?
n6 fc t than defined. It is largely induced
Some other novelties come to mind, too. force. This is, most often, of
As
or ‘ame character, seeing'that it' generally the words”or^hS’^an' t0 “"l 38 ’f
- a“ novelty
-- for
— a
- Christmas
—— recital O.
postlude, why not try the Polonaise from femai"s at a dull mezzo-forte level. Save tually moved them r.
g’ rather’ a»
Rimsky-Korsakov’s “Christmas Eve Suite” ln the case of exceptionally well-trained artistic spirit the emmi* "e.cess'tates the
and, as an appropriate Easter offering, the choirs< we seldom hear that delightful some vocalists
lmpulse whlch
same composer’s Russian Easter Overture, th:nS> a true pianissimo.
attained onlv afteT
* . pos.sess- 11 is
most effective and telling on the organ?
concentration Tt
pr3Ctice and real
Another charming little number is the
j r , r,
moving power which”541*!?63 JUSt that
Concertino of Von Weber, originally a
That Wonderful Pianissimo
cumstancw
1,und5r. certain circlarmet solo with orchestral accompani- AA/E HAVE known some, unmusical the eyes The ririit contr I”1*® t?ar! to
ment. The possibilities are unlimited.
VV surely, among an audience who ing of the sound-Tesonators of th h
deem soft singing as a sign of weak- body so as to produce ton a/ H ?umaa
ness! It is, on the contrary, the supreme assuredly one ofthe highest ieo™011 'S
Bach and Handel Compositions

How to Improve Qhoral Singing
By

ehenraiiora -for novel*! lor hi, prog'r.V
Thmk of the number of compositions, by
Bach and Handel alone the two class.c
composers, winch are almost, unknown.
There is renewed interest these days in the
Handel Organ Concertos, and they are
well worth any organist’s time and effort,
Brilliant and imposing enough for any
recital program, yet not too showy for a
SaT Ttt°V
’
y am.an

£2 SfTAircrssu sr

“f B“h »d
A new arrangement of Portions of the
famous “Water Music” of Handel has
just been made for the organ. Speaking

""SilJabt
part of a choral fraTner
°" ^
Then the grading of tone is most
portant. How rarely do we hear a c
sis tent working-un to a .TJL. r
mezzo-piano rising by decrees toZZzfo
forte, then on to a forte and then „
ing on into a great ninnaete of f ,.We.ep’
which actu?lly sets the hearer^i”
SpecieS of sympathetic vibration which we

Singing'
Make the Word Understood
r\,
~ -- ^foffow th°W 1°” 3re We able clearly
1 follow the words sung 1 Many eminent
specia ,sts have written and lectured on
a recall
Tt enunciation- In
Henrv Wood r f n
Pe Choir'” Sir

»* «•

■£ s=*t
ductors have accomplished admirable ef- tending °
\ u ? to Say> of a‘fects
— thus emphasizing some particular eSsX thl strawf,dat a11
word
phrase, such as the “Wonderful” syllables and w ^"
^ °"

ileged to enjoy.
When a choir hoy ten years of age in his
native city of Nancy, lie substituted with
great success alternately on the Grand and
Chancel organs in the Cathedral, resulting
m his being accepted as a student in the
Ecole de Musique Religieuse, directed by
Niedermeyer. At the end of the first yea
he played the famous /
D Major, b>
Bach, at the annual distribution of prizes
held in the Salle Pleycl in Paris. Among
other celebrities who applauded him was
no less a personage than Rossini. LGigout remained in the Niedermeyer
School as Professor of Solfege and PlainSong. Among his students were Albert
Perilhou, Julian Koszul, Joseph Permann
and Gabriel Faure. Shortly after this he
was engaged as Professor of Harmony,
Counterpoint and Fugue, and later of the
organ.
After the death of Niedermeyer he be¬
came director of the school. His success
Was instantaneous, for Gigout was most
painstaking and thorough, both well-known
characteristics of the French. His class
soon included such men as Andre Messager,
Alexandre George's, Planchet, Claude Termsse, Pierre Kune, M. J. Erb (of Strassbourg), Albert Roussel and Leon Boellmann, who later became his adopted son.
Gigout was a favorite pupil of SaintSaens, and when a young man frequently
substituted for him at the Madeleine. About
this period he met Cesar Franck, who took
a lively interest in the young organist’s
success. When Franck passed away the
family invited him to play at the funeral
service in St. Clotilde, and to correct the
proofs of the master's “Trois Chorales,”
which had not yet been published. The
third, in B minor, was dedicated to him.
In 1863 Gigout was appointed organist
of the Church of St. Augustin in Paris,
wherejie remained without interruption un¬
til his death, covering a period of nearly
sixty-three years, doubtless the only one to
hold this unique record.
At the inauguration of the grand organ
installed in the Church of St. Augustin, by
Cavaille-Coll, when the program was con¬
cluded Saint-Saens escorted the young or¬
ganist to the Sacristy, where Gounod, in a
(Continued on page 693)
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is granted. MONEY BACK
if not satisfied.
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What a heritage the musical world has
received from the organ and its players!
Through a long and honorable lineage the
organists have done probably more towards
the advancing of music to its present high
standards of expression than the players
°J any otber mstrument. Why is this?
Doubtless because organists have always
stood at the head of the profession as
men of general culture and musical scholar-

and purest in the art of music. Bach, the
great fountain-head of all succeeding composers, was an organist. Handel was the
most famous virtuoso organist of his day.
Strange that, though his position at the
console makes him the least conspicuous
of a], instrumental performers, still the
of^gt remains in the public mind the
mQst icture
and commanding
‘
ng figure
ef
i„strumentalists. His standing
Hiding as
doubtless if‘W''l hff; j;
S Through the early church musicians, the most ^holarly of musicians
of some-A }IJ „ j || tVj J
skilled not only in organ playing, but also solved through an assimilation
♦ini cwppn
J
J
in singing and composition, our modern thing of the majesty of the supernal
sweep
free style of composition was evolved. Be- of harmonies and exaltation which his
ginning with the twelfth century, organ- alone of all single instruments has at its
Thefamousorganist and composer ofLos Angeles
ists have continued to hand down the best command.
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(Continued from page 692)
speech, lauded the talent and ability of
Gigout in glowing terms. After the war
of 1870 Gigout instituted a low mass on
Sundays, attended by the prominent memhers of the parish, which was continued
for half a century. During the mass he
would play several compositions or improvise. Gigout was a past-master in
improvising. His themes were usually not
more than three or four notes in length.
and using this brief material, he would
develop the subject with an artistry sel-

rare devotion. He wrote several sets of
organ pieces in this tonality, with great
.charm and elegance, which are veritable
chefs d’oeuvre. Gigout never hesitated to
urge the importance of the study of improyisation, and would add, “It is all very well
lo prepare an extensive repertoire of wellc[losen works, but improvisation should
(ake preeminence. Be sure and see that it
encouraged anff taught in the United
gtates»
Jn -188S Gigout organized in Paris a

dom heard.
One morning w s
cling mass As the bridal party were leavmg the church he ®Pro™edabrf^
Marche Nuptiale m the
^ ™^

school for the study of the organ and improvisation, under the patronage of the
^ Later he instalIcd „ organ in the
salon Gf his home in the Rue Jouffroy and
gave many musicales, at which the great

offer' our^Sratulations, when suddenly fists of the day gathered in large numlie changed the theme to the ™nor for m
^
he succeeded Gu;lmant as
one of the side aisles a funeral procession
at the Conservatoire
was advancing and the same subject served
eminently successful. Last sumfor one of the most unpressiY.! marche
k;y q£ ^ musical coinci_
funebres I have ever heard. This is an ^ q{ hay.
^ first prfze studentS)
!XamPlC Iher ways^The °orgl gaTS
j 0£
was the rendezvous for many —.. prominence in the social and artistic world.
Among others, Saint-Saens and Emmanuel
Chabrier were frequent visitors, in addition
to his students and organists from all parts
of the world. He was particularly happy
..
playing at cnurcii
church fetes
as they ^
when Diaving
icics u-a

ADDRESS ENVELOPES a

•Sparc Time. Experienc
LADIESSends__ary.
Dignified work
particulars.
2c stamp for pa
lept. DE, Gar *

two who gained the_ second prize,
in his class at the Annual Concours at the
Conservatoire
ithusiasm knew
Conservatoire,
y
occasions Gigout
as ap.
proached regarding a concert
Paris prevented
«*> but h.s many_duties in P
In
Europe
he
enjoyed
an. enhis coming.
...
, ,.
virtuoso. Gigout
curred each year. Among his compositions vlabI® reputation a a
currea eacn jear. n
” „.
w be especially remembered for his —
usually heard ^reb^ JX“ l andThe traordinary talent in the art of improvisa-
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old masters.
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well as selections from th. work, ot th. »>£
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splendid factory, seeing the excelle
you are doing, and hearing the many fine
Kilgen Organs in the City. I shall not soon
forget the magnificent effect of the Organ in
St. Vincent’s. It is a wonderful example of
the organ-builder’s art, with its responsive
action and beauty of voicing so essential in a
church organ. The same can be said of all the
Kilgen Organs that I have heard and played.
—thus still anotherfamous musician joins the
impressive roll of Organ Masters who know
and endorse Kilgen Organs; artists like Yon,
Renzi, Christian, Davis, Eddy, Hollins,
Devereux, Eversden, Flandorf and Coates—
to mention only a few among the many.
GEO. KILGEN 6c. SON, Inc.
r 4o32 N. Union Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.
Pipe Organ Builders for 288 vears
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(AUSTIN ORGAN CO.
^165 Woodland St.

Hartford, Conn.

unli„n8

in his work, invariably in good health, and
rTd to be fully tUy years younger

0RG0BL0
Standard of Ex-

Gregorian Chant! which he taught with
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THEATRf ORGAN PLAYINQ

t

The addition of a large $25,000 Wurlitzer Or¬
gan gives this school the unexcelled equipment
of two three-manual and one two-manual
theatre unit Organs for lessons and practice.
Special course for pianists changing to organ.
Advanced pupils have the advantage of lessons
before the screen under the same conditions as
prevail in any large theatre. Graduates are
in constant demand, at big salaries.
Part Scholarships available.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE E

the keenness of his imagination, the nobility
of thought and purpose, together with the
dignity and charm of his character, and
the modesty with which he did his work—
all are unique in considering a man of
genius. Gigout never changed. He main¬
tained the same quiet poise in everything he
undertook. The certainty of his technic, his
brilliant virtuosity, attention to the minut¬
est detail, his supreme facility of impro¬
visation, the sterling merit of*his composi¬
tions, are among his remarkable character¬
istics.
Gigout left many friends, both in the old
and the new world, who remain to perpet¬
uate the memory of this master organist
and prince among men.

Mia

VELAZCO ORGAN STUDIOS
New York’s Finest Theatre Organ School. Direction
of Emil Velazco, Former Featured Organist of Paramount-Publix, Stanley and Roxy Theatres. Three
Manual Theatre Organs Used.

1658 Broadway

New York

A $100000 Grand Pianc
VERMOND KNAUSS SCHOOL^
THEATRE ORGAN PLAYING'
In

1!

|

„0 NORTH 7TH ST.

ALLENTOWN, PA.

“Who is there in logical words can ex¬
press the effect music has on us? A kind
of inarticulate, unfathomable speech, which
leads us to the edge of the infinite and lets
us for moments gaze into that.—Carlyle.

You may win this
prize—no cost or
obligation!
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We offer the following prizes:

ONE—FIRST PRIZE OF $250.00
For the most attractive unpublished anthem submitted.

ONE—SECOND PRIZE OF $150.00
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For the next most attractive unpublished anthem submitted.

FOUR—THIRD PRIZES OF $75.00 Each
For the next four most attractive unpublished anthems submitted.

SIX—FOURTH PRIZES OF $50.00 Each
For the next six most attractive unpublished anthems submitted.
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i first
college

should Y

$1,000 in 12 Cash Prizes
All anthems submitted must be in our hands not later than February 1, 1929.
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and Organ Works on registration will uc 0i vain
teacher. Can tojon. .We^suggeet^your reading all the
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Lorenz’s 7th Anthem Competition
We publish about two hundred anthems a year. By our method of distribution, these
anthems are sung by not less than 20,000, and in some cases by as many as 40,000,
singers within about two months after publication. The demand for so many new
anthems every year constitutes a large opportunity for anthem writers and this
anthem contest is our earnest invitation, to them to embrace il

LORENZ PUBLISHING CO.
501 E. 3rd Street
DAYTON, OHIO
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The Neely 4-Octave Keyboard With INDIVIDUAL KEY-ACTION

$

15-00

piano) helpful*
q will you piea8e g{ve a list of books,
medium grade for organ, to be played for
church services_m^clMng
.jterested particularly in funeral marches,
preludes, postludes and offertories.—G. M.
A. We suggest the following books:
Wedding and Funeral Music.Kraft
' «—-*—
r.nrl
_
, _
.'.Carl
Thirty Offertories for Organ.Rogers
Thirty-two Short Offertories.Boyd
Ten Offertories on American Hymn-tunes
Thirty Preludes.ClougKLcTghUr
Preludes^ffertories and Postludes... Shelley
(Two Volumes)
Pieces H manedfPeed
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the results. Since you
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to operate a
sniali cabinet ra d orgini u Ihow
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My instrument is a small one of nineteen we would suggest
Win you sug- for Their accompaaim,
This may ^ be sef p ‘7 /0r the pla/jinS of Bach’s cured by the opening
worksf—-J. P. R.
bringing on nil the 'stops
s,.., that should be in,L,8I'lI-ng y9u some approximate eluded in full organ use.. ...
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•where

the
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services of a
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Dealer with adequate stock are not available.

Special Individual Service to
TEACHERS and ARTISTS
The most complete and careful mail-order
service ever conceived for music teachers
On Approval—We send l;on ap¬
proval” practically everything that
we publish. Our catalog contains
more than 60,000 compositions, by
the great classic masters and by
modern American and European
composers. We also send “on ap¬
proval” any outside publications
provided the specified compositions
are in stock when the order is
received.

Large or season selections may
be kept from September until the
following June.
Discounts—We offer discounts to
teachers, artists and schools of
music.
The Personal Factor—If you are
interested in expanding your work
or developing some ideas, we should
very much like to help you.

mention It mnst^he8 ?°r thh n2m9ers you
ttat metronome Lrtt^
be5ed' ibo'vev(‘f.
lowed ton
imust not be fol‘
hI anmovin . t„ -L„bnt "“v,1.5' as„a ^'id'“ to
commodated^ntt».»Tb?s- hlch shn!lld bp ac‘
forth We
btni?ing' aco"stics, and so
on “The Tenrn^8^
you read the article
SchweUser FHiHon J°u1 ”£ the WidorAs an iUustrnWno of ^aEJ‘!s..°rgan Works,
the foemtafm WM
°J tempo—
rne i occata from Widor’s “Fifth Symphony"
is marked 118=J. On the authority of one

make crescendos and diminuendos on the
stoPs being used. Your not noticing any
Kroat difference between all the stops and a
“few" stops may he due , the ones you hapP°" t0 include iu the "f.-w stops." If you
will draw Dulcet Hass and Dulcet Treble yon
will secure a soft effect, quire in contrast to
the full organ. Where ..trusts are desired,
we would suggest your drawing the stops for
the soft combination and then using the
knee swells for the full organ effects On
knee" SSSST

- - PhP? Wider plays it at a ten.
OI aDout 75 to 80= ! in his own Church, St.
Sulpice, Pai

W Z,
JJf kf^e-4.th® 8welJs thus being released.
If yon wish t
v the stops for a full oi

JTL

the^lecS8
?„!» *
Fantasia and Fugue, O Minor.'.Bach
96=^
63=
Toccata and Fugue, D
69=1
Adagio “Symphony No.

“•L

Finale “Symphony*No. 2”.
92= I
Finale “Symphony1 No.
Toccata “Suite Gofhiqu
132=J
Prelude, “Fugue
—
and Variation”
Andantino

••
Your inquiries will be carefully analyzed and anything that
■we can do for you in the line of supplying information or material
•will always be the result of a study of your particular case.

Send for Brochure containing
complete information in detail

G. SCHIRMER, Inc.
3 East 43rd Street, New York
(See other SCHIRMER advertisements on pages 698, 703 and 721)

When you write t

: r being a tremulant on the reed organ.

... ... piano three and one-half
years. Some of the pieces I have studied are
“Country
“Pizzicato,”
untry Gardens”
Gl-- op Grainger;
...—
Delibes, and the “Military March,
Schubert (the arrangement published in The
Etude). My last studies were Heller, Opus
ho. I am eighteen years of age. With this
preparation, would you advise my trying to
take up the organ as a profession t I do not
desire to be a theater organist.—0. C. S.
Widor
A. If you have attained a facile
technic as the result of your piano training
we would advise your beginning your organ
work. We recommend, however, that, if P9J*
. s.Vierne sible. you continue your piano work while
studying the organ. Practice on the piano
will be an aid in securing and maintaining
.Boellman -vour finger facility at the organ.
In a recent number of The Etude you
to the
ry_„„. o f,:rJrf *°
thc organ
,,r<’nn in
in the
"<e Cadet
Caa Chapel at

Allegretto (Fugue) 104=J

& skits’axm

Of the specification of this organ
the West Point instrument the Great ori can be played from any one of its J°u
manuals. Is there anw particular advantage
ungement, called a "floating Ore

% •ssssnt&is&rtR

Andantino (Var)
56 to 60= I
^ThVtn
Except for the Prelude, Fugue
*'
n, J’L.
by Franck
T™’
Franek, ^he^
the metronon
metronom. °Wf/ Varia' cfomhletcly wrecked bp a recent flood and ox*
> those suggested^i^r^G “arrk
to he placed with new ones by **
?1geBEdRionTbNo mFT the “«■ and ^ old pipes though^}',LZanual HutchBach Toccata in nark-lngs are given for ^ organ was only twenty years
30unles6s
1
Bacb » MinXgaTZy “bfpl^d %
’“B0«. .b...
. tn,tM „

ZehuTfts, In «“) fhe
tidTneTfWest

&
VS

' t a temP° of about 88 to 92= I
diapason is omitted entirely, and the BQWf
for the n
V
*
i°". borrowed from the Stopped »fffl
ation” in thoVrI.B,ue of Bach- The “Vari oiP.1Un the nn]p four foot s,0,> tnJTiilnot
slightlv
ra.2ck num9er may be Olaved VI ,hr onlV tlcn foot stop. Thus it*™”;
[ways mention THE ETUDE. It Identifies you asmie^u flrst Andant^o.
W
(Continued™n page 101)
touch with the higher ideals of art *

the genius who rivalled
Liszt, appeared on the artistic hori¬
zon like a meteor. He is absolute music.
He knew, as did no one else, how to
reveal the infinite riches concealed in the
piano. He was born to perceive them
and to reveal them, with means which, at
once delicate and reserved, were also bold
and far-reaching in their influence—an in¬
fluence which we still feel.
His playing and his compositions were
equally the product of his individual crea¬
tive power. They supplemented and re¬
inforced each other. The spirit of his
compositions floated with winged ease,
from his hands. His technic was a mar¬
vel; his tone, flowing, rich, full, sweet
or ethereal; his expression, nobly romantic,
tender or delicate. He knew how to pro¬
duce power when it was needed. An ad¬
mirable teacher, he was the idol of the
most elegant Parisian ladies. Among the
artists who worked with him were Georges
Mathias, Tellefsen and Gutmann.
Tellefsen (1823-1874), an excellent pian¬
ist, went with Chopin to England in 1848,
on that last journey which was so sad for
the illustrious artist.
Georges Mathias (1826-1910), professor
at the Paris Conservatory, and a pianist
of the first rank, held an important place
in the teaching of the piano and exerted
a strong influence on the pianists of his
time. In his methods of working, in the
innovations which he made, in his dominat¬
ing personality and his great intellectual
culture, he has left an imperishable mem¬
ory. There are excellent Etudes of his.

ing here. In Mendelssohn is no morbid
melancholy, no stormy passion, no mourn¬
ful restlessness. But we must insist on
one point. There is nothing more useful
than the profound study of his works.
Schumann was not a pianist. But what
a composer;he was! Music was the only
language in which he could express his
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nd ankle, also several
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One Teacher in Five Loses
It is an actual fact, proven by the records, that
year one out of five teachers suffers enforced idleness
loss of salary through Sickness, Accident or Quarantin
You may be that unlucky fifth teacher this year,
take the risk of being compelled to use up your sa^

Send Your Name —No Obligation
T. C. U. protection is for teachers and is
low in cost. It is yours if you want it, hut
it can do nothing for you—when the time of
JEAN'PHILLIPPE RAMEAU
AN ENGRAVING FROM THE COLLECTION OF
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nejust°S?SOTtnand maiiaSePcou°pm. We will
then mail you full particulars of how we pro¬
tect teachers. Please do it today.

T. C. U. Paid Both Bills
How I could have done without
my T. C. U. help I can’t see. Two
doctors’ bills within four weeks
would have been a serious financial
strain. T. C. U. paid both.—Sally
Wood, Texas
Presbyterian
College, Milford, Texas.
A Delightful Christmas
Present
Your letter with the enclosed check
came as a delightful present, just as
I was feeling in the depths because
of hospital, nurse, and surgeon bills.
Words are wholly insufficient to exe need of T. C.
y auto accident,
out it — R. W.

the T. C. U., 813 T. C. U. Building,
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obligation)
the life of the soul—sadness or melancholy
—his music is of an unrivalled eloquence.
T'WO famous musicians made another All shades, all aspects of grief are con¬
advance in piano-playing—Mendels¬ tained in certain of his works. “My soul
sohn (1809-1847) and Schumann (1810- is dark,” said Byron. Such was Schu¬
1856). The former was an admirable mann’s soul also, and his art was simply
pianist, and a talented improviser. But the reflection of it. His compositions were
what was most admired in the playing of epoch-making in piano literature and in¬
this great artist was a nobility of style, augurated a new era in both composition
and execution. We should read the Pref¬
a purity, a simplicity without equal.
There are times when every busy teacher wishes she could
His works, supremely elegant in form, ace to his Etudes d’apres les Caprices de
afford to have an efficient secretary to keep track of cdl the business
showing an absolute mastery of composi¬ Paganini to learn how well he understood
details of teaching, while she gives her best efforts to the creative
tion, are too well known to need enumerat- both the piano and the teaching of it.
work.
Few teachers can afford such a secretary, but all teachers can
afford something almost as good—
A New Use for the Ever'Useful Note cBoo\
Two Romanticists

SUMMY’S CORNER

By Gladys Fitzsimmons
, “Will you please write out Johnny’s
lesson as he does not remember what you
told him?” After receiving this note from
a mother I tried writing the lessons on
small slips of paper, but they got lost;
then I tried writing them in his score
book, but there was not enough room
between the lines. At last I presented
Johnny with a small note-book—and now
«e simply turns to the correct page and
sees exactly what pieces he is supposed
to take and how much time is to be spent
°n each.
Every time the pupil comes to take his
lesson the date is entered (this is a check
°n the number of lessons a month) ; then
corrections on his lesson are made while
he is playing and a line or two of theory
■written. By simply turning back a page
to see what notations were made during
the previous lesson, questions pertaining to
his week’s work may be asked.
Next an outline of the practice work
t°r the coming week is sketched, such
items as “Practice Ex. 2, Page 5, Technic
hook, five times every day” being written
down. This tells mothers who want to
help their children practice or see that they
d0 it, just what is to be done and how.

I also enter the pupils’ grades each time
on ear training, sight reading, memorizing
and so forth.
But the note book is most convenient
when using pieces in the Etude. Children
sometimes forget which Etude they are
working on and have said, to me, “You
gave me a piece, but I looked through all
my Etudes and can’t find it.” Sometimes
there will be four or five different issues
of the magazine on the piano at the same
time, as I have my youngsters memorize
a piece out of one, take another issue for
review and another for sight reading.
Now I can write “Practice Page 576,
August' Etude, for “accuracy” or “for
expression” or “for touch” or whatever
I may want. Specialized. This also saves
using up the score book or music writing
book which ought to be used only for
notations.
There are also some pupils who have no
piano and who go to another s house to
practice. Even though they use the same
books and music, there is no confusion
because of a similarity in marking the
coming assignments if note books are used
for individual reference.

THE TEACHERS LOOSE-LEAF JOURNAL LEDGER
Takes care of all the business details of teaching. Keeps your accounts
in a handy, concise form. Being loose leaf, it is modem, and adapts itself
to changes in your class.
Full Morocco Binder . $2.25
Imitation Leather Binder . $1.25
Loose Leaves—pkg. of 50. $ .35

THE MUSIC STUDENTS LESSON RECORD
By Leola Arnold
Price

.35c

Requires very little time to record an accurate survey of the pupil’s
capabilities, efforts and progress.
Every busy executive who gets RESULTS keeps such a scientific record
of his assistants. USE the “LESSON RECORD” and actually KNOW
what your pupils are accomplishing!

Our privileges and terms to teachers are as liberal as those
of other first class publishing houses

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO., Publishers
429 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.
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Violin Brices Voday and Yesterday

The

VIOLINIST’S ETUDE

By W. J. Baltzell

Edited, by
Robert Braine

A

CORRESPONDENT writes, “What
can a fellow do to prevent em¬
Some Suggestions for Develop,
IT IS THE AMBITION OF The EtUDE TO MAKE THIS VIOLIN DEPARTMENT
barrassing moments due to the red
“A VIOLINIST’S MAGAZINE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF.”
ing Beauty of Tone in
gut loop, on his violin tail-piece or string
holder, breaking and leaving the instru¬
Cello Playing
ment all in pieces? Would you suggest
keeping an extra tail-piece, with gut loon
By Charles Poore
attached, ready to be used in case of emer¬
That
the
cello possesses an almost un¬
gency, having a new gut loop put on every
dreamed of beauty of tone has been strik
year or so, before the old one breaks or
mgly revealed in recent years by the sensi'
using a kind of tail-piece which does not
require the gut loop?
five and subtle microphone of the radio
“I know of nothing else so disconcerting
6-Many a violinist carries a Violin'case Jrity'this"inirument T ‘*1 T P°PU'
to the violinist as the tail gut breaking, should affect, even to a slight degree, the
has °f late b<*n
and no one knows just when it may hap¬ tone ot the violin. The wire looks some- made to contain two violins, so that, if one fn 0ying
what unsightly however, and the owners meets with an accident or is put out of
The oroductinn nf
,
pen. Unless another violin is handy, the
player is simply ‘knocked out’ for the occa¬
sion. I have never seen an article or sug¬
3—There is little danger of the tail-gut the violin teacher to have an extra violin J° bu,Id UP hls tone ‘he cellist should first
gestion for the remedy for this mishap in breaking at an inopportune moment, if the handy so that, if the pupil’s violin meets f°rget 3,1 he has been taught about wrist
your department in the Etude Music r.ol.n.ut ...specto it frequently for signs of with some such mishap or has a broken motlon- There has existed for years in
Magazine, but I am sure that you can make
some good suggestions along this line and
will appreciate your kind reply.”
Our correspondent is quite correct in his
4 Many use violin D strings or even the lesson Thifis lui e '^ h
d°W" movcme,It > as of prime importance
opinion that the, breaking of a tail-gut, es¬
exist at all.
pecially in a public performance, is the A strings doubled in place of a tail-gut of the teacher gives only thirty mlLe les- Jhe".in rCaIity il shoul(l
height of annoyance. Every violin player
liSSft J? " 3 n S°nS and HaS Pftpi,S <^oneX the N° th^ °f
could be more
vf?, VIohnlst should buy a coil of other.)
v
vicious m its consequent - A continual
could tell a sad story as to his early ex¬
periences along this line. I well remember for the ptiM^e^'o^very tiffk^^ouet viit t q"AS ol,.r correspondent says,' another increasing and lessening , f the amount of
one experience during my boyhood days
This may be obtained at an mS to
t't'T
l
gUt ready fitted ba'r on the string lends ,o the tone a
when I was a member of a theater orches¬
5-In many instances the taihgut pulls' gencyThe”fOTanuemer- ^ effeCt Which is "'"-■>igb niinous.
tra. It happened in a tense moment dur¬
^
h *hlS '*
T 16 Student should ,K'gi» at once to
ing a drama of the “sob” order. The cut because it has not been put on properly fhat ff takes tm nr
°f 4 <Il"’et Wn'St an,i 3 rdaxed hatld
hero and heroine were locked in a soulful A piece of the gut of the correct length on the new tail-piece put “trines11111
’ and concentrate on arni-nwihm in place of
embrace, and the house was still as death. should be cut and the ends pushed through and get the violin in s„fL,Vr,tl *
Suddenly when everything was stillest, the
gut loop of my tail-piece felt an irresis¬
tible urge to let go and did let go, with
causes the ends to swell formimr twn
-Tg ■ op anygut string. So, if an extra keeping the hand relaxed. I le should then
.great effect. The bridge flew several feet
W‘* \Io°P °f gUt is car' dr3W a Iong tone on the 1 ’ *b>ng, finding
and clattered to the floor, and the sound- knobs. These knobs are’ then tifd to- riedTs^
* sh°uld be one whicb tbe rigbt P°s'‘'°n for the hand by raising
post of the violin came down. The sound gether with stout linen thread, and the has W1 ffi
* i°n°P 8t7tched ,by being *** lbe arm- ‘be upper arm, with a relaxed
could hardly have been very loud, but to .job is complete. Anyone can do it in a for
few minutes.
tn
* C °n anot“er violin, strung up shoulder.
me it sounded like the crack of doom or a
P1
C
should repeat this for the D string
balloon tire letting go. The orchestra was
and the A string, raising the arm as
in a commotion, the audience snickered,
necessary. A simple exercise, you will
and I turned all shades of scarlet. The
say. But it is the beginning of a new
scene was ruined, and the actors glared
„
„
,
~
technic of the bow, because it focuses
down at my offending fiddle. The leader
attention °» ‘he arm and away from
of the orchestra, who also played the JS f.rf6nch are Passionately fond of of violins, cellos harns and
piano, opined in a hoarse voice that he entetainm™;COnCeriland
manner of instruments were alwaysheard'o f ’g
6 "rSt' Now the student plays this
supposed the top of the piano would fly off kWs ofFmnre
th.e„°P? 31r' The occasions and lent the necessaS to 1 r
again and fec,s bis "ay until
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An Open Air Concert in France

. WeII> since we all must admit such
happenings are a nuisance/let us see what
can be done about it.
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Deep, Mellow, Soulful
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W
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START A TUNING BUSINESS
“If. anywhere. Earn $2 to 34 an hour spare
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MUSIC ENGRAVING

Third Cello Sonata of Beethoven, Op. 69,
contains a passage

Piano, Band, Orchestra and Octavo work. We
specialize in book work; also engraved titles.
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University
Extension
Conservatory
SAMUEL BLOCK, Director

Special
Announcement
Maestro Guglielmo Somma of LaScala
Theatre, Milan, Assistant Conductor
of Chicago Civic Opera, Engaged for
Season 1928-1929 as Conductor, Vocal
Instructor and Coach Voice Place¬
ment, Concert, Opera, Oratorio and
Pianist Accompanist.

Maestro Guglielmo Somma

(Continued from page 696)
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Precautionary Measures
natumltoutiertinT'enTancIft^ fdun! |^JIe ’°f silks,“‘fljfsjg ^‘“of-'S* t‘he
!“S‘^
DERSONALLY I have solved the
difficulty by using on my violin a
vulcanized hard-rubber tail-piece, the lower
surrounded their chateaux with similar th , aughter and gay repartee of the five t. g f°Und the center of gravlty’ he
end of which is made in a curve which gardens.
cavaliers and their ladies. In describing T s. h.IS a“ention on the thumb. The
bends over the lower end of the violin and
_
j-U,Ch,3 sce"e> 111 one'of her novels Georse tH,^”113 !S
al,-lrnPor‘an‘ member: everyfits on to a tail pin which is supplied with
“tb°Mi-SPeakS Qf the cbarm given by the h "g 6 SC 'S subserv;en‘ ‘o it. Whatever
the tail-piece. This requires no tail-gut. In
thrilling sound of violins in the trees ” „aPI?ens the thumb must be kept relaxed.
twenty years it has given the most depend¬
The kings and nobles of France took a
jh the bow at the fr°g- at the middle
able service, never having broken and
great interest in music and its develop3t tbe P°int> ‘i'e thumb must always
and never needing repairing. I have lost
ment. Many of them had their S be ‘elaxedtrack of the name of the contrivance and
nf nne°ir stn"gfd instruments. We read
9'16 °f tlle best exercises for furthering
the name of the manufacturers. I do not
bftrie
aclrna
kdn!
W,
b
0
even
went
into
Ti
eS!ab,isbing
‘his repose of the hand
know if this tail-piece can be obtained at
four 'nhnT
y hlS band of twenty- ?nd wnst and the relaxation of the thumb
present, as'I have failed to find it listed in
The kino-c
,,
1S ° .
*ound jn the daily playing of
the catalogues of the large music houses.
stood as patrons fn eS
mal,y «ses m,PeggIOS in three or in four octaves,
It may be that the manufacture has been
discontinued, as is the case with so many
poser who had hiJ h S°me mllS.icaI com'
3re pHnted in a convenient and
THE CONCERT
useful inventions.
or chateaux. This interest" in^ i?aIaces Stuff ^
the KIengeI Technical
•
,
n
music
and ”7’"“"
r. 1In playing these keep the hand
These
gardens
were
the
scenes
of
many
compositfolT
reTultefi
-’‘Tf
"1U51C ana
2 Thousands of violinists, especially in
charming
parties,
fetes,
festivals,
concerts
““many'Trelf
sinlJ"
tbe.
aad
wrist
.quiet and negotiate the different
the
development
and
wr'St
the country districts, solve the difficulty of
and
celebrations
of
all
kinds.
The
music
ists
an/frfc!t
g
and
tnd
ln?‘rumentalinstrumental
s,rinSs
string
hv
by
swinging
movement of the
the breaking tail-gut by using a thick piece
ana great composers in France.
•>— ' , a swinging movement ot tne
tfin i ocus'ng ‘he attention upon the
of copper wire in place of it. The wire
A mb t0 Sfe that it is alwavs relaxed.
cannot break under any circumstances.
Orchestral development continued side by side rtrith tlmt nf ,t
nother good exercise is No. 68 in the
There is an unwritten law that no metal
should be used in the making or the fittings
nr3eder 170 foundation Studies (Vol. 1)
“the la" lb mUSiC' Monteverdc’s
included rllas anl t^T
the latter then just coming into its kingdom; harpsichords nr L, ,
d,- 'Cr ad bowings and negotiating the
of the violin, but I see no reason why the
forerunners
of
the
modern
piano;
lutes
and
guitars
hart,,
a
ce,,falo.s~the
arm
stnngs again by a.free swinging
bit of copper wire, used as a tail-gut,
pets, trombones and Pine ken’ or wooden hornsf—ThfVioSt^’
overrent. The first movement of the

fore 1900 gives the value of a good Strad.
at $6,000.00 to $7,500.00, exceptional in¬
struments $10,000.00; Guarnerius del Gesu,
$6,000.00
to
$10,000.00;
Guadagnini,
$1,250.00 to $2,000.00; Cappa and Ruggeri,
$1,500.00 to $3,000.00; Grancino, Testore
and Landolfi, $750.00 to $1,000.00.
Today most of these prices have more
than doubled, and the increasing demand
for fine old instruments is having the usual
effect.
The list which we have just men¬
tioned advises violinists who cannot afford
to buy one of the fine old Italian instru¬
ments to invest in a new French violin;
prices were given as follows:
Gand
and Bernardel, $80.00; Thibouville-Lamy,
$40.00. Some fifteen years later thesejnstruments were priced at $100.00 to $125.00
for a Gand and $50.00 to $60.00 for the
Thibouville-Lamy; a Vuillaume was listed
at from $200.00 to $250.00.
On the subject of the makers of the sec¬
ond and third rank among the Italians^the
author of the work referred to says: “No
one with any idea of the real use of a
violin would pay $2,500.00 for instruments
by *Montagnana, *Seraphino or *Peter
Guarnerius when he can buy a. good Vuil¬
laume, Pressenda or Lupot for from
$250.00 to $500.00.”
Today the violins last mentioned are con¬
sidered among “old” violins. A 1924 list
quotes Vuillaume at from $750.00 to
$1,500.00, Pressenda at from $1,000.00 to
$1,500.00, a Lupot at from $1,500.00 to
$4,000.00.
American makers of the present day
charge various prices for their product,
$200.00, $250.00, $350.00 and $500.00. And
the old question is still debated, whether
or not to buy a new American or an old
European instrument “restored?”
*Today valued at $4,000.00 to $7,500.00.

Developing Beauty of (fello T5one

re^f Hels

kis\ d T

In these days of high prices a question
often comes to the fore, “Is a violin worth
the thousands of dollars mentioned in the
press as the valuation of some work of one
of the old Cremona masters?”
The general answer is that the price is
based on the supply. Not every person
who is willing to pay a high price can pur¬
chase a violin by Stradivarius. Those
who have these master-works will not part
with them. A violinist who owns a fine
Strad. said to the present writer, “I would
not sell my violin for double what I paid
for it.” That shows the attitude of pres¬
ent owners. Another artist who has been
the owner of a Strad. for more than a
quarter century said in the writer’s hear¬
ing, “I value my violin at. $50,000.” Con¬
sidering the year when he bought it and
the circumstances of the former owner, it
is to be doubted if in 1900 he paid even
one-fifth of that amount for it.
In a history of the violin, Stradivarius is
stated to have charged a price equal to
about $20.00 for one of his violins. Tak¬
ing into account the difference in purchas¬
ing power of money in the lifetime of
Stradivarius and the end of the nineteenth
century, one may say that the original sale
price was about $125.00.
At the beginning of the nineteenth cen¬
tury the price had risen to about $100.00.
Habeneck, a French violinist, paid $480.00
for a Strad. in 1824. During the next
twenty-five years the price went up to¬
ward the $1,000.00 mark and in 1875 a 1/14
Strad. sold for $1,600.00. The next jump
in price is shown by the price of a 1716
instrument $3,000.00, and this was sold a
few months later for $4,000.00. The sale
price of the famous “Messiah” Strad. is
said to have been $5000.00.
A table of prices issued some time be¬

Shee^Music
SAY “CENTURY” and get the best
Certified Music. It’s 15c (20c in Can¬
ada). Most teachers use it. Parents ap¬
preciate the saving and the pupil gets
the best. Get free catalog of 2500 se¬
lections at your dealers, or write us.
Century Music Publishing Co,

which can be played with a surprisingly
full tone and quite fluently if done with a
reposeful wrist and hand and with the
movement in the arm.
Considering the arm for a movement it
is found that in playing a full bow on the
A string and maintaining a relaxed thumb,
the arm is forced into a quite unnatural
position which gains a feeling of natural¬
ness only by long and somewhat painful
practice. This is another illustration of
the fact that the well-being of the thumb
takes precedence over all other consideratl0A.Ssimple and effective means of develop¬
ing a relaxed hand is found in playing
pissicati each morning simple scales and
exercises, as found for example in the
Grutzmacher Daily Exercises. The strings
should be plucked with a light, relaxed

PUBLISHER. OUR REFERENCE
^VRtTE FOR PRICES
~ ~

Win $50.00 |

in Cash!
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V
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No cost or obligation
SEE PAGE 701
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touch while the fingers of the left hand
should be held firmly on the strings; thus
the exercise develops relaxation in the
right hand combined with firmness in the
left.
Having Set aside once for all the fallacy
of the wrist motion, the student may be
initiated into a thumb-motion which facili¬
tates greatly the negotiation of the D
string from the A string, the C string from
the G string and other similar movements.
By “letting the thumb go,” as one may say,
the bow drops to the string next below and
that without changing the position of the
hand. Try it! This is another device to
help the player keep as far as possible the
full hair on the string. When the player
learns to play with the full hair on the
string his tone is already better and des¬
tined to improve still more with practice.
Especially is the point of finding the cen¬
ter of gravity important. Letting the
force of gravity hold the bow not only
relaxes the hand but also improves the in¬
tonation, as the player in his effort to keep
the bow in place artificially is not contin¬
ually pressing the string wrongly.

Fall Term Begins
September 10th
Special courses for Teachers, Players,
and Earnest Students of All Grades.
Piano, Voice, Violin, Theory and
Public School Music.

MME. CECILE De HORVATH
Celebrated Pianiste
Director of Piano Department
HAROLD B. MARYOTT
Well Known Teacher
Heads Public School Music
Department.

Information and Booklet upon Request

UNIVERSITY
EXTENSION
CONSERVATORY

“However perfect the bow manipulation may be, it will avail nothing if
the fingers of the left hand do not fall and rise with clearness and decision
if they be not absolutely independent of each other, and if they have:
not the power to remain 'on the strings, if required to do so, without inter¬
fering with the free movements of the other fingers. On this account,
600 Lyon and Healy Bldg.
any succession of stops that occasions a break in the continuity of the flow
CHICAGO, ILL.
should be detached from the study and practiced apart until the disturbing
ierk or oap has been removed."
Jeffrey Pulver, in The Strad.
fee
always mention TIIE ETUDE. It Identifies yon as one In touch with the higher ideals of
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Adult Beginners
Music Study Course
for the Piano
Specially Designed for the Adult Beginner and
for Piano Classes in High School and College

By

Grace Helen Nash

By the advice of
friends, I bought a

Violin. Questions Answered
By Robert Braine
No question will be answered in THE ETUDE unless accompanied by the full name
and address of the inquirer. Only initials, or pseudonym given, will be published'

of twenty-nine anil trying to learn without
a teacher would be up-hill work and would be
disappointing in its results. At that age
you could not learn to be an artistic violinist,
I fear, and would find it very difficult to
make any progress without a teacher. You
could learn a certain amount, of course, and
I am sure you would get a great dc
______f
pleasure
and benefit “*** of it. Whether or
_t you would be satisfied with what you
could accomplish I cannot say. The best way
to find out is to borrow or buy a violin and
make the start. You will soon know if you
are making satisfactory progress. If you —

"1

Schirmer's Scholastic Series, Vol. 204,
net $1.50
This novel and interesting work is not intended for young children
but is especially designed to meet the needs of older students, those of
high school age and over; which, of course, includes grown ups who
have left school.
It*3 radically different from the usual beginner's book.
In "Notes
for theTeacher, ’ the author says: “The older beginners on the piano
for whom this book is written, offer the teacher a very difficult but
most interesting problem.
“Because of their eagerness to learn, their advai
development and the broader technical resources opene
larger reach of the hand, excellent results can be
teacher who understands their needs and capabilities.
. ‘It must be remembered, however, that ordinary men
tion are absolutely unsuited to these pupils. Progress
selections must be mature in name and content, and a:
in musicianship must parallel all playing activities."
Write for Complete Information
3 East 43rd St., G. SCHIRMER, Inc.,
(See other SCHIRMER advertisements on pages

SHEFTE RAPID COURSE
In Modern Piano Playing
A RAPID SYSTEM for those who wishtoplav
POPULAR MUSIC in the shortest possible time and also for forming
an excellent foundation for those who wish to pursue the CLASSICS.
Shefte Rapid Course — Vol. 1 —Price :
For beginners with no knowledge of music or who have naa cuue teactii
Shefte Rapid Course — Vol.

2—Price $1.00
For those with fair knowledge of music.

in

U. S.

Shefte Rapid Course

Vol. 3—Price $1.00 in U. S. A.
For the advanced student and professional pianist.
A legitimate—fundamentally correct Piano Method endorsed by leading
American Authorities a few of which endorsements appear below•
My teachers and myself are

9

*Ayou are reeeivini
8ocJ3UaSiv?fieleofr8onSeC!S^MS^^f1_.p-#
mm'd it0

1
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Sent on Approval to Piano Teachers who Read the
Knowledge acquired by students through the study of this course
makes an excellent foundation for more serious study.

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER, I
218 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO,
---

tion. fed b, 1
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Master Discs
(Continued from page 668)

CHICAGO
AMERICAN
CONSERVATORY
MUSICAL
COLLEGE
^MUSIC

63rd Year

Chicago’s Foremost School of Music
HERBERT WITHERSPOON, President
FORTY-THIRD SEASON BEGINS SEPTEMBER 10th
LEON SAMETINI, Vice-President
Offers Accredited Courses in All Branches
of Music and Dramatic Art leading to

RUDOLPH GANZ, Vice-President

DECKLE — MASTER OP MUSIC

FALL TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 10

DEGREE —BACHELOR OF MUSIC
DIPLOMAS — TEACHER’S CERTIFICATES
Under Authority State of Illinois

More than 125 teachers of world-wide reputation.

Private

Thorough preparation for concert, opera and teaching
positions. Many special features, recitals, concerts with full
orchestra, lectures, etc.

lessons only or courses leading to Teachers’ Certificates,
Graduation and Degrees in Piano, Voice, Violin, Cello,
Church Organ,

Movie

Organ,

Theory,

Public

Excellent Dormitories Offer Accommodations at
Moderate Rates

School

Music, Dramatic Art and Expression, Toe, Ballet, Inter¬
pretative

and

Orchestral

Classical Dancing,

Instruments,

School

Chautauqua,

of

Opera,

Lyceum,

all

Unsurpassed Faculty of One
Hundred Twenty Artist-Instructors

Concert

and Languages.

When Schubert, that immortal melodist,
away at Vienna in 1828, an inven*
fflade of his few
possessions, and
jr
j
tary whole was valued at about $15.00.
Among the things which
listed was
; “Quantity of old music.”
I manuscript lay his greatest work, the
°r Major Symphony,” written only eight
months prior to his death. It is a work
®hich many writers cons,der equal to some
f the best of the Beethoven Symphonies.
° The ways of God and man are someinexplicable !
What
irony
times **“■*•,
- ..that
evaluation of the composer s meagre things
now possesses in the advent of subsequent
discoveries! How strange none though
it might contain some glorious wor as
yet unheralded, the value of w ic wou
be truly inestimable!
Much has been
written about the length o t is wor an
about its melodic rec unt ancy, u le es
writers agree that ,t ^s great meloc c
invention, spontaneous
pontancous rhythmic
nipmnii ciicvw
effects and
rare beauties■so!
r. modulation and that Schuhert’s melodic- arc of a type which repeat
advantage
Felix Weinthemselves
gartner, the n< d composer and conductor,
that, whenever I
once said,
hear this work well conducted
rnnduct it mv clf I always experience the
most happy'sensations and am absolutely
intoxicated w ill, music. It produces on me
the effect as of flight through a bright
ether” It would seem to the present
,icwriter almost inevitable that n
lovers would respond in the same manner
to this symphony. Certain it is that Sir
Hamilton, on the discs, bespeaks, through

his sincere interpretation, a similar
reaction.
The recording of this set presents a de¬
parture from the general run of the new
symphonic discs. The acoustics of a convhich are usually in prominence
are
evidence in this set. Therefore
degree of actuality in reproduction will
remain a matter for personal decision.
Further Recommendations
T F YOU have not heard the impressive
A recording of Cesar Franck’s Piece
j-icrojqne for organ as piayed by Marcel
Dupr4> we recommend that you do so
(Victor disc No. 9121). Also Master
Yehudi Menuhin, the child prodigy of the
violin, who plays two tuneful excerpts with
rare perfection on Victor disc No. 1329.
Qr agajn Glazounow’s False de Concert
opldentjy performed by the San Francisco
Qn victor disc Nq. 6g26_ The„
.. t1i- firof
^ w„If„
* the first record of Walter Gieseof the greatest pianists of this
generation, whom we bglieve has presented
perfect performances of Debussy’s wholly
delightful waltz, La Plus Que Lente, and
Niemann’s effective Silver Cascade,
Brunswick record No. 50104. Lastly there
is Karin Branzell’s Odeon disc No. 5144.
Branzell may be said to have given us one
of the finest contralto records made under
the new recording in her impeccable singing of Schubert’s "Der Tod und das
Mddchen and Brahms’ Bin Wanderer.
Here is a disc for the discriminating
music-lover!

Teachers’ Round Table

Steven Weeks oAbroad l
Including Sailings—

1

Eleven weeks visiting Europe's great Musical Shrines,
Art Centers, Scenic Wonders! Eleven weeks filled to
overflowing with intellectual and spiritual delight!
The trip of a lifetime!
Hear the wondrous Malines Carillon,
St. Peter’s Cathedral; revel i
Florence, Rome, The Louvre;
the Alps, London, Paris!
$2C#.00 cash to spend as yo

An Unpre

for Efew Subscriptions to

13he Etude 'Music Magazine
Grand ‘Prize

ft*
O
«J
FREE
FELLOWSHIPS

ofS^C°UrSeSAead^

...

. .

and jaz - .

DRAMATIC ART AND EXPRESSION
Degrees. Classes
moving picture work, etc^ techmc’ make'uP. diction, pantomime.
NORMAL-CHILDREN’S MUSICAL TRAINING
O . .
Direction Louise Robyn

w

an open competitive examination, are found to possess the greatest
gift for playing or singing.

of

,o

r-0'fiv'

Free Advantages

Artistic and comfortable dormitory accommodations for men and women in
college building. Piano furnished with each room. Prices reasonable
Make reservations now.

(Continued from page 694)

Europe
Value $1255.00 Plus $200 Spending Money
Dr! Leroy Campbell, the weU known teacher and must
ip through the Old World. Will you realize the dreams
inating trip
omplete details of this Grand Prize and how you can win

chestra, VocaT Ifgh^Rea^W131^3'-11'"8 Sch°o1 '■ Students’ OrRecitais; Lectures; Musical B^eaut se^g

ChaUtaUqua

COMPLETE CATALOG ON REQUEST

ExaminationsTree^
engagements secured
Memh^r at,*, .
Moderate Tuition Rates
Member Natmnaf Assn, of Schools of Music

CARL D. KINSEY, Manager

Catalog mailed free on application

Chicago

American Conservatory of Music

An International Conservatory
Pledged to the Highest Artistic Standards

Pre8ldent

ilh
organ hy addresscation of
nig
M the
, t-der, M. P. MiSller, Hagerstown,
Maryland. F,,r specification of the Salt Lake
city instrument, address the builders, The
Austin Organ Company, Hartford, ConnectiAnything that adds practical flexibiliSL,™ an organ is an advantage, and the
n„"»tlDg” Great Organ included at West
v°mt may be found useful occasionally.
ti.„ ls unfortunate that the stops yon mento be discarded if they are in good
coiuhhoa an<l of exceptional tone quality.
KSS orSan builders dislike using old madw 1 ,an<1 others use it when it should be
“jscarded. Where builders do use old pipis
na the Instrument turns out to be a fine

on sub- or super-octave

couplers.

_ _ ___

Third Prize
A $250.oo

Phonograph
The Phonograph may be
selected from any standard
applying to the Piano.
Fifth Prize

Sixth Prize

Seventh Prize

Eighth Prize

$50 Cash

$50 Cash

$50 Cash

$50 Cash

No Blanks — No Obligation — No Cost
The Grand Prae of a EUROPEAN MUSICAL TOUR will be presented to the individual
who secures the largest number of NEW annual subscriptions to THE ETUDE MUSIC
MAGAZINE at the regular rate of $2.00 each. The remaining prizes will go to the next
following contestants in the order of rating due them for the subscriptions secured. In
he event of a tie, a prize identical to tt*^
f-M *— “— --1
~- AM
tninnfair one of t\ss> nri*ea alJlluulJ,cu ouv,vc, wm u* yven
a..
.or
to THE ETUDE obtained by them. Thus there

-*s>-

Register Now !
Contest Closes April 27th, 1929

ip this glorious opportunity to realize
we may register you and send comple
Address Communications to
Grand Prize Contest Department

The Etude Music Magazine
Theodore Presser Co., Publishers

JOHN J-HATTSTAEDT,
JOHN R. HATTSTAEDT
- Sect’y and Mgr.

_

4-foot Flute available
Stopped Diapason, which,
of the harmonic variety.

573 Kimball Hall, Chicago

Established 1867

receive the balance in music
supplies. If the Piano selected is
over 51000, the winner may pay

Contest Open To All Music Lovers

however, TJ £ SS&
suchUextension on any stop of pitch higher
than_4 feet, a
piercing
MoPsf of athe Tending ‘organists will' -prefer
organ of good solid foundation tone, though
mid approve
omit“ 1,1,7 none nf th(?m WOUld
f
addition
because
their JRHHR - P-- effects. The
tension of the Swell Stopped Diapason
iu
but
yot
by
of

The Piano may be selected from .
any make advertised in THE
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.
If the Piano selected is less than

A $1000.22
Grand Piano

M

£ ssrsss
Jt
.
octave

THI™E sch°larships awarded
Examinations from Sept. 4 to Sept. 9
(Apply for Examination Blank)

n j ou write to our advertisers always mention THE ETUDE.

Organ Questions Answered

for the super-octave couple
VSniWBZt%t%£e
^specification yield a dipnohurchlp” lone, even if sonic of the WI°S result
ooacn couplers ore sub-octave couplerst

Op

Second Prize

to eclipse all his former successes. Can
animated with greater zeal than
attend you not apply a similar method to your
fore. Can you not urge the pupil
piano recitals, whence she may be: fired pupd! by giving her some especially bright
with the determination to go and do like- and interesting materials on which to
Or can you not arrange for her work? Perhaps, too, she needs
o hear other advanced pupils play,
ganize her system of practice so that
the hope that she may emulate their
she may attack her problems from a fresh
ample?
point of view.
Again, Verdi, when a young man,
Tell her about Liszt and Verdi and
couraged by the loss of his wife and0Dera stimulate her imagination to pictures of
children, renounced all interest
d him brilliant attainment. After all, the teacher
writing. But finally a friend induced him
-o giance
new anu
au^.ve liglance over
over a
a new
and attractive
It- is a prime source of enthusiasm, and, if
bretto, which so inspired him that he started you communicate your own enthusiasm
out again, with fresh ideas and inspiration, her, it ought in time to ave l s e

instructionnM™pplfe0drtoSch!!drenatfnS mt?dern niethods of Piano

STUDENT DORMITORIES

Address

THEATRE ORGAN SCHOOL
Frank Van Dusen, A. A. G. O., Director

siona^^The^rf8 ^ ,b^inne[s’ advanced students and profes-

(Two Private Lessons Weekly) to be awarded to students who after

60 E. Van Buren St.

Certific*tes, Diploma and Bachelor

•<§*»-

^sicaj T0,

t-

(Continued from page 671)
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC DEPARTMENT
O. E. Robinson, Director

dented

Associate Directors
Karleton Hackett, Adolf WeidTg, Heniot Levy

It
„rt an„ „.fe.

"The organ is generally allowed to he the instrument which^Mt itself^
most suitably to extemporisation. The resources f
fi
Poriser, at a first-class organ, are practically inexhaustible and he can ,f
possessed of any originality, impress his own persona
a»ce as much as in actual composition.”—Frederic Kitch

1712 1714 CHESTNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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/COLUMBIA
“"tr1
L> school of y| rorp
TWENTY-EIGHTH YEAR OPENS
SEPTEMBER 10, 1928

| V
^ T

B

I

J

One of America’s .Finest Institutions Devoted to Education in Music
FULLY ACCREDITED COURSES LEADING TO
CERTIFICATES, DIPLOMAS AND DEGREES

A School for

measure.
, . „„
Improvise an original melody on the piano
g the following rhythm:

The Mature Musician

The Public School Teacher
The Ambitious Amateur

The Teacher of Music

The Talented Child

Piano, Voice, Violin, Theory, Violoncello, Normal Training, Public School
Music, Chorus Singing, Correlated Arts, History of Music, Ensemble, Or¬
chestra, Professional Accompanying, Conducting, Harp, Brass and Wood Wind
Instruments, Dramatic Expression, English and Psychology.

‘Thirty-fourth year of
TRAINING and PLACING

Q'ty* S’torrptt Brljnol
CONSERVATORY of MUSIC

COSMOPOLITAN
“!Pl MUSIC 4 "™«"c

3

Orchestra &
Band Cond¬
uctors & Players :

Franklin Stead, Director
Renowned faculty—Concerts, Recitals.
Diplomas and Degrees conferred—

SHIRLEY GANDELL—President
Fall Term Starts September 10th
Eminent faculty of 60 Artists. Normal training for
Teachers. Students’ Orchestra, Concerts, Lectures,
Diplomas. Degrees and Teachers’ Certificates.
Departments—Piano, Voice, Violin, Musical
Theory. Composition, Violoncello, Orchestral Instruments, Public School Music«

45th Year Begins September 19, 1928
f Special^ Classes in Technique and Interpretation
Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory, Harmony,
Composition, Cello, Opera Study—Dept, of Speech
and Dramatic Art and Public School Music. Special
Dept, for Children. All athletics. Horseback riding.
Fireproof buildings with ample grounds. Two beauti¬
ful dormitories on campus. For catalogue address
the Director,
The Starrett School Conservatory of Music
Box E, 4515 Drexel Blvd., Chicago.

Many Free Advantagei and Scholarships
Piano and Violin Prises
For particulars address—Edwin L. Stephen, Mgr.
COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Box E, 16th Floor Kimball Hall Bldg., Chicago

Save You Obtained Your Copyt

temngs
,
provided for
qualifiedgraduates

Th‘ DENVER
COLLEGE OF MUSIC

PIANO DELIGHT
Contains 47 Pull-Page Excerpts of Piano
Pieces in Grades from 1 to 5. selected
from the very best recent publications
A Post-Card Brings a Free Copy
Theodore Presser. Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Non-Profit—Accredited
Full 4 years college course leading
to MUS.B. DEGREE, DIPLOMA
CERTIFICATES.

^ Cumculi:—Piano, Voice, Violin, Church and Concert Organ, Theater Organ Public
o A™
‘C’ B“dC™ducting, ’Cello, Wind Instruments Theory, Commsition

tk

asrarte?
Victor Jean Grabel distinguished conductor. Special course in the Class Method of
GoveZenr°'H-PrtpCateS> Dipl°maS and
awarded; City, State and U S
Government credits. Frequent opportunities to appear before audiences- talented
Players. "?d sm?ers
appear as soloists with fterwood Symphony Orchestra
Supervised practice teaching lor students preparing to teach. Organstu/enm practice

:
'
J
•
'
'

FINANCIAL AID

i

> minf C^of elTkel7 suS 12T£ ^
°r c0ncert work> b« whose J
l positions in^ts^hh^-foS^Sic^o^Nd^SriiO^ Branche*2*1 42:OV*d# Caching <
? earned helps to defra/the expertsef of tllr“ A^ts
th^oCof l

Faculty of 35. _ Student body of 800.
Highest Educational Standards.

SCHOOL»f™S"
MUSIC SI

Harmony Book for Beginners

I AN IMMFniATP I

r»__

...

Price $1.25
Brief, Simple, Vital, Practical, New and Distinctive

Students may register at any time. Your request for a
catalog wiU be welcomed. Mention phase of musical
profession in which you are most interested.

<-Address ARTHUR

WILDMAN, Corresponding Secretary

SHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL
FINE ARTS BUILDING - 410 South Michigan Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

I
| |
% ^ most frequently ^
patterns should be introduced in some form.
The match j$ conducted in the usual way

Letters From Etude Friends

Member Natl. Assn, of Schools of Music

Theater and Church
Organists

l
l
c

essential of\\7!ubj^
it will prove invaluable in the class or for sdf.heTptmk.

b? 8ivin* the main
mtereStm8

Read .hi. letter from JOHN PHILIP SOUSA, Famou. Composer and Conductor:
student whore^uirejan in“tS£”^
is so lucid that he “ who runs may read ”-. 1
5lal? as a.Plke-

| Theodore Presser Co.

The teY

Philadelphia, Pa. |

i Hancock,

How One Small Town Gave the “Messiah”
kindly assisted and never faltered a moment;
then the orchestra; all working with the director, night after night. Discouraging at
first, as time wore on it was mastered, bit
by bit, until the final number was reached.
What a relief!
Came the time for its performance. Peopie eagerly crowded the box office; some were
PVen turned away. Then number after num- • was rendered
.....
_
— - without a flaw.
The
number
reached. The “Messiah” was
united resources gravely shook over, andwas
all the participants went home in
Impossible!” Nevertheless, it a happy frame
of mind.
May 16, 1927, with a packed
lev..uring this glorious music,
hi accomplished? One or two
ill! Work, work, more work!
ntely e.~.
lists, talent
i1 y really tries, can It do someiif..•- it'surely can! 1'p here
midst tlie copper country, nomed that llandel’e great ora1‘ssiuli,” could be rendered in
t" make those whose ideas in
• xt■ •'i< 1 much further than folk
1 byiiiu tunes wake up to the
1 -;ii.

Class Instruction
review, fo new pieces, memory work and
To The Etude :
reading.
Had I one hundred pupils in music, I sight
When we have visitor?, I call on different
should prefer to teach each one as a member
ot a class of three or four. Competition, students for memory work or duets. They
comparison mni less expense are the advan¬ make their own selection: and such is the
effect of playing frequently for others, In
tages of class instruction.
Pupils, even those of more mature years, fact at every lesson, that they show little
will usually work harder and make better timidity in doing so for visitors.
grades in company with others. Seeing the
A very delightful feature of our second
others progress is invariably a spur to the lesson in the week is musical history. Bach
ambition: even a downright lazy student will pupil in turn looks up a composer and gives
wo?k°VC
aD euv*ronnlent <*f conscientious a sketch of his life. (The mothers of the
little ones help them with this before the
Moreover, there is economy for both teacher lesson ) If no one has played from this
and pupil in the class system. Say the composer,
I invariably give a page or so
teacher's rate is three dollars an hour and
She can take care of four pupils twice a week from some composition he has written. This
m two hours. Then the pupil who feels he is considered a great treat. ..._i pictures of
1 have used the postal c
'“Pay only one dollar and fifty cents a
___ _ s rewards for a
]*sek can have two full hours of music
e number of good lessons.
instead of one-half hour.
„
... _ __ planning t
i„Mlvide the two hours weekly in the fol- introduce
the “Young Folks Pictured Musical
lowing way. The first lesson deals with History” by
Francis Cooke and expect
h.„hmcal ’""'tors. Every pupil in turn re- great results James
from this delightful work, lhe
,,„ses scales, exercises and studies, some¬ teaching of musical
history through pictures,
times together (on one piano or two). Any questions and answers,
as it is to be done in
“w work in that line is given out. Bach this new book, will certainly
be the best way
scholar must be on the alert to answer any to impress musical facts on young
minds.
if... or to go to the piano and fill in,
With
the
work
done in class frequent
i; “other pupil fails. On this day, also,
are not the bugbear that they usually
k»,«aT<’ blackboard work in composition and recitals
uarmony, „„ Weil as drill in ear training. seem to be. Bather, the pupils consider the™
Edith Cook Smith.
e second lesson of the week is devoted to » pleasure
The Child and
T» The Etude :
inItLreinK taught to PHiy tlie hymns used
be
respective churches so that they may
Mesen?a.rtfi for the opportunity that will
romp.'1 itself during the absence of the
beenm. ?lanist, pupils may he encouraged to
take
interested in church music and to
0 “ active part in the Sunday Services,

Hymn Tunes
Besides, hymn playing
tice and requires *
accuracy «f
When the hym
the plan
the man
taking t
a chui-el

_J to Win a Trip to Europe?
Visit England, France, Germany, Austria
Italy, Switzerland - See the Rhine, the
Alps, Paris, London! AT NO EXPENSE.
D A PC

7H1

For Those Who Demand
Reliable Information . . .

J J J JJJ I Jjj JTj I jT] JTII

Two captains are appointed to choose
teams. The teacher places one card at a
time in full view of the class. The first
pupil on one of the teams endeavors to
Clap this rhythm: Jj J75 | Jj [jZ carry out the directions upon the card. If
I N I'll M ! be succeeds the second card is placed before
March this rhythm : J. j J J | J# J J J the class and the first pupil of the opposing
Sing this rhythm to an original melody: team tries- AnY question incorrectly anp . 1 . ___ .
swered must be passed back and forth be¬
tween teams until a satisfactory answer is
£4 4 \ c) d •> \ » * * • • \ a. I I
given. Every pupil who answers incorTell what time signature these measures rectly must sit down for the remainder of
should have:
the contest.

Box E, 509 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Now Available

Run this rhythm placing primary and
secondary ac^“ wher^ belong:
i—-- r-— , — —— , —

jjjyjji j-hjji J.5

Columbia School of Music

Teachers of Music,
Dramatic Art and
Dancing

i

"m\m\

s,
Skip this rhythm;

J3J3.Ij3J3IJ3JSIJ II

Send for complete catalog

Concert Artists and
Accompanists

>
)
>
5
{

By Helen Oliphant Bates
a rhythm match is splendid for the
To party because it breaks the ice of
fZ-ntv gives the pupils a good time and
£orTes more than a dozen cut and dried
wins could ever teach.
As a preparation for the match cut out a
J number of pieces of cardboard (about
six by eight) and upon each write some
rhythmic stunt. Here are some examples
of three-four time
changing the foot at the beginning of each

The Young Artist
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A <R]iythm VYCatch

by authority of the State of Illinois

Training in the following departments:

> /PublicSchool
; * Music Teach! ers, Supervisors
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Pierre Key’s

INTERNATIONAL
MUSIC YEAR BOOK
for 1928
$5.00 POST PAID

The accepted and complete compilation of current
information on musical activities and progress
throughout the world. Indispensable to those
who wish to keep abreast of musical affairs. Cloth
bound, 590 pages, extensively illustrated. Write
for descriptive circular.

MUSICAL DIGEST, Inc.
119 W. 57th Street

-

New York, N. Y.

MOST RECENT

Schirmer Song Successes
CADMAN, CHARLES W.
When Death Beckons Me.. .50
CARPENTER, JOHN ALDEN
Four Negro Songs: 1. Shake
Your Brown Feet, Honey! 2.
The Cryln’ Blues. 3. Jazz Boys.
4, That Soothin’ Song.
(Together) net 1.25
CURRAN, PEARL
A Bachelor’s Lament.50
What is a Song?.60

EDWARDS, CLARA
After.50
By the Bend of the River.. .50
Clementine.50
Come, Love, the Long Day
Closes.%. .50
Love Came to Me.50
Morning Serenade.50
O Magic Night of Love.50
Out of the Dusk.50
ELLIS, CECIL
Come, Wake the Sun.50
My Song .50
Tears.40
FARWELL
Three Poems by Shelley:
I. Bridal Song.60
II. On a Faded Violet... .60
III. Daughter of Ocean.. .60
FINLEY, LORRAINE NOEI.
Question.45

GAUL, HARVEY B.
The Long White Road....
Song of the Jersey Roadmaker .
GREVER, MARIA
Jacalito.
Loca, Loca.
Tu, tu y tu.
Yonose.
GRIFFIS, ELLIOT
Men are the Devil!.
To an Iris.
HALL, LYLE WEAVER
Love Sleeps in a Rose.
PENN, ARTHUR A.
Come Back to Me with the
Roses in June.
Just Pretending.
ROGERS, JAMES H.
Dumb Dora.
Pianissimo.
SPEAKS, OLEY
Over the Hills and Home
Again.
Where You, Beloved, Are
STRICKLAND, LILY
Jes’ Mah Song.
On Mah Way.

New Descriptive SUPPLEMENTARY CATALOGS with Thematics
Sent Fret upon request

East 43rd St., G. SCHIRMER, ho., New York
(See other SCHIRMER advertisements on pages 694, 698 and 721)
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COMBS CONSERVATORY
PHILADELPHIA
FORTY-FOURTH YEAR
Member of National Association of Schools of Music

A School of Individual Instruction for the Beginner,
Ambitious Amateur, and the Professional
No Entrance Requirements except for Certificate, Diploma and Degree Courses
Violin, Organ, Degrees conferred. Daily reports keep the Direct
in Piano, Voice, Violin^Organ,
Theory and Public" School Music leading to Degrees.
~
'ly informed of your progress—Daily SuperTeacher’s Training Courses including supervised prac'ht from elementary to the highest
brehestra and Band Instruments. PrIvlIeg<! of orchestra routlne and accompaniment.
Dormitories for Women
(The Only Conservatory in the Stale with Dormitories /c
lelightful, home-like surroundings in a musical and inspit
rica, dormitory pupils have advantages not offered in an
ractice and Daily Classes in Technic.

Daily Supe

Six Spacious Buildings, Faculty of 95
Accommodations for 2500 Students
A School of Ii
GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director 1

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
*
School of Music —

1521 LOCUST ST.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
sl, Thaddeus Rich, Mus.Doc., Deanj
E. F. Ulrich, Associate Dean
HIGHEST STANDARDS of MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
s' Certific

DISTINGUISHED FACULTYIt PItSO, VIOI,IN AND VOICE DEHAR
i TRAINING FOR OPERA
^iCCCIALS—oTcOKTCNITY
ORCHESTRAL
CLASSES IN IIARJIONY AND HISTORY OF MUSIC.
PUPILS MAY ENTER AT ANY
TIME DURING THE YEAR
Student Dormitories. Branch Schools. Write for Catalog

Philadelphia

Polylechnic

Drama-Dance

OPEN TO STUDENTS OF BOTH SEXES
Send for Catalog E.
BENJAMIN L. KNEEDLER, Directo
1421 Arch Street, Phila., Pa.

III IE EDWAKU BAIH.UO, iwo uouege are., n. norm, lei—1114 Vista Terrace, C
J.I7FTTE REED BARLOW, Boi 1244, St. Petersburg, Fla.; Aug.-Asherille N C
^THERINE CERTRUDE BIRD, 658 Collingwood Are., Detroit, Mich.
’
roACE A BRYANT, 201 10th Ave. N„ Twin Frill, Idaho
SSe JEAN WARREN CARRICK, 160 E. 68th St., Portland, Ore.
nnuit A CHASE, Carnegie Hail,New York City, Pouch Gallery,345 Clinton Ave Brook I vn N V
Kf c EDDY, Fall,Frederick, Md„ Baltimore, Md„ 4013 BUI Ave., Ba imore Md
’
MATRICE S. E1KEL, Kidd-Key College, Sherman, Tex.
'
fi VERNE c. FLEETWOOD, 1344 N. Spaulding Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
inA GARDNER, 17 E. 6th St., Tulsa, Okla., throughout the season; Paris, France, Summer 1928
rLADYS MARSALIS CLENN, 1217 Bowie St., Bivins Place, Amarillo, Tex., July 17™”Ad. Spring, Colo
FLORENCE ELIZABETH GRASLE, Lansing Conservatory ol Music, Lansing, Mich
P 8’
HARRIET BACON MacDONALD, 13434 Detroit Are., Cleveland, 0.: 6010 Belmont Ave., Dallas, Tex.; August
MRS KATO DELL MARDEN, 61 N. 16th St, Portland, Ore.
MRS WESLEY PORTER MASON, 302 Mid City Bank Bldg., Chicago, III.
MRS. LAUD GERMAN PHIPPEN, 3435 A.bury Ave. Dallas, Tex., Classes held in Dallas, Den ver, Colo, be
ELLIE IRVING PRINCE, 4106 Forrs St Hill Ave, Richmond, Va. Jan, Juno, Nov. of each Year
VIRGINIA RYAN, 1070 Madison Ave, New Yolk City.
STELLA H. SEYMOUR, 1219 Garden St, San Antonio, Tex.
MRS BESSIE SUSONG, 1718 N. Henderson Ave, Dallas, Tex, Atlanta, Ga, 1012 Highland V
GERTRUDE THOMPSON, 508 W. Coal Are, Albuquerque, N. Mex.j July 23
ISOBEL M. TONE, 626 S. Catalina Sl„ Los Angelei, Cal.
MRS H. R. WATKINS, 124 E. 11th St, Oklahoma City, Okla.
INFORMATION AND BOOKLET UPON REQUEST
ESTABLISHED 1857

pr adnnv
i EjHDV/LJ 1

conservatory
BALTIMORE, MD.

One of the Oldest and Most Noted Music Schools in America.

LOUISVILLE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
INCORPORATED
(MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION IF SCHOOLS OF MUSIC)

MUSIC

ART

F. A. COWLES. Director

deSSSed

DRAMATIC ART

Addrew, 726 South Brook Street, Louisville, Ky.

Atlanta Conservatory of Music
Advantages Equal to Those Found Anywhere.
Students may enler at any time. Send lor .
Catalog.
GEO. P. LINDNER, Director
Peachtree and Broad Streets, Atlanta, Georgia

A MUSICAL TOUR
of

For PIANISTS, ACCOMPANISTS and
The Courtright
A gre.i|
System of Musical » spec
Kindergarten
“0e“;8p
Mra.Lillian Courtright Card,116 Edna

TEACHERS

Seymour School of Musical Re-education
Music for Health and Joy
A New Approach
TRAINING FOR TEACHERS
For particulars write to the Secretary, 57 West 48th Street, New York City

f

EUROPE

14th SEASON OPENS OCTOBER 4l
Enroll Sept. 211. and Oct. 2nd, 8rd
'■site Faculty: adele March:lies, r, 8
Leopold Lichtenbebq and others
Two Scholarships In Plano to be Awarde
Address Sec'y, 53 VV. 74th St, N. Y. City

131-133 Belle Geld A

At no expense or obligation
to you!
See page 701

mRAw™
,tWI0rk and Phlladelp,,la on 0ct- 8‘,328'a,ter her retur"fr™ Europe
“N™o™an
exce™nt“anUt ‘boKtY^THORIZFD EXPONENT OF HIS METHOD

Teachers!

Studio, pih;lTj<i\TP°d.0K Leschetizky, Vienna, June 30, 1908.
Send application for terms and auditions*to FARR RUCKER,"
Walnut St , Phila Pa

Send for
1928 Catalog

2W2*

137-139 West 72nd Street
NEW YORK CITY

INTERNATIONAL
MRS. BABCOCK
QFFERS Teaching Positions, Col¬
leges, Conservatories, Schools.
AlsoChurch and Concert Engagements

Let us send to you without cost Booklets
and Lists giving information upon the
MOST EXTENSIVELY USED TEACHING
MATERIALS

CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

—COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS—

900 Students

„
Syracuse, N. Y

Every Teacher will find this information Valuable and Helpful

PUBLIC SCHOOL
MUSIC
g
50 DeWitt Park, Ithaca, N. Y. 1

MUSIC

Just ask us for our “booklets and lists giving
particular
extensively used teaching materials” and if there.are snyjaM^r
teaching problems now confronting

Four-year Courses in

CHICAGO
MUSICAL
COLLEGE
FREE FELLOWSHIPS
Mr. Ganz has consented to award the following Free Fellow¬
ships for the season beginning September 10, 1928, to students
who, after an open competitive examination, are found to possess
the greatest gift for playing. Contest first week of September.
Application blank on request.
One Private lesson weekly of 60 minutes each for entire
year.
Two Repertoire — Interpretation — Teachers’ Class
weekly of two hours each for entire year.

Five Partial Fellowships of two Repertoire—Interpreta¬
tion—Teachers’ Class Weekly to five students, of
two hours each, for entire year.

STUDENT DORMITORIES
Artistic and sumptuous dormitory accommodations for
men and women in college building. Piano furnished
with each room. Prices reasonable.

Complete Catalog on Request

Address: CARL D. KINSEY, Manager

42 Instructors

Unexcelled advantages for the study of music. Special students may enter at
time. Dormitory with 42 practice pianos reserved for women
music students. Five pipe organs.

AT THE

rememberthat the Theodore

ART, architecture

Piano, Voice, Organ, Violin, Composition,
Public School Music
leading to the Bachelor’s Degree

FAMOUS PIANIST, TEACHER,
COMPOSER AND CONDUCTOR

THACA £ONSERWORY

Syracuse University
Harold L. Butler, Dean

GANZ

One Bach Piano Class weekly of one hour each for
entire year.
One Chamber Music and Two-Piano Playing Class
weekly of two hours each for entire year.
Five partial Fellowships of one private lesson weekly of
30 minutes each to five students for entire year.

Zofia Naimska, Concert Pianist

Virgil Piano Conservatory

RUDOLPH

J. L. GRUBER, President

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
OF SHENANDOAH COLLEGE
In the heart of The Shenandoah Valley, near Washing¬
ton. Full Courses in all branches of Music. Pupils this
year from fifteen States. Rates most reasonable. Large
School Orchestra and Band. Piano Tuning and Pipe
Organ.
Ask for Cotologue
SHENANDOAH COLLEGE :: DAYTON, VIRGINIA

sstl

149 East 61st St., New York, N. Y.

We also carry the World's largest stock of music publications
and our direct-by-marl service ts unequaled

60 East Van Buren St.

Su3bSaS)

CHICAGO, ILL.

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
Y
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FALL TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 10
Philadelphia Musical Academy
Highest Standards of Music
For year hook, addn
Frederick Hahn. Prcsiden
1617 Spruce Stree

PIANO SCHOOL

The Demand for Dunning Teachers Cannot
--be Supplied — Why?
'

Instiiute

Zeckwer-Hahn

GRANBERRY

DUNNING SYSTEM01'TXwiSh,dr

NINETEEN . H SEASON
Each student, beginner, advanced or professions
receives individual, instruction and a course that i

DIPLOMA COURSES—Piano, Organ, Voice, Violin
THEORY. Also courses in Conducting, Teach¬
ers’ Training, Appreciation of Music, Band and
Orchestral Instruments.
PHILA.-S FINEST THEATRE ORGAN SCHOOL
Direction Irving Cahan, featured organist, Stan¬
ley Company of America. Three organa induding a^new Kimball Unit Organ and a modem

SEPTEMBER 1928

0E ETUDE

„
1/12-1714 Chestnut Street

ition THE ETUDE.
When yon

Vice-President
Philadelphia, Pa.

Ivertlsers always

,i THU ETUDE.

Established 1867
with the higher Iden.s of art
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By Eutoka Hellier Nickelsen

indnnati (fonserdatorig *Jttusic
• BERTHA BAUR, P,,,ide„.

Address Registrar for C

Dept. E, Highland and Burnet Aves. at Oak St., Cincinnati

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE

fflapttol GlflU?gp

Professional and Teachers Courses on the Daily Lesson Plan. Degrees granted.

nf Qubit

Departments in Piano, Voice, String and Wind Instruments

Private lessons in all branches of music
Courses lead to Teacher’s Certificate,
Artist Diploma and Degrees
OPERA SCHOOL
ORCHESTRA SCHOOL
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
give students actual experience and train
for professional careers
Faculty of nationally kjwwn artist.
Send for catalogue and dormitory rates
Mrs. Franklyn B. Sanders, Director
2827 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio

Supports its own Symphony Orchestra and Concert Band—Daily rehearsals.
Catalogue on application to Lynn B. Dana, Pres., Warren, Ohio, DeskE.

Holding the thread of Harmonic (Discourse
Byl

CHARLES H. DEMOREST and HENRY FRANCIS PARKS
Famous Thea

ADOLF HAHN, DIRECTOR
One of the earliest endowed Schools in America
_ Highest Approved Standards Maintained

MUSIC — OPERA

—

Positions paying salaries of $50
to $ 100 weekly are so many that
finished players are practically
assured of engagements through
the College.

of MUSIC

COLLEGE of MUSIC of CINCINNATI
_ _ _

1

Theatre Organists

Noted over Sixty Years for the Highest
Standards of Attainment

_

WANTED

AFFILIATED WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI

Die®,

Offers courses in Piano, Voice, String
and Wind Instruments, Organ, Theory,
Opera, Dramatic Art, Languages and Com¬
position. Dancing. Public School Music
(Accredited). Teachers’ Training School.
Master School for Artist Pupils.
Complete Student Symphony Orchestra.

QlrbrlanbJnHtitute
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Why Counting Aloud is Important

FALL TERM OPENS
September 5th

DRAMA

Affiliated with University of Cincinnati and St. Xavier College

Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music

Fall Session Opens September 10
parts alone const:' .- but a trail and empty
lannony. Especially bad is the effect
when the organ . .. piano is playing four-

niuuio mucu towaiu excellence m reauing, in execution and in practical musicianship.

Courses in singing, piano, organ, violin and theory.
Courses for training supervisors and teachers of public school music.
Graduation leads to a life certificate valid in most states of the union
Total living expenses need not exceed twelve dolhm per^Mk. Tuition and fee. exceptionally low.

SCHEDULE OF LESSONS

Second Year (.

Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music, Dept. 9, Ypsilanti, Mich.

iSSS

Send for our

LENGTH OF COURSE

Thematic Catalog of Easy Piano Pieces, Grades lto3. Contains Excerpts of ovei
attractive compositions that will be of value to the piano teacher in early grade v.

The time which will be consumed in covering the course wifi be determ
two fulfyears to“fi

Theodore Presser Co„ 1712-14 Chestnut Street, Phila., Pa.

Detroit (bnsemtory°/Music

DETROIT

INSTITUTE

FREE FELLOWSHIPS

MUSICAL ART

of two lessons weekly, each of thirty r
Fall-Winter season of 40 weeks, to

MICHIGAN’S
Foremost School of Music

i the greatest gift for playing <
nk
COMPLETE CATALOG ON REQUEST

FrancisL. York, M. A., Mus Dor
r
n
a
Edward B. Manville, F. A. G. O.Mus. Do" President™

Acknowledged Preeminent As a Conservatory of Attainment
One of the finest conservatories in the West, with a reputation
for musical instruction not only comparable but on a par with
schools on the European Continent, the Detroit Conservatory of
Music offers to earnest students ideal facilities for outstanding
accomplishments in the Musical World.

Fall Term Opens September 10,1928
Unrivaled Free Advantages

20 Free Scholarships
the supervision of a renowned
ce, Violin, Cello, Harp, Organ,
Normal Training for Piano

faculty of 80. Training
Theory, Harmony, and
Teachers, Band Instruments, School
Dramatic Art. School of Theat
chestra, Concerts, and Recite’ '
tuc ijuuut,. opeciai v^nnaren s
:ommodious Concert and Recital
TEACHERS’ CERTIFICATES, DIPLOMAS and DEGREES
DESIRABLE BOARDING ACCOMMODATIONS

Examinations Free. For Catalog and Other Information, Address
JAMES H. BELL, Secretary—5035 Woodward Ave., Box 7, Detroit, Mich.

r advertisers always mention THE ETUDE. It 1

Adherence to the highest :
wide recognition. To ser
accomplishment.

STUDENT DORMITORIES

Fall Term Opens September 10th, 1928
Many Free Advantages

CHICAGO
MUSICAL
COLLEGE

ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ART

Noted Faculty of 84 Artists
Piano Voice, Violin, Violoncello, Viola Or™
n*• Art
School of Artistic Dancing, Motion P&w
M
”, i
Training for Piano Teachers, Institute Orchestrinn^n
,Tr™n
mg Class, Concert and Irish Harp Academt n™l° ^ r
T
Saxophone and Clarinet, Mandolin Bani^nd UImT ’ LangU3g ’
Accredited Teachers’ C«
Very Desirable B
for catalogue^.
HENRY B. MANVILLE "]
DEPT. 2, 52 PUTNAM AVENUE
’

S one In touch

60 East Van Buren St.

m wmSM

(coiiCeage0Bundi:ng)

Chicago, Ill.
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A Bulletin of Interest for All Music Lovers
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Excellent New Works Just

ONE HUNDRED PER CENT ETUDE

Being Announced This Month

CC"\ /T Y CLASS is 100% Etude”—this is part of letters we get fre‘luently and it is always sent in by a teacher who is proud of
the accomplishment. In tracing the career of such a teacher,
we usually find that the individual is exceptionally successful in every
other way.
In other words, the teacher who makes her class 100% Etude is
progressive, alert and is determined that her pupils shall have every
educational and inspirational advantage. When you come to think that
The Etude costs only $2.00 a year, a mere fraction of the annual expenses
of the average pupil for music, and when you realize that in addition to
supplying an immense amount of study material, which gives the pupil
those priceless things known as enthusiasm, incentive and idealism, which
carry the pupil on and on to higher and higher triumphs, The Etude
becomes one of the most profitable and also the least expensive invest¬
ments in music.
It is sometimes a surprise to us that every teacher does not make it
a matter of prime importance to see that the class is 100% Etude,
that is, that everyone has the regular advantage of the monthly uplift
that The Etude gives. It takes surprisingly little effort upon the
teacher’s part to accomplish this, and the author of this editorial who has
been a member of the Presser staff for many years and who was for years
a successful teacher, knows from his own experience that homes where the
music life was motivated by The Etude, were those from which the best
results were always forthcoming.

1V1

On other pages in this issue will be
found our ANNUAL FALL BARGAIN
OFFERS. We direct particular attention
to the number of works being announced
for the first time under the Advance of
Publication Offer.
They are “Blue Ridge Idyls”, by Lily
Strickland; “Classic and Modern Band
and Orchestra Collection”, by Joseph E.
Maddy and Wilfred Wilson; “New York
Singing Teacher’s Association—Its Story”;
“How to Master the Violin”, by Frederick
E. Hahn; “Algerian Dances”, Suite for
Pianoforte, by R. S. Stoughton; “Light
Opera Production”, by Gwynne Burrows;
“Unfinished Symphony”, Piano Solo, by
Franz Schubert; “Viola, Cello and Bass
Parts to Lehrer’s Ensemble Method”, by
Will H. Bryant; “Necessary Jingles for
the Piano”, by Blanche Fox Steenman;
“To a Katydid”, Cantata for Children
Chorus, by Carl Busch; “Sonatina for the
Organ”, by James H. Rogers; “Italian
Lakes”, Suite for the Pianoforte, by James
Francis Cooke; “Piano Pieces for Boys”;
“The Pirate’s Umbrella”, Operetta for
Boys, by Mrs. R. R. Forman; “What
Every Piano Pupil Should Know”, by
Clarence G. Hamilton; “Priscilla’s Week”,
by Mathilde Bilbro and a “Book of Trios
for Violin, Cello and Piano.”
In addition to these brand new works
for which orders will be accepted now at
special low advance of publication prices
and delivery made as soon as the works
are issued, we also are making final intro¬
ductory offers on works that have been
published in the past year. These works
are ready for immediate delivery and the
bargain final introductory prices are for
the purpose of making a larger audience
familiar with their merits, thus promoting
their future sales.
Look over every title offered and read
the descriptions in detail.
Hosts of
teachers and professionals familiar with
these offers in past years order generously
from this Annual Fall Bargain Offer,
because of the real bargains they know
they will get.

Buying Magazines to the Best .
Advantage

A Vital Point With Music
Teachers
MORE PUPILS! It has been a thrilling
experience to read the letters of hundreds
of teachers commenting on an unprece¬
dented success in the field of music edu¬
cation. It has been a daily delight for
some weeks now to see what teachers
have to say about “Music Play for Every
Day”, but the most pleasing thing of all
is to read again and again “ ‘Music Play’
brought me several more pupils.”
It
seems to have been the experience of
teachers that little friends of pupils to
whom “Music Play” has been given see the
book and just beg to have the opportunity
of learning all about the fascinating pages
of this unusual volume for the very first
instruction of piano beginners.
“Music Play for Every Day” was
planned to be such a book as would
enable the teacher to achieve results that
would be beneficial to the teacher in
attracting other pupils, but here is the
unprecedented and unexpected happening
in juveniles clamoring to go to a teacher
who will give them the charming picture
filled, story-like music book they have seen
in the possession of a little pupil of that
teacher. This is a real, vital point for the
music teacher to consider in giving 'a first
instruction book to child students between
five and ten years of age.

LAKE COMO, “THE SUBLIME”

T

HE BEAUTIFUL scenes, colorful shores, romantic villas historic „ m
jewel-colored waters and singing birds of the Italian lake’ country inspired
an unusual suite of compositions for the piano entitled “Italian Lakes ” tw
suite is unusual in the high plane of interest, melodieally and rhvthmicallv mini
tained in each composition. There are five numbers in
...il
j y’,maln'
gain adherents naming it the favorite of the suite Some sav “T** UCh Wilj
Nightingales” is just as lovely a piano composition as they have ever tearTotW
are most partial to “Beautiful Isle”; still others are won by to
fj °ther
of “An Old Palace” and then “Shadows on Lake Como” comes fa for Rs share m
praise as a miniature classic, while “Fire Dance” with its dynamic colorful fnn
pictures is not without sincere admirers.
•
c’ °Iortul toni
Each of the compositions are published in separate sheet music form and thm.
immediate acceptance in such an enthusiastic manner has caused
,
publish the entire suite in a handsome album. Artists are now wnrMn^'0" t0
illustrations for this album and a beautiful cover is planned for it H“Pa!
invited to order the sheet music editions of these pieees for examination
have attractive qualities for teaching use being in about grade four.
’

y

“Of course everybody li\es and respects self made men
It is a great deal better to be made that way than not
made at all.
, „T
—Oliver Wendell Holmes

You can save time, money and worry
by making The Etude your headquarters
for all your magazine buying.
Just
combine your subscriptions to other maga¬
zines with a subscription to The Etude
and note the saving you can make as
indicated by a few specially announced
clubs on the back inside cover page of
this issue. Perhaps yo“u want to subscribe
to another magazine now, but you have
already subscribed to The Etude and
that subscription has not expired as yet.
Well, just order the club with The Etude
and The Etude portion of the club will
be added to your present Etude subscrip¬
tion, extending your Etude subscription
one year beyond the one now running.
The same holds good if it is The Etude to
which you want to subscribe now and the
only other magazine to which you care to
subscribe has a subscription running 1°
your name. Just tell us the expiration date
of the present subscription and your sub¬
scription under the club will be entered
to extend one year beyond the expiration
of the subscription now running and thus
you start securing The Etude and yon
have arranged it all at a saving. Chib
prices on any magazine combination in¬
cluding The Etude will be quoted cheerfully at any time if you will address The
Etude Music Magazine Subscription De¬
partment.
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THE NOTABLE ANNUAL FALL BARGAIN OFFERS OF THE THEODORE PRESSER CO. I

Just One
Month Only

FINAL INTRODUCTORY OFFERS ON RECENT
MUSIC PUBLICATIONS-Prices Void After October 1st, 1928
There is no limit to the number of offers of which you may take advantage but only one of each offer may be
ordered. Prices are for cash with order. We pay transportation. It is obvious that no returns or exc ange
be allowed on works purchased at these special low prices. Order by Offer Number.

OFFERS THAT ENHANCE THE VALUE OF THE MUSIC TEACHER’S AND ACTIVE MUSIC WORKER’S DOLLARS

Something Few in the Music
World Know
Many whose musical activities are
daily matter have no conception of the
great investment in money, time and space
that enables them to procure practically
any desired music publication. Here fa the
labyrinthal storerooms of the Theodore
Presser Co., we have a stock embracing
more individual music publications than
any other stock in the entire world.
Few realize, however, that in such a
stock there are thousands of music publi¬
cations occupying considerable space which
remain uncalled for year after year.
Nevertheless, when someone does request
a certain publication and it is one we
have carefully stocked in a protecting
wrapper, properly filed for ten or fifteen
years, we feel a certain gratification in
proving by the delivery of such a number
that we are holding to our ideal of being
of real service to the music profession.
It took the founder of this business
quite a few years of the most strained
economy to accumulate a financial reserve
that would permit the carrying of thous¬
ands of publications for so long a period
that >eventually the filling of an order
with them meant no direct financial profit.
With our stock, with the publications
added to our own immensely successful
catalog, with our policies and with every
feature of our direct mail order service
to music buyers everywhere the uppermost
thought always is the interest of the music
profession. Every day our constant aim is
to give the acme of service to those order¬
ing any music or making any inquiry.
We are sincere in saying that we want
always to give such service as to merit
the continued patronage and friendship
of active music workers everywhere.
Full details of our service to teachers,
liberal examination privileges, convenient
charge accounts and our service fa general
will be sent on request. Then, anyone is
cheerfully furnished absolutely free classi¬
fied, helpful catalogs and folders upon any
grade or classification of music requested.
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V etude

PIANO

teaching works—piano albums—violin instruction material—a method for saxophone

PLAYTIME BOOK
For the Pianoforte
ildred Adair
(Price, 75 cents)
BL „ No 1 —Introductory Cash Price, 40 cents

Otter eNu* a

SaT.be keyboarJ. :
Middle C" a™."8';111 ’

c... i_l is-.-

ginner to get the fingers of each hand in
with a very simple piece beginning with
) above and the B below; from the begin'
e and the bass clef and then progressing
.1 rots, the slur, legato, staccato, phrasing,
t- pedals and grace notes. This sounds like
r but the pieces arc quite simple with
ivmc interest. Practically every piece is
,n that helps the child to find real delight

TWENTY FIVE PRIMARY PIECES
For the Pianoforte
By N. Louise Wright
(Price 75 cents)
OfferNo. 2-Introductory Cash P»ce, 45 cents^
J “average first instruv
The little numbers^ ;<i
technical ability at tlu

■n\Se,iuvenik’a wnfide^JT and elementary
.,.ird, accomplishing all this without present'
h the student is not ready. Those who have
Firdt Pieces Played at the Keyboard will be
c Twcntyfivc Prim

keyboard adventures
Ten Study Pieces for the Pianoforte
By A. Louis Scarmolin
(Price, 60 cents)
Offer No. 3—Introductory Cash Price, 35 cents
THIS is a modc-t
book that serve, a big purpose in bridging
1 between much
, 1 Bra“, ”a“ ?n
upon which teachers J
A There arc ten pieces, each a good page in
length, and thev art k,-.board adventures that make acquaintance with
ig of hands.
MUSIC PLAY FOR EVERY DAY
The Gateway to Piano Playing
(Price, $1.25 Complete)
Offer No. 4—Introductory Cash Price, 94 cents
TEACHERS
’ '-,t"*
"ev
0 irresist1 very
n
ry first piano
book that they find so fascins
ible to vepr young lx dinners of kindergarten and
□equalled!
viduals with years of musical experience marvel
for Every
unprecedented, immediate success attained by M
presented
Day. The material it presents, the sequence in wuiui **- « —’
‘deal
“d the manner in which it is presented serve to make it the most ideal
for the private or class instruction of young. The advan
Publication offer of this book was.accepted by thousands of teacher
2** of the widespread introduction given it in this manner,
of publication price that was actually
nndertake at this time to offer anv extremely low final introductory
EEanyone interested in teaching.. to play the piano will
™ “P°n examining this profusely ilklustrated book.—with 'ts ™ . •
Play for Every Day uti
is cruet ion. the child's it
joyful advent.

ECLECTIC PIANO STUDIES
Compiled by Louise G. Heinze
(Price, 70 cents)
Offer No. 6—Introductory Cash Price, 35 cents
X\T HEN the time arrives for the start of third grade work, great care
“V should be exercised in selecting supplementary material of attraclive character. Mr. Heinze, a teacher of wide experience and the
ie lower grades. The 1
g Piano Player, k

FIRST YEAR AT THE PIANO
In Four Parts
By John M. Williams
(Price, each part, 35 cents)
Part 1—Offer No. 7 '
Part 2—Offer No. 8
Part 3—Offer No. 9
Part 4—Offer No. 10
Introductory Cash Price, 25 cents each part
tflRST Jear at the Piano proved so satisfying to those who used it for
U class teaching when it was issued only in the complete farm—Price
$1.00—that we decided to publish it also in four parts^The convent^
:e of these parts, as
those who would conduct successful '
classes of piano beginn
teachers depend upoi
ntroductory ’ttn
i parts here comes to

PIANO DIALOGS
For Two Young Players or Teacher and Pupil
By Helen L. Cramm
(Price, 75 cents)
Offer No. 11—Introductory Cash Price, 40 cents ^

T unique
Zlosecondo* and

plLrZ? wfuld “sub“Ltf f“dM of the drum in band or
orchestra. The preface of this book in itse f is very interesting, dis'
ing bugle calls and chords
asures that may be played
MOODS FROM NATURE
Four Sketches for the Pianoforte
By Gordon Balch Nevin
(Price, $1.25)
Offer No. 16—Introductory Cash Price, 75 cents
QORDON BALCH NEVIN, in this suite^of ^piajio ^piece^ has^contionstrofUthe bette?" type.'^They make a fine group for^ the concert^piardst
grade. The artii

FIRST FOLK SONGS
For Violin—with Piano Accompaniment
By Mabel Madison Watson
(Violin Part, Price, 50c; Piano Part, Price, $1.00)
Violin Part—Offer No. 17
Introductory Cash Price, 25 cents
Piano Part—Offer No. 18
Introductory Cash Price, 50 cents
HESE First Folk Songs are designed^ for use as a first instruction
n conjunction with a
violin playing, used either independently
first instruction book for the violin. In fori
the functioning of the fingers, hands and^arr

T

ptimoTarta'tofa'are “very easy

rJS^ptK
ri 2. ft Pos¬
sible for-the student to try a hand at each.
“ak“ira “C
rionP'h«S1.taafer,0ie pupil is acquainted with the very first eleme
piano playing.
___
YOUTHFUL JOYS
Six Very Easy Pianoforte Recreations
For Teacher and Pupil
By Georges Bernard
<Price’ 75 cents)
^ 12—Introductory Cash Price, 40 cents
I™.
-f _tuJent claying piano duets,
THERE arc many benefits to ^““^^SL^dance of
i but it is well that very nrst ventures
recreafartS

ALBUM OF CROSS-HAND PIECES
(Price, 75 cents)

fotfeWof''k«errof

e that pupils well along in tl
successfully
MELODIOUS STUDY ALBUM

A BOOK OF INDOOR MARCHES
For the Pianoforte
(Price, 75 cents)
Offer No. 15—Introductory Cash Price, 45 cents
“A LL is not gold that glitters,” nor is everything entitled a march
A fitting to guide
serve1 for‘much
drills and calistheni

PIANO VOLUNTARIES
(Price, $1.00)
Offer No. 14—Introductory Cash Price, 65jents

PREPARTORY STUDIES IN DOUBLE
STOPPING
For the Violin
Op. 9
By O. Sevcik
(Price, 75 cents)
Offer No. 19—Introductory Cash Price, 40 cents
widely
'""PHIS is a fine new edition in the Presser Cc”—- -c
g|f|
J- used Opus 9 studies by perhaps^ the^ World s
'with these
indispensable studies, hut we are sure all will we
which has special features not found m any otl

BEGINNER’S METHOD
For the Saxophone
By H. Benne Henton
(Price, $1.25)
Offer No. 20—Introductory Cash Price, 75 cents
THE saxophone has earned such a place for itself in good bands and
orchestras that methods giving only a short cut to the play.ng of
popular music do more harm to the saxophone beginner than can be
ie playing a
ire prop
irJ t
:r the e
if short
interspersed among ai tractive pieces utilized
ticaHy all of the piece
>any the student in the less
in for holding the saxaphon
Then
"lg
the hands and the fingers.
iuc, there
.•«-« --•
- •all of the details of the saxaphone, the keys and the
uu«
their use, together with the proper fingers for operating each ke
nfLpr valuable features of this book is the careful explanation t
obtaining a good tone in
anyone8mighl
the saxophone or supervise the instruction of saxophone beginnei

THJS 'Lf^tabk faf sinXyfSehooT\nrdqothfr religious services
1 character acceptaoie
variety of Preludes, Offertories an
ential phases of technic info
. --at hold the interest of the pupil and satisfy *
mantis of the sincere teacher.
mfghTfa «rVmed°a'qu7et. contemplative mood.
upils fust about completing the second grade
No. 79, Inclusive, Are “Advance of Publication Offers”
Ready for Immediate Delivery-Offers No. 41
Offers No. 1 to No. 40, Inclusive, Are
' PRESSER CO., 1712-1714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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SCHOOL CHORUS BOOKS—A JUNIOR CHOIR COLLECTION—SACRED CANTATAS—MUSICAL PLAYS—MUSIC LITERATURE
THE G CLEF
Two-Part Chorus Book
(Price, 50 cents)
Offer No. 21—Introductory Cash Price, 35 cents
SCHOOL
Supervisors will find this book gives them just the kind of
material that will pleas^ and^hclp school choruses, yet^ at the same
iimtfethltb™rroTW’rl?f CoLg^Choral^ganijattons^rWomen-syubs!
supplying those lighter numbers so necessary to a well balanced reper¬
toire or program. The melodic content of each number is excellent and
each is full and effective in rendition, but without any vocal difficulties
6r demand for more than an average compass. There is a fine variety in

PART SONGS
For Boys with Changing Voices
(Price, 60 cents)
Offer No. 22—Introductory Cash Price, 40 cents
AFTER giving the title of this book and assurance that the numbers
*•
are good, little else need be said since those who have use for a
book of this kind are continually on the watch for numbers not going
beyond the capacity of boys with changing voices. There are ten num¬
bers in this book which extend in style a '
...
e Negro
ing cathedral style of the Russian scho<
plete course in choral singing for use ii
>r Highs.
The possibilities of this book can be ;
of the numbers are suitable for either

UNISON ANTHEM BOOK
For Junior Choirs
With Piano or Organ Accompaniment
By Edward Shippen Barnes
(Price, 75 cents)
Offer No. 23—Introductory Cash Price, 35 cents
There
--•
•
|
Sundi
unday Schools, 'Junior c
g People’s Choirs,

tumty to make a most .-.in-lvint; o„,rrih,mV,n to a special Christmas
service. Each solo voice is given grateful numbers; and duets, men’s
chorus numbers and^mixed chorus numbers give a good variety through'

IMMANUEL
Christmas Cantata
By Norwood Dale
(Price, 60 cents)
Offer No. 25—Introductory Cash Price, 40 cents
’Tchoir at a special service, or it may be used as part of the regular
morning or evening Christ
parts. The\e M-—-L
n. Messiah Promi
own hymn
>t difficult
ctively. There

EASTER GLORY
A Choral Cantata for Soli, Chorus and Organ
By R. M. Stults
(Price, 60 cents)
Offer No. 26—Introductory Cash Price, 40 cents
HTHE final introductory offer being made on this new Easter Cantata
-T gives the Choirmaster an opportunity t.o make early preparations for
Easter of 1929. This is a short, well-planned Cantata requiring but
thirty-five minutes to present and it is therefore most acceptable for the
special musical contribution to the Easter church service. In the short
space of time for the singing of a Cantata, the composer has given the
Choirmaster an opportunity to^utilise to the ^fullest extent all the re-

MISS POLLY’S PATCH-WORK QUILT
An Operetta
Especially Adapted for Church and Junior Organizations
By R. M. Stults
(Price, 75 cents)
Offer No. 27—Introductory Cash Price, 50 cents
MANY
of the most recent musical plays have stepped up to a point
where they vie with the professional musical comedy productions,
utilising dancing attractions and various stage pictures that cannot al¬
ways be attempted with satisfying results by church or junior organisa¬
tions. Miss Polly’s Patch'Wor\ Quilt furnishes for such occasions, how¬
ever, a very delightful entertainment and it can be heartily recommended
to those looking for a good wholesome musical play that amateurs will
BETTY LOU
A Comic Operetta in Three Acts
By R. M. Stults
(Price, $1.00)
Offer No. 28—Introductory Cash Price, 60 cents
r\ 'HE writer of the music for this three act comedy operetta is world-L renowned for his Sweetest Story Ever Told and other successes. He
lives up to his reputation for melodic gifts in the music of Betty Lou,
which is based upon the story of a girl who decided not to be grown up
and masquerades as a child with some amusing, yet quite charming
situations arising. There is opportunity to interpolate dances and while
the leading characters require six of each sex. the number in the chorus
may be as large or as small as avail:
An orchestration

O CHO SAN
Or
The Stolen Jade
Japanese Operetta for Children
By Mrs. R. R. Forman
(prjce) 60 cem ,
Offer No. 29—Introductory Cash Price, 40 cents

Taudience

and the young performers will find thoroughly enjoy^bk?

inspiration of nr !

THREE SONGS FOR LOW VOICE
Total Retail Price, $1.25
Offer No. 36—Introductory Cash Price, 40c
The Rover...Richard Kountz
Isle of Beautiful Dreams-Geoffrey O’Hara
Pierrot, Pierrette.Hans S. Linne

3 SACRED SONGS FOR HIGH VOICE
Total'Retail Price, $1.35
Offer No. 37—Introductory Cash Price, 40c
O Lord, With Weary Hearts We’re Yearning,
,. „
H. Engelmann
My Soul Is Athirst for God.J. E. Roberts
I Heard the Voice of Jesus Say
Alfred Hall
3 SACRED SONGS FOR LOW VOICE
Total Retail Price, #1.15
Offer No. 38—Introductory Cash Price, 40c
Gods Love.Ernest H. Jackson
oaviour. Breathe an Evening Blessing,

THREE VIOLIN AND PIANO PIECES
_T
Total Retail Price, $1.20
Offer No. 39—Introductory Cash Price, 40c
Contemplation.Rob Roy Peery
Cantique D Amour.Henry Tolhurst
i° a Wood Violet..Wm. Felton
THREE SONGS FOR HIGH VOICE
no:
NT
TotaI Retail Price, $1.20
Iter No. 35—Introductory Cash Price, 40c
SlNC A Merry Tune.Ernest Newton
^™G‘NG.Wallace A. Johnson
ihe pipes of Fairyland.Graham Vaughan

Offers No. 1 to No. 40, Inclusive, Are Ready for Immediate Delivery—Offers No. 41 to No. 79, Inclusive Are “Adv
of Publication Offers”
TER°™ noFE73

§

■

v-tri;

;
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Send Al1 Orders to THEODORE PRESSER CO., 1712-1714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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SEASON

SECOND YEAR AT THE PIANO
By John M. Williams
Offer No. 48—Advance Offer Price, 50c, Postpaid
OUNCE the appearance of John M. Williams’ immensely successful
^instructor. First Tear at the Piano, a demand has been made for
a book to follow it. Mr. Williams, the thorough and practical piano
pedagog that he is, has spent considerable time in the making of such a
’ ' •" be published as the Second Tear t ’
"
n logical sequence, this book

STUDIES IN MUSICIANSHIP
Select Studies for the Pianoforte
By Stephen Heller—In Four Books
Edited by Isidor Philipp
Price, 60 cents
Book One—Offer No. 49
Book Two—Offer No. 50
Book Three—Offer No. 51
Book Four—Offer No. 52

£?2£“

Just Order by Offer No. for Conrenien

FIVE SECOND-GRADE PIANO PIECES
Total Retail Price, $1.25
Offer No. 32—Introductory Cash Price, 40c
Cinderella.David Dick Slater
Drifting Waltz.Walter Rolfe
Merry Brook.Anna Priscilla Risher
Moorish Dance, No. 2.Carl Wilhelm Kern
A Mountain Pink.Geo. L. Spaulding

THREE PIPE ORGAN NUMBERS
Total Retail Price, $1.05
Offer No. 40—Introductory Cash Price, 35c
The Shepherd Boy.Eugene F. Marks
Intermezzo.Ernest H. Sheppard
•Chapel Bell.....I. V. Flagler

AW

TUNES FOR LITTLE FOLKS
For the Pianoforte
By M. L. Preston
Offer No. 42—Advance Offer Price, 35c, Postpaid
HERE a comr .r who is ' ’
- “* ' ——**■-'~‘~

FIVE FIRST-GRADE PIANO PIECES
Total Retail Price, $1.25
Offer No. 31-—Introductory Cash Price, 40c
Beginning to Play.Walter Rolfe
Caresses.Joseph Ellis
Charming Clarice.Joseph Ellis
The Gobbler.G. L. Spaulding
The Young Saxophone Player. . .Carl W. Kern

THREE DIFFICULT PIANO PIECES
Total Retail Price, $1.55
Offer No. 34—Introductory Cash Price, 50c
Concert Polka.A. W. Lansing
Adoration.Felix Borowski
Polonnaise In B Flat Minor,
Francesco B. De Leone

Offer No. 41—Advance Offer Price, 20c, Postpaid

m lt,c as we * as humorous

At Least One of These Groups is Bound to Interest You
While You May Purchase Every Set if You Desire, N o Quantity of Any Set Will Be Sold to an Individual
These Are Unusual Bargains—No Examination Privileges, !"Returns or Exchanges at These Low Cash Postpaid Prices

FOUR MEDIUM-GRADE PIANO PIECES
Total Retail Price, $1.55
Offer No. 33—Introductory Cash Price, 50c
Sabbath Morn.Wallace A. Johnson
Twilight Song.Frederick N. Shackley
Summer Dawn.Frederick A. Williams
A Song of India.Rimsky-Korsakow

STORIES TO SING TO
An Easy, Effective and Interesting Method of
Developing the Sense of Pitch in Young Children
By Gladys Taylor

AMERICAN OPERA AND ITS COMPOSERS
By Edward Ellsworth Hipsher
(Price, $3.50)
Offer No. 30—Introductory Cash Price, $2.80
THE music lover who would have a complete library should possess
this book which is a faithful recording of a'l of the noteworthy
contributions to the field of opera by American composers. Few realise
just how much has been attempted along these lines, and therefore, the

SPECIAL GROUP OFFERS ON SHEET MUSIC PUB¬
LICATIONS for PIANO, VOICE, VIOLIN and ORGAN

1929

Lfn..,,Y, Ssivivta
IVlOnCJ-OU VMg

Opportunities

OFFERS THAT ENHANCE THE VALUE OF THE MUSIC TEACHER’S AND ACTIVE MUSIC WORKER’S DOLLARS

gwd one fodc'cJ. ' Kinck-rgmcn teacher, by all means .hould procure

&

AND

A KINDERGARTEN BOOK—PIANO TEACHING WORKS—PIANO SOLO ALBUMS—VIOLIN TEACHING WORKS—A TRIO

“d'Sough the | I, M utation of Ihwe MoriM the different^ degree, of

touches to the operetta.

1928

The offers on tnis ana tne tollowing page include the first announcements of a number of unusually
mentortous ^on-to-be-.ssued publications Offers No. 41 to No. 79, inclusive, are all “Advance of
Pubhcatton Offers upon wh.ch orders will be accepted now at these low prices with delivery to be
made when published.
r
'

Thousands are on the alert each year to take advantage of these bargains. They are a part of the Theodore
Presser Co.’s program for gaining the widest possible audience for its best publications. A careful reading of every
offer is certain to reveal works such as you will need in near future months. See limitations at top of preceding
page.

THE MANGER AND THE STAR
A Christmas Cantata
By R. M. Stults
(Price, 60 cents)
Offer No. 24—Introductory Cash Price, 40 cents
THE attractive cantatas written in previous years by this composer
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NECESSARY JINGLES FOR THE PIANO
By Blanche Fox Steenman
Offer No. 43—Advance Offer Price, 30 cents
THIS is an I. • ,,-tmg little work for young beginners. It i. similai
in style to i i mber of our boob in which the beginner starts oui
on Middle C an i works up and down by degrees, b ‘ ‘L:intended to supplement any of tl
Books. The V <iry Jingles an
Preparation for S, ties; Key Groii]
however, is worked out tunefully with appro-

Advance Offer Price, 60 cents each
four books comprising Studies in Musicianship constitute a
compendium of the best works of Heller, both studies and pieces,
all assembled in logkal and progressive order. No ^composer ever lived

THESE

Stephen Heller. He has done for the musical side of pianoforte playing
what Cxerny has done for the technical side. Volume One will be
ready in a matter of weeks and the other books will follow along

PIANO PIECES FOR BOYS
Offer No. 53—Advance Offer Price, 35 cents
and the gratification of these tastes usually brings aboi
tied “Jolly
Darkies,” has pr
tice. The little piece by Bechter, entitled
Ji

BOYS who study the piano have certain definite tastes

PRISCILLA’S WEEK
By Mathilde Bilbro
Offer No. 44—Advance Offer Price, 35 cents
THE very gr • popularity of the Kt of pieces entitled. Priscilla's
1
■ , demand that they be published complete
in book form. There are seven little pieces, each devoted to a day of
4e week, each
mpanied by an appropriate text and a pen dmmg,
They are genuir first grade pieces and they form a most entertaining

TUNEFUL TASKS
By John Thompson
Offer No. 45—Advance Offer Price, 25c, Postpaid
THIS is a bo, ,k of easy studies exemplifying all forms of elementary
1
. eery musical. The beginning of music
should be made as agreeable as possible even in the necessary little tasKs
of mastering elementary technic, and these little studies serve to do
.Thc
.»

ON OUR STREET
Twelve Piano Pieces for Beginners
By Allene K. Bixby
Offer No. 46—Advance Offer Price, 30c, postpaid
0N1
in LProgress- Each of the numbers in the book is very tunciui, ^ ^

which by their titles and

"nt8‘

"n. There 'mmay”

s&nir*rUr

ITALIAN LAKES
Suite for the Pianoforte
By James Francis Cooke
Offer No. 54—Advance Offer Price, 75 cents
THE beautiful Italian Lake country with its colorful shores, romantic
villas, historic castles, jewel-colored waters and singing birds ba
afforded inspiration for this delightful suite| of composition, for the
piano, entitled “Italian Lakes.” An unusually high plane of interest
mclodically and rhy*mically, has
seSe Thlet form ha's Expired the decision to publish the entire suite
handsome volume which will make a desirable and artistic add.-

See the Bonus Offers on Next
Page for Orders of Offers No. 1
to No. 79 Amounting to $2.50
or Over

' ^ works 'Ttoktod athatC'wc hal/cvcr published and makes a fine
uPPlementary book to the average instructor.
"<*=
little study pieces in the
CLASSIC FORMS
By Fannie Reed Hammond
Offer No. 47—Advance Offer Price, 35c, Postpaid^
IN
fine little book thc author has devised a metW
sPPeaI to the teacher who realties the wisdom of inculcating i
J"™ 3 *a»te for the classics at the earliest possible
^
cCifV' a collection of original little compositions wnt«^
J2
each accompanied by a description of the tor
bcfn in the early second grade.

P

Offers No. 1 to No. 40, inclusive are
works already published and upon which
immediate delivery will be made.
Offers No. 41 to No. 79 are on works
to be published and delivery on “Advance
orders will be made as soon as published.

ALGERIAN DANCES
Suite for the Pianoforte
By R. S. Stoughton
Offer No. 56—Advance Offer Price, 60 cents
RS. STOUGHTON fa known first and foremost as a composer of
• organ pieces in characteristic vein. He is equally accomplished
These Algerian DancesPwere’ originally written for a Dance Drama. They
are very highly colorful and *ey are rhythmically correct. The titles
of the separate numbers are: Within the Mosque—Oureida s Dance—
A Dancer from Tunis—The Moorish Dancer—Dancers from Biskra.
velty, i
UNFINISHED SYMPHONY
Piano Solo
By Franz Schubert
Offer No. 57—Advance Offer Price, 30 cents
Minor is one of the mos
CCHUBERT’S Unfinisl
■vj -• •
ittenmPThrough
melody. Many of its themes 1
forms. As a piano solo, however.- tvost playable of all the
complete form to the
symphonies.. a H£°
This number^
will
be
added^
nut
evised and edited.
CONCERTINO NO. 1
Violin and Piano
By F. Seitz
Offer No. 58—Advance Offer Price, 35c, Postpaid
CONCERTINO NO. 2
Violin and Piano
By F. Seitz
Offer No. 59—Advance Offer Price, 35c, Postpaid
CONCERTINOS NO. 1 AND NO. 2
By F. Seitz
Offer No. 60—Advance Offer Price, 60c, Postpaid
-THE Concertinos by Seitx have been found very useful for students
1 as an introduction to the larger forms. They really give the pupil
something to play. Number 2 in G, Opus 13 may be played by one
who is still in the first position, while Number 1 in D, Opus IS may
be taken up as soon as the student begins to feel at home in the third
position. These numbers may be used with excellent results in students’
recitals. Our new editions have been prepared in the most careful
manner. Note both may be ordered together at a little saving.
VIOLA, CELLO AND BASS PARTS TO
LEHRER’S ENSEMBLE METHOD
By Will H. Bryant
Viola Part—Offer No. 61
Cello Part—Offer No. 62
Bass Part—Offer No. 63
Advance Offer Price, 35 cents each
LEHRER’S Ensemble Method for the Violin is one of the best books
1 for class instruction. All of thc exercises right from the very begin¬
ning are in *ree parts and *ere is an opportunity for each pupil to
play each part. This book has been used so successfully that it has
inspired *e preparation of additional parts to accompany it. The addi¬
tion of the new parts by Will H. Bryant for Viola, Cello and Bass will
s book a
itely. They
A BOOK OF TRIOS FOR PIANO, VIOLIN
AND CELLO
Offer No. 64—Advance Offer Price, 75 cents
THE growing cultivation of ensemble music and *e increased study
of the cello have brought about a demand for easy or moderately
difficult numbers in trio form for piano, violin and cello. The trios of
the great masters are all rather difficult to play and it is a good thing
for instrumentalists to acquire the necessary experience by the study of
shorter and easier works. Our new volume will consist of a series of
beautiful and playable arrangements chiefly by modern writers.

to THEODORE PRESSER CO., 1712-1714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
a

Send All Orders

ALBUM

BLUE RIDGE IDYLS
Suite for Pianoforte
By Lily Strickland
Offer No. 55 —Advance Offer Price, 60 cents
TILY STRICKLAND is an American composer whose works hav
found great favor. Many of her songs and piano pieces have beet
remarkably successful. When she writes of Blue Ridge Idyls however
she is on her own ground. Madam Strickland is a native of the Sou*
TLt'c vttnrk is a collection of lyric pieces exemplifying the characteristic
ious Blue Ridge country and of the natives thereof. Thes
elightful
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Offer No. 66—Instrumental Parts

TO A KATYDID
Cantata for Children’s Chorus
By Carl Busch
Offer No. 72—Advance Offer Price, 30 cents

For Rhythmic Orchestra

V,
Violin

§g§f)g

Trumpet in G

THE MANGER KING
Christmas Cantata
By Alfred Wooler

Sand-Blocks
Triangle

Offer No. 74—Advance Offer Price, 30c, Postpaid

Tambourine
Cymbals

Drums

4J
4l
{
{f
s
i\
f.

4

t Ji Jt J JJ* J £ "J *
;l j l
i
! "
- 0J £ 0J —i
J £
J £
—-0—^—
1 j f j i J j\l $ J * j *
<?-;.
In march ti:me

SOLDIERS OF CHRIST
Sacred Cantata
By Philip Greely
Offer No. 75—Advance Offer Price, 20c, Postpaid

Advance Offer Price, 40 cents, Postpaid
Offer No. 68—Instrumental Parts
Advance Offer Price, 25 cents^each, Postpaid

(TfO
Be Sure to Name Your Choice and State That
It is the Bonus You Are Selecting. You Will
Receive the Bonus to Which You Are Entitled
Without Any Additional Cost.

p
n

WHAT EVERY PIANO PUPIL
SHOULD KNOW

MAKE ONE ORDER OF ALL
THE OFFERS YOU WANT AND
GET ONE OF THESE BONUSES
FOR ORDERS OF OFFERS NO. 1
TO NO. 79 TOTALING $2.50
OR OVER

FREDERIC A. FRANKLIN

In march time

J- told in tuneful choir numbers with the usual solo work interspersed.

CLASSIC AND MODERN BAND AND
ORCHESTRA COLLECTION
By Joseph E. Maddy and Wilfred Wilson

Offer No. 76—Advance Offer Price, 60 cents

iHt
HOW TO MASTER THE VIOLIN
By Frederick E. Hahn
Offer No. 77—Advance Offer Price, $1.00
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NEW YORK SINGING TEACHERS’
ASSOCIATION—ITS STORY
Offer No. 78—Advance Offer Price, $2.50

Select Any One of These on a
$5.00 Order

THE PIRATE’S UMBRELLA
By Mrs. R. R. Forman
Offer No. 71—Advance Offer Price, 35 cents

will afford a splendid opport

appeal to boys^and tl
ich is all their own. Th

Remember the saving is also on postage, since we prepay
all orders of these offers. Cash must accompany order to
enjoy these special price reductions.

Send All Orders to THEODORE PRESSER CO., 1712-1714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia Pa
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Ter No. 70—Advance Offer Price, 30c, Postpaid
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Any One of These With a $2.50 Order
SONATINA FOR THE ORGAN
By James H. Rogers
Offer No. 69—Advance Offer Price, 40 cents
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DRUM, FIFE AND TRUMPET

TO be issued during the 1928 AND 1929 season
As a means of making our new book publications known we announce them in advance of publication
at special "low pr ices. ^This advertisement investment oA our part gives those vto^rmttdva^of
publication genuine bargains and an acquaintance with excellent new works. Dehvery made on Offers
No. 41 to No. 79 as soon as published.

ORCHESTRA AND BAND—PIPE ORGAN—SCHOOL CHORUS—OPERETTA—CANTATAS—LITERATURE

Advance Offer Price, 30- cents, Postpaid
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DELIGHTFUL PIECES FOR JUNIOR ETUDE READERS

ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION OFFERS ON WORKS

SMIL OFFERS THAT ENHANCE THE VALUE OF THE MUSIC TEACHER'S AND ACTIVE MUSIC WORKER’S DOLLARS

CONCERT ORCHESTRA FOLIO
Offer No. 65—Piano Accompaniment
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RED BIRD MARCH

A lively march; just under the hands. Grade 2.
?
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Mostly in“Five Finger Position’.’

BRIGHT AS A BUTTON
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CONDUCTED BY ELIZABETH A.GEST
??? Ask Another???
1. Who were the troubadours?
2. What is a rondo?
3. What is the English Horn ?
4. When did Schumann die?
5. What is the dominant of the Key
of Eb minor?
6. What is meant by a six-four chord?
7. What is meant by Da Capo?
8. What is the Italian musical term for
getting slower?
9. When the signature has three flats,
what is its relative minor?
10. What instrument is this?

Mary, with notes at each finger end!
Mary, with trills and triplets that send
Laughter to winds as they rush and rend,
Songs to the trees as they toss' and bend 1

Tone'Treasure
<By Hope E. Stoddard
Mary went down through the woods one
day,
The leaves had never a word to say;
They did not sing and they did not sway,
But mute as a broken harp hung they.
Over the brooklet she bent an ear,
As it frothed along all lacy and sheer,
To find if it laughed or shed a tear—
Yet never a gurgled note did she hear.

“You cry, dear Mary. Do you forget—
The forest is still and the leaves hang wet
Because you have made them no music yet,
With hand laid soft on key or fret?
“No trills you play; so the leaves hang
dead.
No chords you try; so all sound is fled
From the brook—the fountain is sped
To misty rocks with its words unsaid-

Next morning she followed the self-same
way,
A concert of bees and birds held sway,
But underneath all she could hear them say,
“Thanks, thanks, for the music you made
us today!”

^Melody Etude’s ^Musical
‘Party
A Story in Three Part Song Form
By Alice H. McEneny

Then the strong-armed wind came driving
the trees,
Came straggling the strands of grass—the
tease!
Came bringing the flowers down to their
knees,
Yet never a sound did she hear from these!
And when the rain had begun to fall
And cover the grass like a glossy shawl,
She listened to hear the droplets call,
But never a sound did they make at all!

(Answers on next page)

Question Box
Dear Junior Etude:
I enjoy working out the puzzles very
»uch, but I would like to know how you
determine the winner if there are quite a
few correct answers. Does it depend on
the answer you receive first?
From your friend,
Margaret Webb (Age 13),
Mississippi.

“Had you but lightly spun your scale
You would be tracing it in a gale,
And high and low on hill and dale
Each tree would be giving you back your
tale.”

,
*

MARY

Then she listened again for a bird’s sly
cheep,
As it curls in its head and goes to sleep,
For the moo of a cow or the baa of a
sheep
Or the sight of the grain as it waves
knee-deep.
But hark as she would and list as she may
She heard not a rustle along her way,
While the trees drooped low and the grass
grew grey
And the silent night draped the silent day.

v
\

Development
Tuesday morning Melody received a
pink card which read:

It was late for Mary to be outside,
And she whimpered a bit, and a bit she

“O World so mighty, O World so wide,
With your leaves and flowers—have all of
you died?”
Answer. Of course, a great many cor¬
rect answers are generally received to the
She lay her cheek to the earth in alarm;
Puzzles, but you will notice in the condiThen a small voice said, “We mean no
hons of the contests it says that the neat¬
harm,
, , ,
, r
ness becomes very important, and a paper
But the lisp of the trees and the laugh of
that is not neat, and in fact is not neater
the storm
‘han most of the others has no chance.
Await the work of a child’s own charm.
Some of the papers are so far ahead in this
latter that the contest is not even close.
tree can only receive its note
Sometimes there are several nice looking
m songs in a happy child’s throat;
Papers among the correct ones; then, for
m playing of tiny fingers float
1’'stance, if age eleven is just as correct and
rhythms for bird and bell and boat.
^ neat as age fifteen, age eleven will be
,e w>nner. Also sometimes there is more
5 harbor all music far under the
an one possible answer to a puzzle, and
ground—
ere again the rule of neatness applies. So
liquid trill, the warbled round,
"°rnetimes if you wonder why you did
: smooth-flowing scale and whistled
ot get a prize when your answer was
orrect, just remember that somebody else,
our age 0r younger, sent in a better lookln8 Paper.

Statement
Melody Etude was having her lesson at
Miss Harmony’s house on Education Road.
Melody loved music, but her playing lacked
expression, because she could not remem¬
ber her musical terms.
“Play FORTE now, Melody, MAES¬
TOSO,” said Miss Harmony. The girl
played softer. “No,” said her teacher,
playing the same phrase with glorious
tone and stately tempo.
“Oh, that IS much prettier,” said
Melody.
“Look, Melody; this • passage is marked
FORTE, MAESTOSO, meaning, LOUD,
MAJESTICALLY.
Imagine you are
playing a grand march for some great
personage; that is the true spirit.”
“But I can’t remember Italian words.
They are so hard to say.”
“Well, Melody, I will try a surprise plan
to help you remember them.”

Melody Etude is invited to a
MUSICAL TERMS PARTY
at the home of Miss Harmony
Friday Evening
Education Road

Out from the grass came Mary’s bright
Up she arose from her mossy bed.
“Thanks to you, Earth, for your word!”
she said,
Then down the path to her home light sped.
The brook was silently waiting its cure;
The leaves were listening, just to make
The wind had paused on its noiseless tour—
When music came floating up, clear and
pure!

On Friday evening an excited party as¬
sembled at Miss Harmony’s home. Each
pupil was given a pink cardboard sign
bearing a musical term in big black letters
upon it. Melody’s read: MAESTOSO,
and underneath, MI-ES-TOE-SO. In the
music room Miss Harmony announced that
each pupil would act the term assigned to
them. Those having terms referring to
tempo would walk across the room, in¬
dicating by manner and expression the
meaning of the term suspended about their
necks. Girls having terms relating to tone
would sing, to give the required shading.
ALLEGRO was chosen first. She rose
and smiling danced across the room.
RITARDANDO came next. She began
to walk quite briskly, slackening her pace
gradually until she walked so slowly the
(Continued on next page)
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Junior Etude Contest

JYCelody Etudes Party
(Continued from page 717)
r reach the
pupils feared she would
other side of the room.
Grace Note was chosen to give CRES¬
CENDO. She began to sing softly, in¬
creasing in tone until she stopped from
lack of breath.
Melody arose to give her idea of MAES¬
TOSO. With a dignified air she strode
over the carpet in such a majestic way
that one imagined a queen was passing.
After all had performed Miss Harmony
_,_.....
.
distributed
pink slips on which the. terms
were printed, with space for definitions
opposite each. A prize was offered for
e corrected, the girls

Dear Junior Etude :
I have been, taking your Etude for a
year and a half now. I always look forward to
I am thirteen years of age and now have
been learning music for six years. I have
taken the Associate Examination, Lon¬
don College of Music. I generally take
three music examinations in a year, in
accordance with my school examinations.
.
I ;
preparing for the advanced
division of the University of South Africa
Music Examinations, also, higher harmony.
l very fond of music and enjoy my
lessons, and my practicing.
miles
I live in the country, forty-s
From your friend,
Lois S. Davies (age 13),
Komgha, Cape Province,
South Africa.

were served with pink ice cream and white
frosted cookies with bars of music traced
in chocolate icing. Miss Harmony announced that Melody had won the prize—
bracelet inscribed with these words
Concentration Conquers All.
Recapitulation
At Melody’s next lesson her piece was
played with a glorious tone and stately
tempo,
really MAESTOSO,” said
“That
Miss Harmony. “And I am sure that my
party has taught you something you will
r forget. You will play r
fully all your life because of it.”

Dear Junior Etude :
I wish very much to join your club and
hoPe you will tell me how to do it. I will
loyal member.
From your friend,
Evelyn Brooks (Age 14),
Virginia.
N. B. There is no Junior Etude Club
This has been frequently
stated before in these pages. Many music
pupils have formed their own clubs and
many music teachers haye formed clubs
, \, .
,
.
. .
^ t!w pup’’s- and members of these
clubs write and tell about their activities.
Anyone under the age of fifteen may enter
the Junior Etude contests if they care to,
whether a member of a club or not and
whether a subscriber to the Etude or not.
Please remember this and please tell your
friends,, so that they will not write and
ask how to join a club that does not exist.

George Handel

Little Biographies for Qluh ^Meetings
No. ii—Rossini
You know some composers were more
interested in opera than in any other form
of music, and to this group Rossini beiongs. He was born in Italy in 1792, and
he is the first composer studied about
the Little Biography series, who was not
born in Germany!
Germany has been a very prominent
nation in musical affairs; and a great
many of the most famous composers of
all time have been German. But Italy
^ France also have had a very important
part in the development of music. Palestrina, who lived long before Bach,
having been born in 1S24, was one of the
most famous of Italian musicians; but,
as he lived so long ago and wrote nothing
but choral music, it is only given by well
trained choirs and would be impossible to
present at your meetings, so he was not
included in this series.
The two Scarlattis were other famous
Italian composers. The father was born
in 16S7 and the son in 1685, the same

Gioacchino Rossini (pronounced Jo-ahkee-no) was born in 1792. He was denied
a happy family life; for, when he was
only four, his father was arrested for ex¬
pressing political opinions, his mother went
away to become an opera singer, and little
Gioacchino was brought up by a butcher
who was not even related to him. But
he was treated well and given music les¬
sons, and at the age of ten he could play
the piano and horn and could sing. He
was much interested in the compositions of
Haydn and Mozart and soon began com¬
posing himself. Later he wrote many
operas and went to Paris to become a
conductor of opera. After his death in
1868, his money was used to found a
conservatory of music in Italy.
His best known operas are: “The Bar¬
ber of Seville,” “Semiramide,” “William
Tell.”
The famous “Stabat Mater,” an ora¬
torio on a sad and somber Biblical subject,
with the music written in a gay and pom¬
pous manner, is a striking example of an
unsuitable combination of words and
music.
Some of his operatic themes arranged
for piano, that you could play at your
meetings, are: Themes from William
Tell, arranged by Greenwald; Fantasia
from Barber of Seville, arranged for
four hands by Vilbac.
If you have a phonograph, there are
many brilliant vocal solos from the operas
that you could hear in this way.

Questions on Little
Biographies
1. Who
Rpssini ?
2. When v i he born?
Gioacchino Rossini
.— of his operas,
4.
Why
i:
his “Stabat Mater” criticized?
1792 — 1868
5. Who
- i./as one of the greatest of all
year as Bach and Handel. The father Italian composers before this?
wrote operas and the son wrote for the
6. Name another famous Italian com¬
clavichord.
poser.

(Prize Winner)
(Note. The words in Capitals can all
he spelled on the keyboard and were writstaff notation in thejoriginal.)
George Handel, an ACE among
cians, was A German, born in Halle,
1685. His Father wanted him to BE A
willing to FACE his
lawyer, but he
FUFri his
ll- desire
.Wire
Father's displeasure to FEED
he
to study music. At the AGE of
where
smuggled a clavichord into the
he slept. When everyone was ABED he
would sit on the EDGE of his chair and
play his instrument and then go back to
BED. His Father was DEAF to his

music until he heard him play before the
Duke, who BEGGED his Father to let the
boy go on with better teachers, although
they asked a higher FEE. Although jazz
is the FAD today, it cannot EFFACE

beautiful operas and oratorios,
alld hls rePutatlon has not begun to EBB.
orat°ri°s are GAGED among the best;
Dear Junior Etude:
they ADD to our many glorious songs.
We organized a music club a few yearsHe died in 1759 and is buried
Wes tago and call it the “Bird-in-Hand” Music
minster Abbey,
Club. There are about seventeen memPatricia Campbell (Age 10),
. ,
bers and they all seem interested, because
Illinois, they all attend every meeting. The meet¬
ings are the last Friday of each month,
in the homes of the members. We have
Answers to Ask Another
ear-training and sight-reading and are
1. Wandering minstrels who wrote is Bb. “Dominant” means “ruling chord.” studying for a music contest which will
verses, composed tunes to them and sang
6. A six-four chord is any triad in its fake place in the near, future. We also
them throughout Europe, during the Mid- third position, called “second inversion.” , study the history of music.
die Ages.
For example, G, C, E, is the second inverFrom your frien-d,
2. A Rondo is a form of musical com- sion of the C major triad. From G to E
Elma K. Denlinger (Age 14),
position in which the principal theme re- is a sixth and from G to C
Pennsylvania.
curs between secondary themes.
hence its name.
3. English Horn is a woodwind instru¬
7. Da capo means, from the beginning. Dear Junior Etude:
ment, a little lower than the oboe.
8. Ritardando or rallentando.
little girl in the state of Wyoming.
4. Schumann died in 1856.
9. C minor.
We have a musical club but have not yet
5. The dominant in the key of Eb minor
10. Bag-pipe.
named it. I have been taking the Etude

The Junior Etude will award three
pretty prizes each month for the best and
neatest original stories or essays and an¬
swers to puzzles.
Subject for story or essay this month—
“History of Music.” Must contain not
over one hundred and fifty words. Any
boy or girl under fifteen years of age
may compete whether a subscriber or not.
All contributions must bear name, age
and address of sender written plainly, and
must be received at the Junior Etude

A VYCusical Genius
Prize Winner
I did not know whether it would be
better to write about a musical genius, or
to tell how much I would like to have
been one; but that is God’s gift. So I am
just going to practice well and learn all
I can about music, so I will become a
good musician some day. I think Mozart
a wonderful musical genius; he composed
so beautifully.
He says, “When I am quite alone, rid¬
ing or walking, or when I cannot sleep,
my musical thoughts come in streams.
Those that please, I keep. They are like
beautiful pictures or a vivid dream. Later,
I write the notes down, for the whole
composition is finished in my mind, which
I is truly a feast.”
It is too bad that one who brought so
much beauty into the world had to die
a pauper; for no one knows just where
he is buried.
Nadean Conley (Age 8),
Oregon.

A VYCusical Genius
Prize Winner
A musical genius is one who is en¬
dowed with a peculiar power which
enables him to interpret his sorrows, joys,
whims and other moods, so as to enable
others to listen and feel the master’s
music.
There are many things in which a mu¬
sical genius may excel. For instance, one
might excel in the composing of operas,
another in composing of sonatas, waltzes
and rondos. Of course, these are just a
few things in which a musical genius may
excel.
Even if we are not geniuses in any part
of the large field of music, we may seek
to better our knowledge of the fundamen¬
tals of music and thus appreciate a true
musical genius.
Esther Vogt (Age 13),
California.

Ada and Her ‘Practicing
for a long time and like it very much. We
have only six in our club. I am in the sixth
and I am 13 years old. We have meetings
twice a month. First of all we have a
study of the great composers, then musical
Your friend,
Annie Taylor (Age 13), Wyoming.
Dear Junior Etude:
I have been reading the letters in the
Junior Etude and find them very interest¬
ing. We have a club that we call the
Mozart Music Club. It meets once a
week. We study the lives and works of
the famous composers.
From your friend,
Catherine Elaine Huncerturd,
(Age 9), Texas.

(Prize Winner)
(Note. The words in Capitals can all
,e spelled on the keyboard and were writen® staff notation in the originals.)
Fpr-ri1 and her DAD, while having A
CARP °f CABBAGE and BEEF in A
Wb E’ Were talking about Ada’s music.
hen told to practice, ADA would always
pretend to BE DEAF or FAGGED out.
opShh'ing FACE FADED as she
i 'J<-'ED her DAD to let her stop her
lessons. But he said to her, “My BABE,
nr-^ Practice well I’ll get you A
gt-pBED BAG.” DAD did not need to
to ni "er any more- ADA practiced well
Please her AGED DAD and found that
realjWo|1 a BADGE for her good work and
2ed that practicing always pays.
Ruth Pardee (Age 13),
Illinois.

Office, 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.,
before the tenth of September. Names of
prize winners and their contributions will
be published in the issue for November.
Put your name and age on upper left
hand corner of paper, and address on upper
right hand corner of paper. If your con¬
tribution takes more than one piece of pa¬
per do this pn each piece.
Do not use typewriters.
Competitors who do not comply with
Have you ever wondered whether or not it would pay you to take up
ALL of the above conditions will not be
a special course in music and train for something bigger in your work?
considered.
State Departments of Education recognize schools of high scholastic train¬
ing. You can earn a Diploma, Degree or Teacher’s Certificate through our
A TYCusical Genius
school, which is issued by the authority of the State of Illinois.
Prize Winner
Earnest, ambitious students are invited to send for our catalog and
Among the great musicians whose lives sample lessons. We send them without any obligation and they show how
I have studied, it seems to me that Franz
it is possible to get complete courses without having to go away from home
Schubert was a musical genius of tower¬
ing importance. Though he could not for an expensive course.
We have been offering our courses to music lovers through The
do the astonishing things that Mozart
could do when a child, his ability to write Etude columns for many years. If you haven’t sent for literature before
music when he was older was very un¬ DO IT NOW! Check on the coupon below what particular course you
usual. His brain is compared to an ever¬ wish to see and we will send sample lessons and quote special terms to you.
lastingly bubbling fountain, because of the
If you want to advance in your music, get full details now of the courses
many wonderful songs he composed.
which have started others on the road to success. There can be no question
Perhaps if Schubert had had the ad¬ about its paying when so many thousands of musicians are advancing through
vantages in early life that Mozart had, he
tile aid of our courses to positions of responsibility and influence.
would have done as great or greater
A Public School music graduate writes: “I am now the director of the
things.
One of Schubert’s best known songs, Community High School Orchestra, having received my certificate from
“Hark, Hark, the Lark,” was composed our superintendent upon the recommendation of the State Board after pre¬
on the back of a menu card. Other senting my credits received through my studies with your institution.”
songs are “Ave Maria” and “Erl King.”
Schubert knew and loved Beethoven.
His last wish was that he should be buried
beside him. The wish was granted, and
now the “Master of Symphonies” and the
“Master of Song” rest side by side.
There is a greater demand all the time for the courses we offer, as they
Doris Bentley (Age 14),
Montana. fit teachers for better positions. This is an age of specialization and the
specialist is earning fully double or more the salary of a musician with only
a general knowledge. Openings in the music field are growing very rapidly.
Honorable Mention for April
There are big paying positions for those who are ready for them.
Essays
Nettie Porton, Betty Faxon. Alice Fifarek,
A Diploma is the key to the best teaching position. Do you hold one?
Mary Frances Gary, Helen Erickson, Annie
Moore, Harry Echard, Inez Poe, Arleen K.
Wilson, Dorothy Glines, Anna Marie Griffen,
Our Diplomas and Degrees are Awarded by the
Marie Tilley, Frances Domin, Joan Adele
Wagner, Selma Messer, Esther Gerhardstein,
Authority of the State of Illinois
Mary Catherine Yale, Helen Batsch, Marion
Powell, Martha Harrison, Stefan Bielinski,
It is up to YOU. On your own decision will rest your future success.
Regina Gracious, Thaddeus Jasiorkowski,
Doris Ledbetter, Gladys Vickers, Wilson Fit yourself for a bigger position—demand larger fees. You can do it!
McGrath, Lorraine Geyer, Elizabeth Blair,
Helen White, Martha Knight, Elita Sherod, You can easily and quickly fit yourself right at home through Extension
Daisy Bell Winer, Haxel Fuller, Shirley Barn¬ Courses.
well, Rosemarie O’Reilly.
Now is the opportune time for you to clip the coupon below. Get it
in the first mail. You perhaps have seen this ad many times before. Don’t
Puzzle Corner
Honorable mention for April puzzles:
waste any more time! The coupon will bring you information about the
Helen Jasiorkowska, Edward Stevens,
Catherine S. McCandless, Mary Fallahan, lessons which will be of untold value. No obligation on your part!
Walter F. Anderson, Bertha Newland, Lillian
More than 200,000 ambitious men and women have gained proficiency
Arnold, Nina Dodson, Margaret Nan Bennett,
Marguerite Neumann, Katherine Rabe, Wini¬ in these various branches of music by the University Extension Method.
fred Biggerstaff, Gertrude A. Considine, 8*~
And to you we offer the same advantages which were given to them.

Extension Courses Growing in
Popularity Each Month

Prize Winners for April Puzzles
Evelyn V. Rossman JagejtO), Montana.

This Is Your Opportunity—Mail the Coupon TODAY!
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. B1
Langley Avenue and 41st Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Dear Junior Etude:
I aim taking piano and violin lessons
from my sisters. We have an orchestra in
our family consisting of first and second
violins, obbligato violin, viola, ’cello, double
bass, flute and piano. We are eight in
the family and all play. My father has
made one violin and is making three more.
I enjoy reading the letters in the Junior
Etude. We hear many good violinists
over the radio.
From your friend,
Valborg G. Pearson (Age 11),
__
Minnesota.
My pieces are such pretty things,
l love to hear them played;
And when I do my very best

Please send me catalog, sample lessons and full information regarding
course I have marked with an X below.
□ Piano, Normal
□ Cornet, Amateur
□ Violin
Course for
□ Cornet, Profes□ Guitar
Teachers
□ Ear Training and
□ Piano Course for
□ Organ (Reed)
Sight Singing
Students
□ Voice
□ Mandolin
□ Public School
□ History of Music
□ Adv. Composition
□ Harmony
Name . — Age.
Street No.
City .;;..
State.
How long have you taught Piano?.How many pupils have
you now?.Do you hold a Teacher’s Certificate?.Have
you studied Harmony?.Would you like to earn the Degree of
Bachelor of Music?.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers
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Too Acquire Fluency
By A. R. Keefer
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Educational study notes on music
in the junior etude
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Two of the latest books
By John M. Williams

Edgar Alden Barrell

fa) in front of anthems indicates they are of moderate difficulty, while (b) anthems are easier ones.
Date

EVENING SERVICE

MORNING SERVICE
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Te Deum in A-flat.Jones
ANTHEMS
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His Almighty Hand....Hamblen

SEE
Price, $1.00
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Musical Books Reviewed

time to read ?” a certain college presi¬
dent was wont to answer in some such
way as this, “When duties are multiplying
and each seems of paramount importance,
when the hours seem compressed into
minutes and the minutes slip away like
seconds, when my nerves seem stretched
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(b) Saviour, Like a Shepherd^d^Us

(a) L rdBlIes£r°I‘™SwerS Sheen; rd
(b) Hear Us, O Lord.'.'.V.'.V.Schoebel

Master, 1 wS^hee. Ambrose
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lug the Great War period.
Weep Some More, My Lady (Doubleday,
Page & Co., price $4.00), by Sigmund Spaeth,
is written In a more humorous vein, and the
songs used are the soft sentimental ditties of
our forefathers. Americans, Spaeth says, are
incurably self-pitying, and we begin to believe
it when we see such titles as “Nobody's
Darling,” “Too Late,” “The Letter Edged in
Black” and a hundred others guaranteed to

JOHN M. WILLIAMS’ GRADED SIGHT-READING BOOK
Vol. I. Short phrase in linear reading, then chords.

Price, 1.00

JOHN M. WILLIAMS’ GRADED SIGHT-READING BOOK
Vol. II. Developing in progress by charming pieces.

Price, 1.00

Send for FREE COPY of our big Mail-Order Catalog

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO.

Boston, Mass.

.Laming

Wor fas o/Hazel Gertrude DILLER-QUAILE
KINSGELLA BOORS DizaJoeth1Qua'ife
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How to Teach the Names of Keys
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By Lotta A. Belden
Be With Us Stm.so.o..Jordan
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One More b”.! Jesus^^

IWinCanZ™LorYd...Morrison
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Price,

JOHN M. WILLIAMS’ FIRST GRADE PIANO BOOK
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JOHN M. WILLIAMS’ VERY FIRST GRADE PIANO BOOK
The beginner’s book with the keyboard chart.

(a) O Be JoyfuThT™ Lord
ama
<b) My Defence is of God... .“.Roberts
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Price, $1.00

OTHER FAMOUS WILLIAMS BOOKS
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works may secure them for
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WE GO!”

A Boot of Poetry Pieces
Radically different from other books
of piano instruction for little children

Latest Piano Boots

•§g§jgiitsssssSss

for BEGINNERS
BII.BRO, MATHILDE
FROST,^ERnTcE

SPECIAL NOTICES AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
1S0NAL FOR SALE
or WANTED

3 East 43rd St.,

G. SCHIRMER,

Inc., New York

(See other SCHIRMER advertisements on pages 694, 698 and 703)
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Violin Collections and Studies
BEL CANTO METHOD FOR THE VIOLIN
By Mabel Madison Watson
Price, $1.25
THE MOST ELEMENTARY OF ALL VIOLIN METHODS

From an Address Prepared by James Francis

/\ VIOLIN method that combines foundation technic with the art of
melody playing. It is the product of years of experience with young
students, and has attained unprecedented popularity with violin teachers.
Prominent features are the careful arrangement of the melodious and
attractive material in progressive order and the exhaustive treatment
given each subject.

Cooke, President of the Theodore Presser Co.,

ENSEMBLE METHOD FOR THE VIOLIN
By Oscar J. Lehrer
Price, $1.25
AN EXCELLENT METHOD FOR CLASS INSTRUCTION
HpEACHING the violin in classes is being done with much success.
The exercises in this work have been arranged in three-part harmony,
each part of practically equal difficulty, and the class, being divided into
three sections, may alternate in playing each part. The student not only
develops the technic and art of violin playing, but also in ensemble
playing.

POLYPHONIC STUDIES FOR THE VIOLIN
By Oscar J. Lehrer
Price, $1.25
A WORK TO FOLLOW THE SUCCESSFUL ‘‘ENSEMBLE METHOD”
R. LEHRER’S Ensemble Method for the Violin was received so
enthusiastically that this volume to follow it was issued. It con¬
tinues upon the same plan as the Ensemble Method, all studies being
written in three parts, training those in violin classes to play in ensemble
while developing technic. These polyphonic studies introduce the third
position, shifting and double stops. As the studies are in trio form, they
also are suitable as trios for advanced violinists to use in recreation or
concert playing.

FIFTY SELECTED STUDIES IN THE FIRST POSITION
Compiled and Edited by C. Levenson

Price, $1.00

' I 'HE best first position studies selected from all the great writers for
-*■ the violin, arranged in progressive order, so that the book may be
taken up immediately after any instructor. Alard, Sitt, Kayser, Wohlfahrt
and De Beriot are among the composers represented.

SELECTED STUDIES IN SECOND AND THIRD POSITIONS
Compiled and Edited by C. Levenson

Price, $1.00

Gp HESE attractive studies are not at all difficult; they are such studies
as the pupil may be able to take up after having done a reasonable
amount of work in the first position.

SELECTED STUDIES IN THE 4th, 5th AND HALF POSITIONS
Compiled and Edited by C. Levenson

Price, $1.00

A

BOOK of studies, such as these, occupies a most desirable place in
-^*the violin curriculum. Studies exemplifying the fourth, half and
fifth positions are scarce, at best, and ordinarily must be hunted up in
various books that may be obtained only at considerable expense. This
volume has the best in convenient form.

Ask for Our "Descriptive Catalog of Violin Collections, Methods
and Studies.”

Violin Strings, Chin Rests, Rosin, etc., at Reasonable Prices

Theodore Presser Co.

k. Philadelphia, Pa.

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY HOUSE FOR EVERYTHING IN MUSIC PUBLICATIONS

for the Sixteenth Annual Convention of the
National Association of Sheet Music Dealers
Field in New York City June nth to 13th, 1928.

S

OME years ago the International Harvester Company, with
headquarters in Chicago, asked permission to republish an
editorial written for THE ETUDE Music Magazine. They said
that this work, “The Golden Age of Business," was in their
opinion, of as much practical value to their ultimate consumers—
the farmers—as it was to musicians. I am told that they re¬
printed one million copies and they had 3,000 enlarged copies
beautifully framed and placed in the offices of their agents
throughout the world. This led me to inquire into their methods
of direct sales promotion and I found that they were spending
hundreds of thousands of dollars in what seemed like a purely
altruistic effort to help the farmer. In all this educational work
no direct appeal was made to sell the products of the company.
They had corps of lecturers travelling in especially arranged
private cars, distributing information and knowledge that would
help the farmer to do more profitable work, more enjoyable work
and more enthusiastic work. These universities on wheels went
from one end of the land to the other, distributing tons of
educational material.
The company told me that over and above all other adver¬
tising and promotion work they did, this practical demonstration
of thejr sincere desire to be of real service to their customers was
the most important of all their expansion methods. Farmers are
hard to fool and they could easily see that the International
Harvester Company was doing a most purposeful and liberal
piece of constructive work.
The music publishing business, as a business, has its roots
far down in musical education. The moment we neglect the wel¬
fare of the teacher we are writing the doom of our business.
Keeping the enthusiasm of teachers at a white heat, fostering
their business interests, expanding their opportunities, making
their lives more enjoyable and doing everything in our power to
promote musical education in a big and wholesome way, has been
my main object for years in everything I have done through THE
ETUDE. I have, personally, spared no time, effort or money to
accomplish this, because I know that the whole future of music
and of the musical industry in this country reaches right down
to the foundations laid by our teachers; not merely the few
big stars in our great cities but to the thousands of
lesser known, unsung, untiring workers in small communities.
Years of experience in teaching made clear to me that the bond
between the teacher and the dealer is indissoluble. The stimu¬
lation of increased interest in piano study is as vital a part of our
common interests, as is oxygen to daily life.
Therefore, the dealer should have a deep and sincere interest
in helping the teacher to get more pupils to defend him against
loss, and to advertise his best efforts. There are hundreds of
practical ways of doing this, all adaptable to special community
conditions.
The teacher is the emissary of the Art. He is the missionary
and the salvation of the music publishing business. I .et us take
off our hats to him. We could not live for more than a month or
so without him.
He expects something far more of us than to be exploited for
our profits. He has a right to look to us to help him in every
reasonable way. His stock in trade is talent and time. Often he
is ridiculously underpaid in comparison with the service he
renders to the state and to society. Anything we can do to see
that his time brings him a greater reward, more distinction and
recognition and at the same time contribute to his happiness,
15 PfT °f T °k'lgatioF which we, as sheet music dealers and
publishers, should eagerly assume.
Advertise
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When You Desire
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SAe ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE,
Write to us for prices on any
magazines not listed.

Theodore Presser Co.
Publishers

1712 CHESTNUT ST., PHILA, PA.

Add to Your Income ! Secure
Subscriptions for “TheEtude."
Write for Particulars.

This is the voice of Spain, this rhythmic, sensuous music.

intensely national melody—has been newly recorded on

Singing of wines and bull-fights, gypsies and plucked gui¬

Victor Red Seal Records by Maria Jeritza, of the Metro¬

tars . . . fans and mantillas glimpsed on iron-grilled

politan Opera Company. Every note of her lovely soprano

balconies . . . mountains like flames, and eyes like

voice, every subtlety of her spirited performance is repro¬

midnight stars . . . love, hate, and vengeance . . . sol¬

duced with unbelievable realism.

diers and matadors ... all the chromatic splendor of this

The most beautiful music in the world, interpreted by

land of lights and shadows, of passion and old romance.

the foremost artists and orchestras, is always at your

In “Carmen” the genius of Bizet found its ultimate

command with Victor Red Seal Records. There is liter¬

expression. The work is extraordinary among operas for

ally no limit to the pleasure they will give you, wherever

its wealth of musical atmosphere and color. In its unfor¬

and as often as you wish. . . . Ask the nearest Victor

gettable score, at once gay and slightly sinister, burn old

dealer to play you the

Iberian fires.

Red Seal selection.

The

Habanera

from “Carmen”—that celebrated and

VICTOR

Habanera

(8091) or any other

You will be thrilled and delighted.

Victor Talking Machine Company, Camden, N. J., U. S. A.

Seal RECORDS

